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The field of robotics is growing at a rapid pace with robot deployments in everyday

environments such as hospitals, schools, and retail settings. On average, 70% of people

in these environments are in groups: they walk, work, and interact in groups. Recent

work in the field has highlighted the importance of designing robots that can interact

with groups. To enable robots to fluently assist and interact with groups, they need a

high-level understanding of team dynamics, including how to sense groups and engage in

intelligent decision making to support them. However, the human-robot interaction (HRI)

field has focused on dyadic interaction (i.e., one human and one robot) which does not
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represent real-world situations where robots might interact with any number of people at

a given time.

The goal of my Ph.D. research is to design robotic systems that enable robots

to work seamlessly in teams in real-world, safety-critical settings. In this dissertation, I

discuss four main contributions of my work. First, I designed the Robot-Centric Group

Estimation model (RoboGEM), which enables robots to detect human groups in complex,

real-world environments. Prior group perception work tends to: (1) focus on exo-centric

perspective approaches, (2) use data captured in well-controlled environments which

cannot support real-world operating scenarios, and (3) use supervised learning methods

that may potentially fail when robots encounter new situations. In contrast, RoboGEM

is unsupervised and works well on ego-centric, real-world data, where both pedestrians

and the robot are in motion at the same time. RoboGEM outperforms the current top-

performing method by 10% in terms of accuracy, and 50% in terms of recall, and it can

be used in real-world environments to enable robots to work in teams.

Second, I expanded the scope of RoboGEM to design RoboGEM 2.0 which

enables a robot to track groups over time in crowded environments. RoboGEM 2.0 is

based on the intuition that pedestrians are most likely in groups when they have similar

trajectories, ground plane coordinates, and proximities. RoboGEM 2.0 leverages deep

learning techniques for group data association which enables robots to track groups

when ego-motion uncertainty is high. It includes new methods for group tracking that

employ Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) feature maps for group data association,

and Kalman filtering to track group states over time.

I compared RoboGEM 2.0 to three state-of-the-art methods and showed that

it outperforms them in terms of precision, recall, and tracking accuracy. Unlike prior

methods that require multiple sensors and substantial computational resources, RoboGEM

2.0 enables robots to detect and track groups of people in real-time from a moving
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platform using a single RGB-D sensor.

Third, I explored using RoboGEM within a real-world application: teaming in

healthcare. This is a dynamic setting in which teams experience coordination, communi-

cation, and decision-making challenges, rendering it a well-suited application domain

for my work. I was interested in how robots might be used to reduce the degree of

preventable patient harm, which in the US, kill over 400,000 patients and injure 5 million

patients annually in hospitals alone. Here, nurses are the primary advocate for patients

and thus are uniquely positioned to identify and prevent patient harm. However, strict

hierarchical structures and asymmetrical power dynamics between physicians and nurses

often result in penalties for nurses who speak up to “stop the line” of behavior that causes

medical errors.

This inspired my work, which involved collaborating with nurses to envision

how robots might empower and support them in clinical teams. For example, our study

revealed that nurses want robots to assist with team decision-making, supply delivery, and

team “choreography” during surgery and resuscitation procedures. This work provided

exciting design concepts for future robot technology in acute settings, which inspired

later work in my PhD.

Fourth, I continued my investigation into how robots can support clinical teams

by exploring the use of robots in the Emergency Department (ED). The ED is a safety-

critical environment in which providers are overburdened, overworked, and have limited

resources to do their jobs. To place robots in these complex spaces, robots need to

understand many features of the environment in order to operate safely and effectively,

including patient acuity to prevent robots from interrupting treatment.

To address this, I developed the Safety-Critical Deep Q-Network (SafeDQN),

a new reinforcement learning system that enables robots to socially navigate while

taking patient level of acuity into account. The main contribution of this work is a new
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computational model of patient acuity to enable robots to socially navigate in the ED.

I compared SafeDQN to three classic navigation methods, and found that SafeDQN

generates the safest, quickest path in a simulated ED environment. Using SafeDQN,

mobile robots can fetch and deliver supplies to ED staff in a manner that does not interrupt

patient care, thereby less likely to cause patient harm

My Ph.D. research contributes to building real-time robotic systems that can work

alongside people in real-world environments. My work enables robots to effectively

identify groups, track them over time, and navigate and interact among them in safety-

critical, real-world settings. This work will enable more robust, realistic HRI, and support

safe operation of mobile robots in human-centered environments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Robots are becoming more ubiquitous in our society, working in common, ev-

eryday, human-centered environments. For example, robots are being used to support

the physical activity and wellness of older adults [192, 280, 129, 298], assist clinicians

with daily tasks [282, 332, 341, 329], support workers in manufacturing [175], and help

people navigate in airports [343]. In many settings, people interact in groups –that is,

they work in groups, they socialize in groups, and according to Moussaid et al., 70% of

people in crowds are in groups [230]. Therefore, robots will be expected to work with

groups of people.

For robots to be effective teammates, they require systems that enable them

to perceive, learn, and collaborate with groups of people. With an understanding of

groups, robots can better predict the motion intentions of pedestrians more effectively

and navigate among them in a safe manner. However, identifying groups in the real-world

is a challenging problem as it requires detecting and tracking groups in environments

where people have dynamic, unpredictable motion trajectories. Furthermore, the sensor

itself (on the robot) is prone to high-levels of occlusion, image perturbations, and varying

lighting conditions, particularly in crowded environments.
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Group perception systems are critical to ensuring that robots behave safely as

they work alongside people in everyday environments. For instance, when perception

systems experience delays, misclassifications, or inefficiencies, they can cause harm to

the people around them. The public is now aware of these hazards following recent cases

where autonomous vehicles have killed pedestrians [125, 217]. Several incidents were

caused by errors in computer vision systems such as mis-classifying objects and people;

demonstrating how ill-prepared they are for higher levels of autonomy [217].

These concerns about autonomous vehicles also apply to mobile robots that work

with people in everyday settings, such as service robots. For example, service robots are

expected to navigate in crowded, everyday environments and can potentially collide with

pedestrians when errors occur in their perception systems. Thus, group perception must

be fast and accurate to ensure pedestrians’ safety.

While nascent, there is a growing body of literature on group perception methods

in HRI [184, 213, 207, 185, 345, 206, 337, 334, 349]. However, many of these approaches

rely on supervised learning, which requires training models on large datasets [184, 213,

207, 185, 206]. There are a few ego-centric group detection methods that are unsupervised

(c.f. [61]), though the methods are deployed from a stationary sensor. Thus, this warrants

exploration into unsupervised group detection methods for mobile robots.

My work is situated within this problem domain, where I focus on designing

perception and decision-making systems that enable robots to work in teams in safety-

critical environments (SCEs).These are complex, non-deterministic spaces where people

have a high workload, are under time-sensitive constraints, and must make decisions under

uncertainty. Some examples of SCEs include emergency medicine, disaster response,

and assembly manufacturing (See Fig. 1.1). My work is centered around imbuing group

awareness into the sensing and decision making systems on robots; thereby making them

more likely to help, rather than hinder, human teammates in SCEs.
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Figure 1.1: Examples of safety-critical environments, including emergency medicine,
disaster response, and assembly manufacturing.

1.1 Motivation and Scope

One of the first tasks robots will need to accomplish to effectively work in teams

is to locate and perceive their team members. There have been many efforts to develop

group perception systems in the fields of robotics, computer vision, and human-robot

interaction (HRI). Some studies include investigations into group dynamics between

humans and robots, such as group spatial behaviors [376, 351], modeling synchrony

[147, 148], and group perception [48, 213, 343].

Although there are many benefits associated with enabling robots to work in

teams, much of prior work in HRI has focused on dyadic interaction. This prevents robots

from understanding how teams work together as well as how to work alongside them.

In contrast, my work focuses on designing robots for critical environments when robots

cannot rely on overhead cameras nor a priori knowledge, and must solve these problems

with limited computational resources. My work explores ego-centric (or first-person)

perception methods for mobile robots, that can perform unsupervised in real-world

environments. It is inspired by characteristics of group motion; that is, using the intuition

that pedestrians are most likely in groups when they have similar trajectories and are

in close proximity to each other [206]. This enables robots to perform well in new

environments where people are in motion and the robot is in motion.

Once robots can effectively sense their teammates, they need the ability to work
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alongside them. Furthermore, roboticists need to build context into intelligent systems,

particularly for those working in SCEs where operational failures can potentially lead to

safety risks or harm. Operational failures are a key problem in this domain, and many

are caused by the untimely delivery of supplies, equipment, and information needed to

complete tasks, as well as communication breakdowns in teams [315].

My work focuses on how robots might prevent operational failures and risks to

safety which I hope will ultimately help save human lives. In particular, my work is

centered on placing robots in SCEs (such as the Emergency Department (ED) to support

teams. The vision is that robots can take on distracting or frustrating parts of work, such

as delivering materials or fetching supplies. Here, I explore how robots can understand

human teaming in the ED, so as they can aid, rather than distract from acute care delivery.

Thus, the research goal of my work is to design perception and decision-making

systems to enable robots to support human teams in SCEs. This dissertation explores

several research thrusts to address this goal;

• How to enable robots to detect groups of people from an ego-centric perspective.

• How to enable robots to detect and track groups of people in crowded environments

from an ego-centric perspective.

• How to build on the aforementioned group perception systems to explore how they

might be employed on robots in hospitals.

• How to design robots to support and empower nurses in clinical teams, to prevent

patient harm.

• How to design navigation systems that consider environmental context to prevent

causes of harm.
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1.2 Contributions

The contributions of this research are as follows:

1) Developed a new unsupervised, ego-centric human group detection sys-

tem, the Robot-Centric Group Estimation Model (RoboGEM) [328]. To enable

robots to detect groups of people in highly noisy, complex, real-world environments, I

designed the RoboGEM system. Historically, group perception work tends to: (1) focus

on exo-centric perspective approaches, (2) use data captured in well-controlled envi-

ronments which cannot support real-world operating scenarios, and (3) use supervised

learning methods that may potentially fail when robots encounter new situations. In

contrast, RoboGEM employs hierarchical clustering (unsupervised learning), and works

well on ego-centric, real-world data, where both pedestrians and the robot are in motion

at the same time. RoboGEM outperformed the two top-performing algorithms by 30% in

terms of accuracy.

RoboGEM addresses an important problem in robotics, which is solving vision

tasks while both the robot and pedestrians are in motion, across a challenging, real-world

dataset. It also addresses a key challenge in HRI – how robots can locate and perceive

their teammates, which will contribute to my goal of enabling robots to seamlessly

integrate themselves in human-centered environments. Furthermore, this work will be

helpful to the robotics community as it will promote further exploration of human-robot

teamwork in real-world settings.

2) Developed the Robot-Centric Group Estimation Model 2.0 (RoboGEM

2.0), a new real-time, unsupervised, ego-centric group detection and tracking sys-

tem [335]. For robots to support and work alongside groups long-term, they need to track

their teammates over time. Thus, I designed RoboGEM 2.0, a crowd-aware tracking-

by-detection system. RoboGEM 2.0 tracks groups using two metrics for group data
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association: a motion metric and an appearance metric. The motion metric captures the

spatial behaviors of pedestrians in groups. The appearance metric captures the appearance

of pedestrians in groups using deep learning feature activation maps. RoboGEM 2.0

outperforms three state-of-the-art methods in terms of group detection and group tracking

performance.

This work will enable robotics researchers to explore human-robot teaming

scenarios in real-world settings by deploying group perception systems that enable robots

to track their teammates. RoboGEM 2.0 will enable human-robot teaming in situations

where there are distributed teams in the same environment. Robots may need to shift their

support to different teams over time, so a system like RoboGEM 2.0 can enable robots to

track distributed teams and readjust its support to a different team when necessary.

3) Conducted an investigation into how robots can be used to empower

nurses in interprofessional team settings, through a longitudinal collaborative de-

sign process with nurses across five US-based hospitals [331]. I explored using Robo-

GEM within a real-world application, teaming in the emergency department (ED). The

ED is a dynamic setting in which teams experience coordination, communication, and

decision making challenges, rendering it a well-suited application domain for my work. I

was interested in how robots might be used to reduce the degree of preventable patient

harm, which in the US, kill over 400,000 patients and injure 5 million patients annu-

ally in hospitals alone [150]. 70% of these errors are the result of communication and

collaboration breakdowns [73].

Nurses are the primary advocate for patients in hospitals [245, 346]. As such, they

are uniquely positioned to identify and prevent patient harm. However, strict hierarchical

structures and asymmetrical power dynamics between physicians and nurses often result

in penalties for nurses who speak up to “stop the line” of behavior that causes patient

harm. This inspired my work, which involved collaborating with nurses nationwide to
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envision how robots might empower and support them in clinical teams.

This work revealed that nurses want to use systems like RoboGEM to “stop

the line”, and disrupt power dynamics by detecting unsafe physician behavior, such as

avoiding safety protocols (i.e., checklists). Based on the findings, we proposed robot

design concepts that captured how nurses envisioned using RoboGEM. This work showed

that participants envisioned using a robotic crash cart to guide resuscitation procedures

to improve efficiency and reduce errors. This work revealed that nurses want intelligent

systems to spatially coordinate team members as they work at a patient’s bedside, which

is particularly important in time-sensitive situations such as resuscitation. Also, this work

showed that nurses envisioned using our system to support real-time error identification,

such as breaking the sterile field, and then communicating those errors to physicians, to

relieve them of responsibility. Our proposed design concepts promote further exploration

in how to design technology to challenge authority in asymmetrical power relationships,

particularly in healthcare, as strong teams save lives.

4) Developed Safety-Critical Deep Q-Network (SafeDQN) which enables in-

telligent systems to navigate in the ED while avoiding areas of critical patients [333].

I explored how robots could support teams in the ED, by relieving providers of non-

value-added tasks (e.g., submitting labs, restocking supplies) and enabling them to spend

more time on patient care. A key challenge I identified occurs when patient rooms fill up,

and patients are stationed and treated in hallways. Thus, ED hallways are often cluttered,

overcrowded, and clinicians are treating highly acute patients, working under severe time

constraints. To place robots in these complex spaces, robots need to understand many

features of the environment in order to operate safely and effectively, including patient

acuity. This knowledge might enable them to navigate more intelligently and safely.

To address this, I developed SafeDQN, a new reinforcement learning system that

enables robots to socially navigate while taking patient acuity levels into account [333].
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SafeDQN visually detects a patient’s acuity level from video and encodes this in a neural

network, which learns to avoid areas of high-acuity patients. I compared SafeDQN to

three classic navigation methods, and found that SafeDQN generates the safest, quickest

path in a simulated ED environment.

The main contribution of this work is a new computational model of patient acuity

to enable robots to socially navigate in the ED. I hope this work will enable robots to

support HCWs without introducing additional causes of patient harm. By enabling robots

to take on non-value-added tasks such as supply delivery, HCWs can focus more on

patient treatment.

1.3 Publications

Some of the work presented in this dissertation is based on the following publica-

tions and some of the work presented herein has not yet been published.

1. Taylor, A., and Riek, L.D. RoboGEM 2.0: A Real-time Robot-Centric Group

Detection and Tracking System. In Prep.

2. Taylor, A., Matsumoto, S., Xiao, W., and Riek, L.D. Experimentally Validating a

Acuity-Aware Navigation System for the Emergency Department. In Prep.

3. Taylor, A., Matsumoto, S., Xiao, W., and Riek, L.D. Social Navigation for Mo-

bile Robots in the Emergency Department. In Proc. of the IEEE International

Conference on Robotics and Automation (ICRA), 2021.

4. Taylor, A., Matsumoto, S., and Riek, L.D. Situating Robots in the Emergency

Department. AAAI Spring Symposium on Applied AI in Healthcare: Safety,

Community, and the Environment, 2020.
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5. Taylor, A., Chan, D., and Riek, L.D. Robot-Centric Perception of Human Groups.

ACM Transactions on Human-Robot Interaction (THRI), 2020.

6. Taylor, A., Lee, H., Kubota, A., and Riek, L.D. Coordinating Clinical Teams:

Using Robots to empower nurses to Stop the Line. *Best Paper Award Honor-

able mention (top 5% of submissions)* Computer Supported Cooperative Work

(CSCW), 2019. [Acceptance Rate: 30%]

7. Taylor, A., and Riek, L.D. Group Perception Methods to Support Human-Robot

Teaming. Southern California Robotics Symposium (SCR), 2019.

8. Taylor, A., and Riek, L.D. Robot-Centric Human Group Detection. In Proceed-

ings of Social Robots in the Wild, Workshop at the 13th Annual ACM/IEEE

International Conference on Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) 2018.

9. Chan, D., Taylor, A., and Riek, L.D. Faster Robot Perception Using Salient Depth

Partitioning. In Proceedings of IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent

Robots and Systems (IROS), 2017.

10. Taylor, A. and Riek, L.D. Robot Affiliation Perception for Social Interaction. In

Proc. of Robots in Groups and Teams Workshop at CSCW 2017. pp. 1-4.

11. Taylor, A., and Riek, L.D. Robot Perception of Human Groups in the Real World:

State of the Art. In Proceedings of the AAAI Fall Symposium on Artificial

Intelligence in Human-Robot Interaction (AI-HRI), 2016.

1.4 Ethical Procedures

This dissertation describes human subject experiments that have been formally

reviewed by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the University of California, San
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Diego. Participants provided permission to participate in experimental research in all

human subjects experiments. Also, they have been compensated for their time and their

data has been securely stored and anonymized.

1.5 Dissertation Overview

This dissertation is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 discusses a brief overview of related work in the areas of group per-

ception methods, human-robot teaming, team dynamics in clinical settings, and

navigation in robotics.

• Chapter 3 discusses a new method for ego-centric human group detection in

real-world environments.

• Chapter 4 discusses a new method for an ego-centric human group detection and

tracking system.

• Chapter 5 discusses an investigation into deploying the aforementioned group

detection and tracking system in healthcare to challenge asymmetrical power

dynamics.

• Chapter 6 discusses how to place robots in the ED, identifying the tasks they

could perform, and describing the ED-specific considerations for robotic-assisted

ED tasks.

• Chapter 7 discusses a new social navigation system for the emergency department.

• Chapter 8 summarizes the main contributions of this dissertation, discusses plans

for future work, and provides concluding remarks.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Overview of Group Perception Methods

2.1.1 Defining groups

There are many definitions of groups in the literature. In the social sciences,

groups are usually referred to as two or more people who interact with one another,

share similar characteristics, and have a common purpose or goal. This definition is

also synonymous with a team, as they are two or more people that aim to achieve a

common goal [103]. Both terms are commonly used in the robot teaming literature, often

interchangeably [75, 76, 210].

Kendon [163] introduced the concept of F-Formations to formalize how we think

about conversational groups, where groups can be systematically described in terms of

their spatial configuration (See Fig. 2.1). F-formation is a formal system that identifies

groups in social environments [162]. An F-Formation system arises when two or more

humans sustain a spatial and orientation relationship. It divides the area between groups

into a p-space, o-space, and r-space. As shown in Figure 2.1, the o-space is the area in the

center of the group, while p-space is the area where humans stand in a group surrounding
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Figure 2.1: Human Spatial F-Formation Arrangements: (1) Circular Arrangement: De-
fines three social spaces. The o-space is the convex hull in the middle of the group
members, the p-space is the area surrounding the o-space (where the humans are posi-
tioned), and the r-space is the area beyond p-space; (2) L-Arrangement is formed between
two humans standing perpendicular to one another in an L-shaped position in the p-space;
(3) Vis-a-Vis Arrangement is formed when two group members stand directly facing
one another; and (4) Side-by-Side Arrangement is formed when two group members are
facing the same direction (not toward one another) [162].

o-space, and r-space is the area beyond the p-space.

Several researchers in the computer vision community have been leading a tran-

sition from studying individuals to studying groups, and several have been leveraging

the F-Formation system [274, 78]. This allows them to explore characteristics of groups

such as dimension (small groups or crowds), durability (ephemeral, ad-hoc, or stable),

and organization [302]. Robots can leverage dimension, durability, and organization to

appropriately adapt its behavior to human group motion.

Researchers in robotics have leveraged these characteristics to learn about social

interaction [376, 352]. As aforementioned, the F-Formation concept can be used to

systematically analyze social group behavior from a mobile robot. In addition, this

concept can help robots perceive where people are relative to itself, how they are moving,

and how the robot can use this information to join groups.
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Linder et al. [206] define groups as people who tend to walk in similar directions,

with similar motion patterns and in close proximity to one another, which is the definition

we adopt in our work. This definition is particularly useful for mobile robots that aim to

work alongside groups of people that move around an environment often.

In our early work, we explored groups from the lens of how they form, through

the concept of affiliation [336]. People naturally gain a sense of whether they “fit-in” with

groups based on face-to-face interaction this is known as affiliation, a sense of belonging

to a group of people. However, robots do not have this ability. In order for robots to be

accepted and functional around people, robots need to understand how people achieve

affiliation amongst each other.

The Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) literature suggests that people show more

positive reactions to in-group robots than they do to out-group robots [131]. However, in

social settings, robots are inherently out-group members when they enter social spaces

with people [270, 237]. This is because people naturally view robots as being different

from themselves. Therefore, to interact with people, robots need a means to affiliate and

build rapport with people so they are viewed as in-group members.

To address this challenge, building algorithmic models of group dynamics can

inform a robot’s understanding of group affiliation [337]. Affiliation is based upon

principles of attraction [102]. When people attend social gatherings, they typically scan

a room searching for familiar people. However, when people are not familiar within a

crowd, the proximity principle (PP) states that people tend to join groups that are close

by [102].

Once an individual starts interacting with a group, they gain a sense of whether

they belong in the group. If they gain a sense of membership in the group, people tend

to continue this interaction for a longer period of time; otherwise, they tend to leave

this group and explore others. This is known as the elaboration principle (EP); hence,
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Figure 2.2: Affiliation System. State 1 is designed based on the PP and the EP; therefore,
it detects and tracks groups of people. State 2 plans a path trajectory from the robot’s
current position to a goal position in a group, which is designed based on the PP. State
3 allows the robot to perceive the affiliative state of groups using all four principles of
attraction.

groups are dynamic systems which grow in complexity over time [102].

Groups tend to retain membership based on connections, which may be personal

or professional. For instance, people working in the same industry, from common

backgrounds, or having similar interests and opinions tend to retain connections in

groups. This is known as the similarity principle (SP) [102].

However, some people are interested in building mutually beneficial connections.

For example, dominant people tend to connect more with people that are submissive

(dominant-submissive) than they do with people that are dominant and vise-versa. This is

known as the complementary principle (CP); hence, people are attracted to those who

possess characteristics that complement their own [102].

Robots can potentially leverage the principles of attraction to engage with groups

of people. We argue that sensing social signals is the best way for robots to do this. Social

signals are the expression of one’s attitude toward a social situation, which encompasses
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Figure 2.3: Example of a typical workflow used by many group perception methods.
Given a sequence of images, a pedestrian detector identifies the location of people in
images using bounding boxes (BB). We represent a BB as the left x (column), top left y
(row), width, and height. These BBs are inputted into a pedestrian tracker. The pedestrian
tracker provides a track ID for each pedestrian detection. Using the pedestrian track
information, the group detector identifies the location of groups of people using BB.
Group detections are input into a group tracker and this tracker provides group IDs.

nonverbal behavioral cues such as body posture, gestures, and proxemics [337]. Work in

HRI suggests that social signals provide an understanding of a single person’s attitude

about a robot [222]; thus, they can also help understand the affiliative states of groups

and engage accordingly.

In our work, we operationalize the aforementioned principles. The goal of this

dissertation is to address the following research question: how can mobile robots use the

principles of attraction to autonomously navigate a social scene and estimate affiliative

states of groups? There are several steps required to explore this question. Fig. 2.2 shows

how to design our system, which we will explain in the next section. This system laid the

groundwork for the robotic systems I designed throughout my doctoral research [336].

In order for robots to be effective teammates, they require systems that enable

them to perceive, learn, and collaborate with groups of people. Group perception is

typically performed using the following steps: (1) detect pedestrians, (2) track pedestrians,

(3) detect groups, and (4) track groups (See Fig. 2.3 for an overview). Thus, in order to

design robots to work in teams, robots must be able to perceive individual people first.
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2.1.2 Pedestrian Detection

The objective of pedestrian detection is to locate people in images or consecutive

frames in video streams, where the output is typically represented in the form of a

bounding box. Pedestrian detection is an important area of research for robotics and

computer vision, with applications in surveillance, activity recognition, and video analysis

[87, 383, 79, 383]. More importantly, it is typically the first step for group perception

systems, particularly those that are deployed on mobile robots (See Figs. 2.4, 2.6, and

2.5)

Past research on pedestrian detection includes approaches using either stationary

or mobile sensors. Pedestrian detection from stationary cameras are typically placed

overhead, where people are monitored over time [363]. Before depth sensors became

prevalent in robotics, RGB images were predominantly used to detect people.

Most prior approaches use features such as Histogram of Oriented Gradient

(HOG) [79] or background subtraction to narrow down the search space to find people in

images [255]. Deformable part models is another popular technique that uses HOG to

detect different parts of the body and is used to train classifiers for pedestrian detection

[95]. Also, due to the complex geometry of the human body, other features such as color,

shape, and motion are used as well. In the final stage of detection, a classifier, such as

a Support Vector Machine (SVM), is used to make a decision about whether or not the

image contains one or more pedestrians [206].

In robotics, other sensors in addition to traditional RGB monocular cameras are

often used to detect people. For example, Arras et al. [11] used a laser range finder to

detect and track people’s legs using a Kalman-Filter based multi-target tracking system.

Jafari et al. [149] used head-mounted Red, green, and blue color channels and depth data

sensors in a multi-hypothesis tracking system to detect and track upper bodies. They used

a normalized depth-based template approach to detect upper bodies and groundHOG to
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detect people from far ranges [318]. Spinello et al. [313] detected full bodies in RGB-D

data using a HOG-inspired feature, Histogram of Oriented Depths.

Recently, researchers have become interested in pedestrian detection from an

ego-centric perspective [240, 35, 290, 291]. ego-centric vision aims to solve perception

problems from the first-person viewpoint. Applications include activity recognition,

video summarization, and mapping [36, 244, 290, 291, 34]. Data is usually collected

from head-mounted sensors or cameras that are mounted on mobile platforms.

Many of the aforementioned techniques have also been used for ego-centric

vision. However, because both the sensor and people are in motion, it is challenging to

determine whether a pedestrian’s change in position is a result of the sensor’s motion or

people moving in the environment. Thus, a motion model that describes the robot’s own

movements is typically used to differentiate robot from human motion [240, 36].

Ego-centric vision is particularly important as robots begin entering complex

human environments. It is not feasible for robots to depend on overhead cameras as a

means of monitoring the robot’s environment or as an extension to its vision system.

Additionally, robots will encounter new situations and must be able to handle conditions

with no a priori knowledge; therefore, they require unsupervised methods so that they

can learn solely on input data.

In recent years, the computer vision community has transitioned from using

hand-crafted appearance features (e.g. HOG, Haar, LBP) to using Deep Learning (DL)

architectures to generate features for pedestrian detection. These DL architectures use

convolutional neural network (CNN) which typically consist of passing images through a

series of layers including convolution, non-linear, pooling (downsample or max pooling),

rectified linear units or ReLU (normalization), and fully connected layers. The fully

connected layer generates a fixed-length vector that is used for classification. Using

different configurations of such layers has enabled researchers to improve pedestrian
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detection accuracy beyond what hand-crafted feature-based approaches have been able

to achieve [82, 83, 173].

There have been many approaches proposed for pedestrian detection using DL.

These methods aim to address one or more of the following challenges: using varying

input image sizes [136], using region proposals effectively [117, 116], training on a full

image versus training on object proposals [6, 10, 55, 91], and improving training and

testing time without sacrificing accuracy [268, 94, 269, 116, 273]. Some of the most

popular methods include YOLO and its variants e.g., [268, 94, 269], Faster RCNN [273],

Spatial Pyamid Pooling networks (SSPNets) [136]. We use YOLO v3 [268, 94, 269] in

our work because it achieves state-of-the-art performance and runs in real-time.

2.1.3 Group Detection & Tracking

The final steps of the group perception pipeline involves detection and tracking

of groups and crowds [61, 48, 343, 207]. Group detection consists of identifying the

locations of groups of people in images. These locations are typically represented by a

bounding box, which we parameterize by the coordinates of its center (x and y), its width,

and its height on the image plane.

Group tracking aims to assign people to social groups and maintain that assign-

ment over time. This typically consists of detecting groups at each time step and then

matching them from one timestep to the next in a image stream. In this section, we

discuss how the HRI and computer vision communities have addressed the group tracking

problem, recent data association methods, current gaps in the literature, and how we

address those gaps.

Prior work in surveillance and robotics have explored detecting moving groups in

large crowds. This problem is addressed from an where the sensor is placed overhead.

Many approaches include probabilistic methods such as particle filters [378, 26, 251, 260,
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Figure 2.4: Major dimensions describing the methods discussed in Section 2.1.3. The
orange dots represent exo-centric methods and the teal dots represent the ego-centric
methods. In general, there are more exo-centric based methods than ego-centric methods.
This shows that the majority of exo-centric and ego-centric methods use supervised
approaches.

380, 115, 4, 59, 379, 377, 27, 101, 234], graph-based approaches such as generalized

minimum clique graphs [167, 385, 241, 202, 57, 96], clustering-based methods such as

k-means and agglomerative clustering [311, 312, 109, 114], as well as methods based on

the social force model [190, 310, 314, 221].

Perception techniques such as group detection and tracking have also been ex-

plored from an ego-centric perspective using Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT)

[65, 232, 48, 213, 185, 184], fluid dynamics [301], and clustering [61, 338, 334]. MHT

is the most popular method which formulates group tracking as a combinational selec-
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Figure 2.5: Major dimensions describing the methods discussed in Section 2.1.3. The
orange dots represent exo-centric methods and the teal dots represent the ego-centric
methods. In general, there are more exo-centric based methods than ego-centric methods.
This shows that most exo-centric methods are designed for stationary sensors and that
most ego-centric methods are deployed on mobile sensors.

tion problem, where a set of hypotheses from the previous and current iteration of the

algorithm are evaluated in order to perform data association. Due to the computational

complexity of MHT, many approaches select the k-best hypotheses [232, 185, 184]. Also,

researchers have addressed group splitting, merging, and size estimation using MHT

[185, 213].

The probabilistic approach proposed by Choi et al. [65] localizes and classifies

structural groups in a single image to encode interactional features between people in

groups using bottom-up interaction potentials, intragroup potentials, and background

potentials. The work done by Choi et al. relies on several features such as individual
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Figure 2.6: Major dimensions describing the methods discussed in Section 2.1.3. The
orange dots represent exo-centric methods and the teal dots represent the ego-centric
methods. In general, there are more exo-centric based methods than ego-centric methods.
This shows that about half of the exo-centric methods are online and half are offline
as many approaches are tracklet-based and must accumulate enough tracklets to make
inferences about groups. Also, this shows that the majority of ego-centric methods are
online.

poses (standing, sitting on an object, sitting on the floor), and 8 different viewpoints

(front, front-left, back-right, etc.). However, gaining access to these features would

greatly increase an algorithm’s complexity. For example, the work done by Choi et al.

requires real-time activity recognition (to detect individual poses) and a multi-sensor

network (for multiple viewpoints). Also, the work done in [65] does not run on sequential

video data which is typically the case for perception problems on mobile robots.

Brščić et al. [48] designed a probabilistic model of spatial formations of pedestri-

ans to predict two and three person groups. However, in real-world settings, robots can
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Figure 2.7: Example images from the Cocktail Party [274] (left) and Coffee break (right)
[78] datasets which are used for F-Formation detection.

encounter groups exceeding a membership of three, which could lead to challenges when

the robot is required to work alongside such groups.

Clustering-based methods typically consist of estimating features that characterize

groups and then finding clusters within these features to detect groups. For example,

Chatterjee and Steinfeld [61] estimated dense crowds by finding clusters in 3D point

clouds. They used these clusters to predict moving pedestrians in crowds.

The work done in the Spencer project has by far made the most headway in

detecting and tracking groups from an ego-centric perspective. The project’s goal is to

design an assistive robotic platform that guides travelers through busy airports [343]. As

a part of this project, Linder et al. published an evaluation framework that detects and

tracks human groups [207]. Linder et al. [207] identified the pedestrian detector as a

key component of the tracking pipeline, which requires further attention in the research

community to improve tracking accuracy.

We identified several gaps in the literature, which we address in our work. First,

there are many approaches that are conducted in controlled, predictable environments.

This can hinder computational models as they do not generalize to real-world environ-

ments. Thus, we collect our data in a naturalistic setting, capturing real people in the
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real-world.

Additionally, unlike methods that make an underlying assumption that people in

the environment are a part of a group, we aim to detect different groups throughout the

robot’s environment including people from near and far distances. Thus, in situations

where robots are working with a team, they will have the ability to detect their team

members as they move throughout the environment.

Although F-Formations are important for free-standing conversational groups,

current approaches have an underlying limitation. It is challenging to estimate the o-space

when groups are in motion and robots are in motion. This requires methods that take

the onboard sensors motion into account to better predict a groups motion trajectory

Additionally, most prior work use exo-centric (i.e. birds-eye view) sensors which leads

to infeasible sensing systems in everyday environments (see Figs. 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6).

Alternatively, we use joint proximity and motion estimations to detect groups. Also, we

use ego-centric perspective sensors so that robots are not required to depend on external

monitoring systems.

Finally, the method proposed by Linder et al. [207] is most comparable to

ours because it addresses group detection and tracking from an ego-centric perspective.

However, its main drawback is that it uses supervised learning and requires large manually

labeled datasets for training. To address this gap, we designed an unsupervised algorithm

that detects human groups (see Figs. 2.4, 2.6, and 2.5). To our knowledge, this work is the

first to address unsupervised detection of human groups from the ego-centric perspective

of a mobile robot.

In terms of group tracking, there is limited work that explores unsupervised ap-

proaches which leverage deep learning architectures for group data association. However,

this is a missed opportunity, as deep learning architectures are invariant to scale and

rotation. Group perception methods may also benefit from these methods.
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Recent work in pedestrian tracking explores using Convolutional Neural Net-

works (CNNs) to improve perception systems [370, 293]. CNNs capture pedestrians’

appearances (i.e., in terms of color, illumination, etc.) in order to track them more

robustly. Using CNNs, researchers measure the similarity between pedestrians’ ap-

pearance descriptors over time using distance metrics (e.g. L1-norm, cosine distance)

[373, 224, 360, 370, 293].

Other deep learning methods, such as Recurrent Neural Networks, learn complex

models using appearance, motion, and interaction features (i.e., proxemics) [373, 224,

360, 370, 293]. For example, Sadeghian et al. [293] show that those data association

methods that leverage appearance, motion, and interaction features achieve superior

performance than they do individually, though research shows that appearance descriptors

are most important to capture [224, 360, 370, 293]. Because, to our knowledge, these

methods have not been applied to the ego-centric group tracking problem, our work

explores these rich appearance descriptors for data association of groups.

2.2 Human-Robot Teaming

2.2.1 Overview of the field of Human-Robot Interaction

Robots are transitioning into unstructured environments where they will work

proximately with people [279]. As this transition happens, humans will have expectations

of how these robots will behave, appear, and interact. Social, cultural, situational norms,

and context play a significant role in both how people formulate these expectations, as

well as how they might behave around robots [25, 127, 324]. Thus, it is important robots

are able to sense and understand the context in the environment and human social signals

in order to respond appropriately to it [239, 242].

Researchers in Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) have explored how contextual
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awareness might be accomplished by enabling robots to recognize and respond to (synthe-

size) human social signals. For example, prior work has designed models for robots to ap-

propriately approach a human to initiate a conversation [296], or build proxemic-sensitive

gesture and speech patterns [222]. Others have explored detecting and synthesizing head

motion, gaze patterns, and synchronous mechanisms as a means for building rapport,

enhancing likability, or sustaining engagement during interaction [278, 275, 168].

Group interaction has been studied for over 50 years in fields such as social

psychology, linguistics, sociology, computer vision, and robotics [163, 274]. These

fields provides rich information about interdependence between group members, group

cohesion, and how people communicate both verbally and nonverbally. More specifically

to robotics, group dynamics can provide information about how social signals resonate

throughout groups, how a robot can cooperate with a group, and also may allow a robot

to sense the affective states of groups [102]. Therefore, robots need sensing abilities

that allow them to perceive group social dynamics to facilitate effective face-to-face

communication.

There are several challenges in detecting and interacting with groups for a mobile

robot. First, there is the problem of how to sense groups. Where are the sensors located?

(On the robot? On a person? In the room?) Can a robot see all members of the group, even

as they (and it) are in motion? Then, even if these sensing challenges are surmounted, a

robot still needs to process social signals correctly, which is non-trivial [279]. Finally,

robots need to be able to process all this information in near real-time, often with limited

computational resources.

There has been some recent work done on detection and interaction in groups

within the robotics community. For example, Iqbal et al. [145] designed an algorithm

which can anticipate high-level group behavior, calculate the dynamics of the group, and

adapt a robot’s behavior to humans in real time. The authors experimentally validated
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their method across a range of multi-party interaction scenarios, and found it to be

successful. Recently, they have adapted the model to leverage tempo as a mechanism for

robots to adapt to humans [144].

One gap in this prior work is that it was conducted for external sensors, and

within a lab environment. We are interested in integrating robots into uncontrolled,

naturalistic, unpredictable environments where the robot interacts with groups of people.

To accomplish this, we leverage multidisciplinary ideas from the social signal processing

and computer vision fields to sense and respond to groups.

2.2.2 Groups in Human-Robot Interaction

Modeling group dynamics is important for robots as they work in teams. Some

problems in modeling group dynamics include team decision-making and synchrony. For

instance, some researchers explored how robots can help mitigate conflicts in teams and

how a robot’s gaze influences its teammates’ perception of decision making [155, 287].

Additionally, Correia et al. [75] explored how human group members in a two-human,

two-robot group generate their membership preferences to these robots based on the

robot’s behaviors.

Synchrony is used as a way to characterize groups in order to help robots coordi-

nate their actions with a team. For instance, Iqbal et al. [147, 145, 146, 148] designed

algorithms that model the high-level actions of a human group, and measured the degree

of synchrony in the group to enable a robot to coordinate its actions with the group.

Additionally, Lorenz et al. [211] conducted a study on movement coordination in human-

robot teams and found that humans unintentionally coordinated their movements with

robots.

Although this work serves as an important step in modeling group dynamics, it

is also conducted in well-controlled environments. This can be problematic as group
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behavior can be unpredictable; therefore, these approaches may not be generalizable to

real-world environments.

Another approach in the literature models groups spatial behavior using two

major constructs: proxemics and F-Formations. Proxemics is the study of human use of

space during face-to-face interactions [127]. It encompasses one’s personal preferences

for spatial comfort zones which range from intimate to public space. This is influenced

by people’s culture, age, and gender backgrounds [127, 25, 223, 324]. F-Formations

are a systematic way of defining conversational groups based on their sustained spatial

and orientational relationship [163]. They describe how groups self-organize themselves

into three spaces: (1) o-space is the center of the group, (2) p-space is where the group

members stand, and (3) r-space is the space immediately outside of the group.

Much of the work done on HRI in groups has explored how a robot’s behavior

impacts a group’s spatial behavior. For example, Vazquez et al. [350] investigated how a

robot’s role during a game impacts its human group partner’s spatial behaviors. Vroon et

al. [356] designed a reactive system that generates hypotheses for social positioning of

approach, retreat, and converse behaviors while solving a group task.

2.2.3 Group Spatial Behaviors

Another trending topic in HRI is the exploration of spatial behaviors in public

settings for robot tour guides [111, 305]. For example, Fiore et al. [98] designed a robot

that actively reacts to a group’s motion by performing stop and wait behaviors based on

the group’s needs and the urgency of the current task. Karreman et al. [160] investigated

how a tour guide robot’s orientation influenced visitors’ orientation. However, rather

than determining which people are within a group together, these robots are reactive to

people in the robot’s environment.

There has also been work on using F-Formations to model groups. The goal of
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F-Formation detection is to estimate the o-space of the group, which is the space in front

of group members or in the center of the group [163].

The goal of F-Formation detection is to identify conversational groups. One

way to achieve this goal is to estimate the o-space of the group, which is the space

in front of group members or in the center of the group [163]. Other work explored

rotating the robot’s orientation and using motion models to determine how they impact

F-Formations [376, 163]. Vázquez et al. [351] designed an F-Formation detection system

that uses position and head orientation to track the direction of people’s lower body which

generates soft group assignments to track body orientation.

While this prior work aims to model groups using F-Formations, it is challenging

to detect such groups from a mobile platform (See Fig. 2.7). Hence, prior methods

model F-Formations as stationary free-standing groups. However, these approaches can

potentially fail in cases when people are moving.

2.3 Human-Robot Teams in Healthcare

Healthcare robotics is a new area of research that explores using robots to address

challenges in healthcare [282]. There are rehabilitation robots [90], and robots for

dementia [357, 228, 231], robots for older adults [254, 259, 17, 188, 31], and autism

[52].

Within the context of nursing, robots can reduce the physical strain and injury that

nurses experience from lifting patients [199, 233] and delivering materials [97]. They

can also assist nurses with reception tasks in hospitals (e.g., desk reception) [3]. Other

robots are used for telemedicine [142, 187] and surgery [319, 249]. The aforementioned

robots can help fill care gaps, which result from a shortage in the healthcare workforce

and the growing number of patients that need medical care [304, 282].
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One of the most commonly studied robots in co-located clinical team settings are

surgical robots, which are remotely operated by a surgeon. Researchers have investigated

how surgical robots change team communication [265], decision making [264], and

spatial arrangement of surgical teams [249]. For example, Pelikan et al. [249] found that

surgical robots shift power from the surgeon to the rest of the team by redistributing roles

and tasks.

In order for robots to work effectively and be well-adopted in healthcare, there

are several robot adoption factors that must be taken into consideration [282]. These

factors include the safety and reliability of robots, ensuring they are safe around users,

and being robust to real-world clinical situations. Usability and acceptability ensures

that stakeholders, who have varying levels of technical literacy, are able to fully utilize

the robot and are accepting of its functionalities during day-to-day tasks. However, in

order for stakeholders to take advantage of a robot’s capabilities, it must be shown to be

clinically effective, i.e. provide a clear benefit to users. Furthermore, cost effectiveness is

an important factor as not all clinical settings are well-resourced to purchase expensive

equipment, nor do most individuals. Finally, it is important that a robot in healthcare has

sufficient capability and function for it to carry out its intended functionality in dynamic,

real-world environments.

Many of the aforementioned factors are taken into consideration while designing

robots for healthcare applications. However, there is a lack of work done to integrate

robots into face-to-face teaming situations during high-stress, dynamic, safety-critical

environment in which many PMEs take place (e.g., resuscitation). Thus, we are interested

in exploring how robots can work alongside clinicians to improve clinical teaming.

Additionally, we explore mechanisms to empower nurses in such settings.
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2.4 Robot Navigation

Navigation is a fundamental problem in robotics. The goal is generating the

shortest path from a starting location to a goal location while avoiding obstacles [258,

220]. In the field of HRI specifically, the objective is to generate a socially compliant

path that obeys social norms dictated by human nature [258, 220]. For example, robots

can use group formations to better sense context in a environment i.e., social dynamics

[283, 351].

Prior work has used contextual information to improve a robot’s social awareness

during task execution [239, 306]. These methods include environmental constraints in

planning, such as robots that consider other agents’ plans to avoid resource conflicts

[339], and find paths that favor areas with high bandwidth or other resources [361].

Robots can also learn to avoid areas that might distract people from working, such as

by imitating typical human paths using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [299] or by

learning to avoid areas that afford working [257]. In contrast to prior work, we investigate

social navigation in safety-critical settings, where understanding the situational context

can potentially save lives [332].

There has been some work on using context to improve social navigation. Some

of these methods include environmental constraints in their planning. For example, robots

can take other agents’ plans into account to avoid resource conflicts [339], and find paths

that favor areas with high bandwidth or other resources [361]. Robots can also learn to

avoid areas that might distract people working, such as by imitating typical human paths

using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [299] or by learning to avoid areas that afford to

work [257].

In contrast to prior work, we investigate social navigation in safety-critical set-

tings, where understanding the situational context can potentially save a patient’s life
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[332]. As such, we are interested in how robots can automatically detect the severity of a

patient’s health condition and use that knowledge to avoid paths where patient care might

be interrupted.

2.4.1 Navigation Using Reinforcement Learning

Reinforcement learning (RL) is frequently used in path planning. RL typically

models an agent’s decision-making as a markov decision process (MDP) which interacts

with an environment E through sequential states st . The goal of the agent is to generate

a policy π which maps states to actions, such that the agent maximizes its cumulative

reward. This process obeys Bellman’s equation, which generates the optimal action-value

function V . At each timestep t, the agent takes an action A = 1, . . . ,K and is given a

reward rt . The cumulative reward for all timesteps is Rt = ∑
∞
t=0 γtrt where K is the total

number of actions. γ ∈ [0,1] is a discount factor that controls the importance of future

rewards given to the agent. For example, a high γ corresponds to more importance for

future rewards than a lower value The agent’s actions are chosen using a value function

V to estimate the optimal action the agent should take to receive the highest cumulative

reward (see Eq. 6.4).

V π(st) = ∑
at∈A

π(at |st) ∑
st+1∈S

P(st+1|st ,a)[R(st ,at ,st+1)+ γV π(st+1)] (2.1)

There are many model-free approaches in the literature, such as actor-critic and

policy search methods, which search directly over a policy space to maximize the reward

[177]. Another model-free method that has been extensively studied is deep Q-learning,

a temporal difference learning algorithm that learns the action-value function to choose

the optimal action at each timestep [134, 225]. We employ Q-learning, as it is well-
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suited for learning through exploration. It can efficiently learn in discrete action spaces

and has a useful exploration property that is beneficial for planning e.g., ε-greedy and

UCB-exploration [89].

Q∗(st ,at) = Est+1∼S[rt + γmax
at+1

Q∗(st ,at)|S = st ,A = at ] (2.2)

Mnih et al. [226] proposed a deep Q-network (DQN) to learn a policy for Atari

2600 games, which surpassed human performance. The authors entered the raw pixels

from the game screen into a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), which outputted a

state-action value. This approach is beneficial because it uses an experience replay buffer

to store the agent’s experiences et = (st ,a,rt ,st+1) in replay memory M = (e1, . . . ,et)

[204]. Also, it maintains a learning network Q(s,a;θ) with updated parameters, and a

target Bellman network with the original parameters θ−.

Li(θi)← E[(rt + γmax
at+1

Q(st+1,at+1;θ
−
i )−Q(st ,at ;θi))

2] (2.3)

DQN networks are trained using samples from mini-batches in M, calculate the

loss Li, and the parameters are updated using an optimizer such as stochastic gradient

descent (SGD) or RMSProp [226, 261]. The agent’s behavior is based on an ε-greedy

policy which employs a random strategy at probability ε and a greedy strategy with

probability 1-ε. Many improvements have been proposed to improve DQN, such as

Double Q-Learning [134] and Dueling Q-Networks [364]. The key difference between

our work (discussed in Chapter 6) and DQN is that we aim to build a computational

model of patient acuity to generate the reward for the agent. Another approach, Safe

Reinforcement Learning (SafeRL) [110], learns policies that maximize the expectation of

accumulated return while respecting security constraints in the learning and deployment

process. Our work is similar to SafeRL in that by modeling patient acuity, we are
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inherently modeling risk. However, to our knowledge, little SafeRL methods explore

visually modeling risk, particularly patient acuity, as we do.

2.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented an overview of various definitions of groups, group percep-

tion methods, a brief introduction to human-robot teaming research, healthcare robotics,

and robot navigation methods. As robots become integrated into our daily lives, we

expect them to accomplish their goals while working alongside people, particularly

people working in groups. In the next chapter, I present the first system that I developed

to enable robots to detect and locate groups.
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Chapter 3

Human Group Detection

3.1 Motivation

Since its inception, the Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) community has strived

to design robots for real-world environments [320, 337, 292, 135, 277]. For example,

robots are being used to motivate older adults to exercise to improve their health, assist

clinicians with daily tasks, support workers in manufacturing, and help people navigate in

airports [298, 69, 343, 129, 280, 341, 329, 175, 129, 192]. In these environments, robots

are often tasked with interacting with groups of people. Thus, it is important that robots

have an adequate understanding of social groups [186, 230, 148].

Much prior work in HRI focuses on dyadic interaction (i.e., one human and one

robot), in controlled environments that do not represent real-world conditions [122, 320].

Additionally, many methods are designed for surveillance applications, which rely on

cameras placed externally in the environment. However these methods can be impractical

or unfeasible for mobile robots that need to operate in unstructured environments where

they must rely solely on their onboard sensors.

While nascent, there is a growing body of literature on group perception methods
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in HRI [184, 213, 207, 185, 345, 206, 337, 334, 349]. However, many of these approaches

rely on supervised learning, which requires training models on large datasets [184, 213,

207, 185, 206]. There are a few ego-centric group detection methods that are unsupervised

(c.f. [61]), though the methods are deployed from a stationary sensor. Thus, this warrants

exploration into unsupervised group detection methods for mobile robots.

To address these gaps, we introduce a new method, the Robot Group Estimation

Model 1.0, which enables robots to detect human groups in real-world environments

from an ego-centric perspective using unsupervised learning. RoboGEM works by first

estimating human velocity using dense optical flow vectors. Next, it estimates pairwise

proximity between people using a pedestrian detector. Then, it combines these models

to compute features using joint proximity and motion predictions. Finally, it uses these

features to perform Hierarchical Clustering analysis to detect groups.

Our approach is beneficial in several ways. First, it can be used in group tracking

pipelines to improve their performance. Unlike previous approaches in the literature that

only work in controlled environments and employ stationary cameras, our method is

designed for ego-centric RGB-D perception, tackling the challenging problem of moving

people from a mobile platform [155, 211, 356]. We collected an RGB-D dataset that

was recorded in a crowded, sunny, outdoor environment which caused many computer

vision challenges such as occlusion, shadow, and varying lighting illuminations. Thus,

our approach was designed for real-world situations, using real-world data.

The main contributions of our work are threefold. First, we present RoboGEM,

a novel unsupervised, ego-centric group detection algorithm. It is straightforward to

implement and can be used across many human-robot teaming scenarios. Second, our

evaluation addresses an important problem in robotics, which is solving vision tasks

while both the robot and pedestrians are in motion, across a challenging, real-world

dataset. Third, we show that RoboGEM outperforms two top-performing algorithms by
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Figure 3.1: This chapter introduces RoboGEM, an ego-centric, unsupervised, group
perception method. This figure demonstrates RoboGEM detecting groups (on the right)
and shows the robots perspective (on the right).

up to 30% in terms of accuracy (see Section 4.6.3). This work addresses an imperative

need in HRI, which will contribute to our goal of enabling robots to seamlessly integrate

themselves in human-centered environments. Furthermore, our work will be helpful to

the robotics community as it will promote further exploration of human-robot teamwork

in real-world settings.

3.2 Notation

The goal of RoboGEM is to enable robots to detect human groups from an ego-

centric perspective. We use the definition of groups from Linder et al., [206] which states

that groups are two or more people in close proximity to one another with a common

motion goal. Our method consists of three modules: pedestrian detection module P,

pedestrian motion estimation module V , and group detection module G (See Figure 3.2).

We make the following assumptions: the robot is mobile and moving around in a

space where n = 1,2,3, . . . ,N is the number of people present at time (or frame) t, where

t = {1,2,3, . . . ,T}. P generates bounding boxes (BB) at time t, bn,t = 〈bn,t
x ,bn,t

y ,bn,t
w ,bn,t

h 〉
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Figure 3.2: Overview of RoboGEM. First, RoboGEM detects pedestrians in RGB images
using an off-the-shelf detector. This provides the bounding boxes (BB) 〈bn,t

x ,bn,t
y ,bn,t

w ,bn,t
h 〉

for pedestrians in the data, where bn,t
x and bn,t

y are the BB centroids, bn,t
w is the width,

and bn,t
h is the height. In parallel, the pedestrian motion estimation module computes

optical flow vectors vt = 〈vt
x,v

t
y〉 from t to t +1. RoboGEM uses the magnitude ||v|| and

orientation vt
θ
. Next, the group detection module computes the mean of the depth pixels

for the BB, bn,t
z for each person. Then, RoboGEM concatenates the aforementioned

features into a vector f n,t . We use these features to perform hierarchical clustering to
detect human groups.

which is the centroid column and row, width, and height respectively.

V estimates velocity vt = 〈vt
x,v

t
y〉, which is a vector containing motion estimates

from t to t +1. Let the flow vectors for bn,t be denoted vt(bn,t). A local feature vector for

an image at t and for a pedestrian n is denoted f n,t = 〈bn,t
x ,bn,t

y ,bn,t
w ,bn,t

h ,bn,t
z , ||vt ||,vt

θ
〉,

where the BB coordinates are normalized between 0 and 1, as explained in Section 3.3.3.

The output of RoboGEM is Cn,t ∈ RN vector which holds a group number or cluster

identifiers for each pedestrian.
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Algorithm 1: Group-Detection( f n,t , α)
Assigns group identifiers to pedestrians in RGB-D data.

Input : f is a list containing features.
α is the inconsistency coefficient.

Output :C is a list containing cluster identifiers for each pedestrian.
distt = {} // matrix of pairwise euclidean distances between observations.

Z = {} // matrix containing hierarchical clustering tree.
for t = 1 to T do

distt ← L2NORM( f n,t)

Z← LINKAGE(distt)
C←CLUST ER(Z,α)

Return C

3.3 Methodology

RoboGEM can be used with any standard RGB-D sensor or stereo camera as

long as they provide calibrated RGB and depth image pairs. Additionally, it was also

designed for mobile robots, so it can detect groups under stationary and mobile sensor

motion scenarios. Furthermore, it does not require a priori knowledge of the robot’s

environment i.e., a trained machine learning model.

The proposed approach leverages spatiotemporal observations of people to cluster

them into groups. The overall intuition of our approach is that groups tend to walk in

similar directions, with similar motion patterns, and in close proximity to each other

[207]. Using calibrated RGB-D images, RoboGEM identifies people, measures their

proximity, and determines their velocity. These features are then used by the group

detection module, which employs agglomerative hierarchical clustering to detect groups.

3.3.1 Pedestrian Detection Module

We use an off-the-shelf object detector (YOLO) for peedestrian detection. YOLO

has state-of-the-art object detection performance (81.3% average precision) with a reason-

able frame rate (40-90 frames per second on a GPU) [268, 269]. We used a pre-trained

model that produced sufficient results. YOLO divides images in a grid which generates
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a class probability map and bounding boxes with class confidences. Then, it performs

regression on these data to infer the bounding box coordinates.

During algorithm development, we found that YOLO performs poorly with people

at far distances. For example, when people are far away from the robot, P generates a

pedestrian patch that covers a wide field-of-view around many people. Therefore, we

preprocessed the pedestrian detection instances by excluding any bounding boxes with

width ≥ w×(0.75) where w is the total image width.

3.3.2 Pedestrian Motion Estimation Module

In the next step of RoboGEM, the pedestrian motion estimation module V com-

putes pedestrian motion using optical flow. Optical flow calculates the motion between

two image frames from time t to t + 1 at every pixel. This method is ideal for group

detection tasks, as it can provide a quantitative measure of pedestrian velocity [104].

Using the motion feature, we group people that walk in similar directions, in-

cluding moving and stationary pedestrians. The performance of optical flow is highly

dependent on the degree of ego-motion of the sensor, as it is often subject to large amounts

of noise while the sensor is in motion. Thus, we require a method which provides dense

optical flow vectors while reducing noise.

We use FlowNet 2.0, a neural network-based optical flow algorithm which has

been used for motion segmentation and action recognition [143]. It uses a stacked

FlowNet architecture, and incorporates image warping to achieve smooth motion fields.

This enables us to decrease the noise caused by sensor motion and better detect people’s

motion.

Given two consecutive images as input from time t to t+1, FlowNet 2.0 computes

the partial derivative of image pixels with respect to the spatiotemporal coordinates. It

generates an image representation where each pixel is a velocity vector vt = 〈vt
x,v

t
y〉. This
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enables RoboGEM to discern between people that are not walking in the same direction

by computing the magnitude and orientation of these vectors.

3.3.3 Group Detection Module

In the final step, RoboGEM performs human group detection (see Algorithm 1). It

computes features using joint motion and proximity estimation. As previously mentioned,

people walking in groups tend to walk in similar directions, in close proximity, and

with similar motion patterns. Additionally, we observe that people walking in groups

are walking at similar distances from the robot and therefore should have similar sized

pedestrian bounding boxes.

Given a sequence of spatiotemporal images, RoboGEM runs the pedestrian

detection module P. Then, it estimates flow vectors within bn,t and stores them in vt(bn,t).

RoboGEM estimates the mean of the x and y components of the velocity vectors vt
x(b

n,t)

and vt
y(b

n,t), denoted as µx and µy respectively. The direction of pedestrian motion is

estimated using Eq. 3.1 and the magnitude is estimated using Eq. 3.2.

vt
θ← tan−1 µt

y

µt
x

(3.1)

||vt || ←
√
(µt

x)
2 +(vµt

y)
2 (3.2)

µt
x is the mean x component of velocity at time t.

µt
y is the mean y component of velocity at time t.

We perform a similar procedure on depth images to estimate proximity from

the robot to pedestrians. However in this case, we must consider which pixel values

correspond to the distance from the pedestrian to the robot as some pixels are from
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the background; therefore, we use the mean of the pixel values in bn,t as a distance

measure. In order to delineate between people that are close to the robot from those that

are far away, we use the width and height of the bounding box, which are bn,t
w and bn,t

h

respectively.

The final feature is the proximity between people on the image plane. This feature

uses the raw bn,t
x and bn,t

y positions as they are the centroids of the pedestrian bounding

box. Although the proximity feature can perform poorly when one person walks in front

of another person, this feature combined with the depth feature increases the robustness

of RoboGEM. Once all features are computed, we normalize them between 0 and 1 and

then concatenate all the features into a single vector f n,t = 〈 f n,1, f n,2, . . . , f n,T 〉.

RoboGEM leverages the hidden structure in data, as the goal of our work is to

detect human groups using methods that require no supervised training. In particular, we

propose to use hierarchical clustering, which discriminates a group of objects into sets of

clusters of similar likeness. Hierarchical clustering is classified into one of two types:

divisive, and agglomerative.

Divisive clustering follows a top-down approach, by first grouping all observed

objects into one cluster. Then, it iteratively divides clusters into smaller ones, until

all of the objects are assigned to its own cluster, or when a termination condition is

reached. Alternatively, Hierarchical Clustering Analysis (HCA) performs the opposite

operation by employing a bottom-up approach in an agglomerative fashion. Objects are

first treated as separate clusters, and iteratively merged until all objects are merged or

until a termination condition is reached.

We employ HCA because we start with atomic units which are represented by

individual pedestrian detection instances and aim to cluster them into human groups.

Also, HCA does not require large amounts of data, is simple to implement, and does not

require that the number of groups is defined a priori.
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RoboGEM computes the pairwise L2-norm between observations in f n,t which

yields a matrix distt (See Eq. 3.3). It groups distt into a binary HCA tree by linking

observations with close proximity using average linkage. The distance between two

clusters L, is defined in Eq. 3.4.

distt ←
∥∥∥( f j,t− f k,t

)∥∥∥
2

(3.3)

L(C j,t ,Ck,t) =
1

|C j,t ||Ck,t | ∑
f j,t∈C j,t

∑
f k,t∈Ck,t

dist( f j,t , f k,t) (3.4)

where j 6= k

f j,t is a feature vector for person j.

f k,t is a feature vector for person k.

C j,t is cluster j.

Ck,t cluster k.

Then, RoboGEM prunes the hierarchical tree to partition the observations into

clusters. There are two methods for pruning which include identifying the number of

maximum clusters (similar to k-means) or by finding natural divisions in the observations.

Due to the challenges of predicting the amount of people entering and leaving

the robot’s field-of-view, we find natural divisions in the data using an inconsistency

coefficient, α which is a threshold for each link in the hierarchical tree. It compares the

height of the clusters represented in a tree with the average height in a level within the

tree. Therefore, a high α corresponds to dissimilar observations and a low α corresponds

to more similar observations. In order to choose an α that provides the best accuracy of

groups, we conducted a pilot experiment using simulated data and experimented with
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alpha values ranging from 0 to 4 in increments of 0.1. We found that α = 0.1 had the best

results while α≥ 1 had the worst results. Thus, we report our findings using α = 0.1.

Pruning the hierarchical clustering tree provides a vector Cn,t ∈ RN which holds

cluster identifiers for bn,t . Then, we perform pruning on the clusters to detect groups.

For example, suppose Ct = 〈1,2,2,3〉. The pedestrian at index 0 has a group identifier

of 1. The pedestrian at index 1 has a group identifier of 2. Pedestrian at index 2 has a

group identifier of 2 and the pedestrian at index 3 has a group identifier of 3. Therefore,

pedestrians at index 1 and 2 are in a group because they have the same group identifier.

In this case, we must remove clusters with a f requency < 2; therefore, the resulting

Cn,t = 〈2,2〉. To accomplish this, we use the frequency of unique identifiers in Cn,t and

remove pedestrians from Cn,t that have an identifier with a f requency < 2 as groups are

two or more people. Then, we compute the merged BB of groups, denoted as M. The

final representation of groups includes the groups’ BB and their group identifier.

3.4 Data Collection

To evaluate RoboGEM, we required a pedestrian dataset consisting of spatiotem-

poral RGB-D images captured from an ego-centric viewpoint of a mobile robot. Further-

more, we were interested in evaluating our algorithm on data that consisted of candid

human groups. While many ego-centric pedestrian datasets exist (c.f. Caltech [87], IN-

RIA [79], Daimler [100]), they do not work for our intended purpose because they do not

simultaneously contain depth information and ego-centric motion. Moreover, previous

datasets are often captured in spaces where social gatherings of pedestrians are sparse.

Also, other datasets such as UT Interaction [289], Collective Activity [67], Collective

Activity Extended [84], Volleyball Activity [141], Nursing Home [85] are not adequate

for our evaluation because they do not contain group annotations which are required
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Figure 3.3: Example image from our dataset.

for group detection evaluation. There are many publicly group detection datasets (i.e.,

Crowds-By-Example [201] and BIWI Walking pedestrians [250]); however, these are

datasets captured from a stationary, exo-centric perspective which is not representative of

robot vision, they do not contain depth data. To the best of our knowledge, there is one

publicly available ego-centric group detection dataset, Structural Groups [65]; however,

it does not contain depth data and spatiotemporal observations of groups.

Instead, we sought to evaluate RoboGEM on a dataset that encompasses real-

world challenges that robots might encounter when operating in public, crowded spaces.

Thus, we acquired a challenging real-world dataset that was captured “in-the-wild”.

We had no control over what people did or how they behaved, which is important for

robots working in everyday settings. Some challenges which appear in our dataset

include: variable lighting, occlusion, chaotic motion trajectories, and motion blur. These

challenges provide a useful benchmark, because a robot might be expected to work in

both indoor and outdoor environments, where lighting conditions can change dynamically
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as the robot navigates from one position to another. Furthermore, a robot’s vision can

be suddenly occluded or blurred, where the robot needs to estimate the state of its

surroundings. Most importantly, we are interested in challenges involving a mobile robot

navigating around groups of pedestrians, which are highly unpredictable.

To collected our own RGB-D pedestrian dataset, we mounted a ZED stereo

camera at human height on a Double Telepresence Robot (see Fig. 3.1). The ZED was

configured to capture video at approximately 20 frames per second, at a resolution of

640×360. The robot collected data while being teleoperated using the Double mobile

application. Consistent with other popular robot vision datasets [180, 8], we acquired

our data in discontinuous segments to capture a wide range of real-world conditions. The

collection site consisted of a large, outdoor public park across several different locations

to diversify lighting conditions, degree of crowdedness, and to capture varied motion

patterns. The robot roamed around the park moving through corridors, on sidewalks, and

through large crowds during the daytime where people were observed walking, eating,

and viewing local nearby landmarks.

In total, our dataset consists of 16,827 RGB-D images, representing 1.5 hours of

video. The total number of groups between frames in our dataset is 5,423 (not unique

groups). A member of our team labeled 14,710 images with bounding boxes around

groups. In order to detect groups, we adopt the definition of groups used by Linder et

al. [206]. This definition states that groups are two or more people in close proximity to

each other with a common motion goal.

In order to validate our labels, a second member of our team labeled 2,000

randomly selected images from our dataset. We employed a validation method in concert

with other leading methods in the field (e.g. the COCO dataset [205]). We computed

the precision and recall of both team members’ labels which is comparable to COCO’s

expert [205]. The precision is 0.83 and the recall is 0.79 at an intersection-over-union
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(IoU) of 0.4, where IoU is a ratio that measures the overlap of a predicted box and a

groundtruth box (see Section 3.5.1 for a detailed discussion).

3.5 Evaluation & Results

3.5.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluate RoboGEM by comparing it to three methods: (1) an extension of

RoboGEM (RoboGEM:HC+LDA-L1), (2) Spencer’s group detector (Spencer:SVM)

[206], and (3) the group detection method developed by Solera et al. (Solera:G-MITRE)

[312]. Experiments were conducted on a Dell Inspiron Intel Core i7 laptop, with 16

GB of RAM, 1 TB HDD, with a NVIDIA GeForce GTX960M GPU. The machine ran

Ubuntu 14.04 Linux and all algorithm development was completed in MATLAB.

We performed two steps to ensure a consistent evaluation among all methods.

First, we generated pedestrian bounding boxes using the same pedestrian detector for all

methods, YOLO [94, 269]. Second, we merged the pedestrian bounding boxes to form

group bounding boxes. Then, we followed the evaluation protocol described in Section

3.5.3.

3.5.2 Comparison to State-of-the-art

Comparison to RoboGEM extension (RoboGEM:HC+LDA-L1)

To create the first baseline method, we extend upon RoboGEM, by using a

post-processing method, Linear Discriminant Analysis based on L1-norm maximization

(LDA-L1). We choose this method for comparison because it minimizes the within-

cluster dispersion of groups, while also maximizing the between-cluster dispersion of

groups to improve clustering performance; therefore, in situations when RoboGEM did
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not perform well, we expect LDA-L1 to improve its performance.

First, RoboGEM is used to estimate groups, then LDA-L1 is applied. This yields

local optimal projection vectors for groups [388]. The goal of traditional LDA is to reduce

feature dimensionality by learning a set of projection vectors W = [w1,w2, . . . ,wn] ∈

Rk(k < N) that constitute a low-dimensionality linear subspace. Unlike traditional LDA,

LDA-L1 is more robust to outliers and uses a greedy search method to obtain N− 1

local optimal projection vectors. To summarize, we address the following optimization

problem using notation that is consistent with [388]:

w∗ = argmax
w

F(w) subject to wT w = 1 (3.5)

where F(w) is the objective function as follows:

F(w) =
∑

C
i=1 Ni

∥∥wT (xi− x)
∥∥

1

∑
C
i=1 ∑ j∈Ci

∥∥wT (x j− xi)
∥∥

1

(3.6)

w∗ is one projection vector which is the local optimal solution of F.

w is the columns of W .

xi is the ith group mean vector.

x is the global mean (i.e. mean of all features) vector of f t .

x j is the sample vector projected on W .

C is the number of groups.

Ci is the ith member of a group.

We use W to project the features f t onto a linear subspace and find the hierarchical

clusters of these projected features. We refer readers to Zhong and Zhang’s work [388]

for a detailed description of the LDA-L1 method and for proof of convergence.
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Comparison to Spencer Group Detector (Spencer:SVM)

Second, we compared RoboGEM to the state-of-the-art supervised group detec-

tion method used in the Spencer project [343, 12, 207, 213]. The system pipeline of this

approach includes pedestrian detection, group detection, and group tracking. Although

the Spencer pipeline includes group tracking functionality, to facilitate a fair comparison

we only used its group detection method in our evaluation. This represents an important

test, however, as the detector’s performance greatly impacts how well the group tracker

performs. Additionally, to our knowledge, this is the most comparable method in the lit-

erature, and shares our definition of groups (a collective of individuals in close proximity

with a common motion goal [206]).

This approach uses RGB-D data and 2D laser scanner data to compute velocity,

euclidean distance, and orientation features. In contrast to our method, this approach uses

supervised learning to detect groups. In addition, our dataset did not contain 2D laser

scans; therefore, to make a fair comparison to RoboGEM, we re-implemented Spencer to

accept depth images. We used the same pedestrian detector that is used in RoboGEM to

detect pedestrians [268]. Then, we use optical flow to estimate velocity and orientation.

Following the approach used by Linder et al. [206], we compute the pairwise

difference in bounding box x position, bounding box y position, velocity, and orientation

between all pedestrians. Then, we trained an SVM to learn a pairwise social relation

between all pedestrians on our dataset using the aforementioned features. This generates

a social relation score between 0 and 1. Then, we constructed a social network graph

where each node is a pedestrian and the edges are weighted by the pedestrians’ social

relation score. Similar to [206], we disregard edges with a score less than 0.5. Finally,

we compute connected components in the graph to detect groups using the Depth First

Search algorithm.
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Comparison to Solera (Solera:G-MITRE)

Finally, we compared RoboGEM to the group detection method by Solera et

al. [312]. This method employs correlation clustering and a structured SVM. They

propose a loss function that models clustering constraints for crowds of people. Because

this method models large crowds, it becomes computationally expensive; therefore, the

authors use a spanning tree representation in their G-MITRE loss function and then find

the connected components in these graphs to detect groups.

To evaluate Solera on our dataset, we needed to transform our data into a format

compatible with their codebase1. The method requires a unique pedestrian ID for all

people in our dataset, so we first ran a pedestrian detector (YOLO) to generate pedestrian

bounding boxes. Then, we ran a pedestrian tracker [370] to generate pedestrian IDs.

Next, we generated a cluster file where each line contains the pedestrian IDs for a group.

Also, we generated a trajectories file that contains the frameID, pedestrian ID, x, and y

coordinates indicating where each pedestrian is located in an image. Finally, we converted

our bounding boxes to a single point on the ground plane, which is located at the bottom

center of the bounding boxes.

To keep our data consistent with the dataset used by Solera et al. (Crowds-By-

Example) [201], and match their system’s expectations, we normalized the x and y

coordinates in our dataset to match the scale of the x and y coordinates in their dataset.

We inputted the cluster and trajectory files into Solera, which generated group clusters

where each group is represented by a set of pedestrian IDs. 2

1http://imagelab.ing.unimore.it/group-detection/
2One aspect of the code that we modified was the maximum number of iterations for convergence

which was originally set to 300; however, we changed this parameter to 700 because we found that any
number of iterations less than 700 did not generate groups.
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3.5.3 Evaluation Metrics

We measure group detection performance using three metrics: (1) accuracy

versus Intersection-over-Union, (2) log-average miss rate versus false positives per image,

and (3) accuracy versus depth threshold [268, 58, 273]. We use these metrics because

they evaluate our method’s accuracy and how the accuracy is affected by the detection

distance range. For example, pedestrians that are far away from the robot have small

bounding boxes which have high false-positive rates. Therefore, we conduct experiments

to investigate the impact of detection range on group detection performance.

Accuracy vs. Intersection of Union:

In the first experiment, IoU measures how closely RoboGEM matches the ground

truth, or how well it was able to match the performance of human annotators (See Eq.

3.7) [87].

B∩GT
B∪GT

≥ δ

0≤ δ≤ 1
(3.7)

B is a rectangular bounding box predicted by a detector.

GT is a ground truth rectangular bounding box.

δ is the IoU threshold.

we wish to match groundtruth bounding boxes GT with predicted bounding boxes

B using the Jonker-Volgenant algorithm [154]. This is a greedy algorithm that is used to
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search for the best matching pair of ground truth and experimental BB which yield the

highest IoU score.

ACC =
T P+T N

T P+T N +FP+FN
(3.8)

ACC is the accuracy.

T P is the total number of true positives.

T N is the total number of true negatives.

FP is the total number of false positives.

FN is the total number of false negatives.

We apply a threshold δ to IoU in order to ensure a fair assessment of the overlap

between the predicted and ground truth BB. A true positive, T P, corresponds to a

detection with an IoU that does not exceed δ. Otherwise, the detection is considered a

false positive, FP.

When the ground truth does not contain a bounding box and RoboGEM does not

detect a group in the same area, this represents a true negative, T N. IoU is normalized

between values of 0 and 1, and is characterized by two extremes. For instance, an IoU

value of 0 equates to zero percent overlap between the algorithm’s predicted bounding

box and the ground truth bounding box. In the opposite extreme, an IoU value of 1

equates to perfect overlap between the algorithm’s predicted box and that of the ground

truth. In order to evaluate a correct detection we use the IoU value as a threshold. For

example, if the IoU is set to 1, only predicted boxes that have perfect overlap with the
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ground truth is considered a correct detection. However, in the context of pedestrian

detection, people are often treated as non-rigid or deformable objects, where an IoU ≥

0.4 is the standard value for a predicted box to be considered a correct detection [87].

Log-Average Miss Rate vs. False Positives-Per-Image

The second metric that we use in our evaluation is log-average miss rate versus

false positives per image (FPPI). This metric is similar to average precision, but is a more

stable and informative assessment of performance [87]. It is computed by averaging the

miss rate at nine FPPI rates evenly spaced in log space [87]. Hence, lower curves indicate

better performance.

Accuracy vs. Depth Threshold

The third evaluation metric is accuracy versus depth threshold. As pedestrians

move further from the robot, it becomes challenging to detect them. For instance,

Linder et al. [206] ignored detection instances greater than 12 meters due to annotation

challenges, extreme occlusions, and increased inaccuracy of sensor calibration. Therefore,

we conducted experiments to evaluate the accuracy of RoboGEM at various depth

thresholds for a fixed IoU of 0.4, or the standard criterion used in pedestrian detection.

We normalized the depth maps between 0 and 1 on a per-image basis and applied

depth thresholds from 0 to 0.40 (about 8 meters) in 0.05 increments to the depth map.

This gives us a comparable distance threshold to Linder et al. [206] at about 10 meters

(the ZED depth range is from 0.5 - 20 meters). We use these depth thresholds because

they range from using all of the bounding box data to a strict selection of pedestrians

which are close to the robot. If the mean of the depth map is within bz ≥ threshold,

we consider these pedestrian detection instances in our algorithm; otherwise, we do not

consider the pedestrian detection.
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3.5.4 Results

Figure 7.5 presents our results, which compares the three group detection methods

against RoboGEM. Figure 7.5 (left) shows accuracy at various IoU thresholds within

the range of 0.4 and 1, where higher is better. As expected, the performance of all

the methods degrade as IoU increases, because the overlap criterion becomes more

strict. The results show that RoboGEM outperforms Spencer:SVM [12, 207, 213] and

RoboGEM:HC+LDA-L1 in detection accuracy by 10% and 1%, respectively. Also,

Spencer:SVM outperforms Solera:G-MITRE by 20%. This suggests that both versions

of RoboGEM are superior to both Spencer [207] and Solera [312].

Figure 7.5 (center) shows results for log-average miss rate with varying FPPI

where lower is better. RoboGEM:HC and RoboGEM:HC+LDA-L1 have similar miss rate

performance, and they both outperform Spencer:SVM. RoboGEM:HC, RoboGEM:HC+LDA-

L1, and Spencer:SVM have comparable precision. This indicates that there is a high

false positive rate, consistent with the findings in Linder et al. [207]. RoboGEM:HC

and RoboGEM:HC+LDA-L1 have similar recall performance, both outperforming

Spencer:SVM and Solera:G-MITRE. This suggests that RoboGEM is 50% better at

recalling groups when compared to Spencer:SVM and Solera.

Figure 7.5 (right) shows accuracy results at a fixed IoU threshold of 0.4, with

varying depth thresholds from 0 to 0.4 in increments of 0.05 where higher numbers

are better. In general, as the depth threshold increases to 0.4 (about 10 meters), the

performance of all methods improve; RoboGEM:HC and RoboGEM:HC+LDA-L1 out-

performs Spencer:SVM and Solera:G-MITRE. Additionally, Solera:G-MITRE does not

rely on depth data. As a result, its performance is constant at an accuracy of 0.07 while

RoboGEM:HC, RoboGEM:HC+LDA1, and Spencer:SVM accuracies increase as the

depth threshold increases.
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Figure 3.4: Results of Spencer: SVM, Solera: G-MITRE, RoboGEM: HC, and Robo-
GEM: HC+LDA-L1: Accuracy vs. IoU (higher is better), Log-Average Miss Rate vs.
FPPI (lower is better), and Accuracy at Fixed IoU = 4 vs. Depth Threshold (higher is
better).

Table 3.1: The results with an IoU threshold of 0.4 on our dataset. We measure accuracy
at depth thresholds of 0 and 0.4. Precision and recall are measured with a depth threshold
of 0, which includes all pedestrians, regardless of distance and is thus most reflective of
our algorithm’s overall clustering performance. For all metrics, higher is better.

3.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we introduced RoboGEM, an unsupervised robot-centric human

group detection algorithm. Our method outperformed two state-of-the-art supervised

methods, Spencer [206], by 10% and Solera [312] by 30%. Furthermore, RoboGEM is

50% better at recalling groups than Spencer, and substantially better at recalling groups

than Solera. All of the methods presented have a low precision rate (high false-positive

rate), which is consistent with the findings presented by Linder et al. [207]. Therefore,

RoboGEM has a comparable precision rate to the state-of-the-art. Also, as the depth

threshold increases to 0.4, our method performed with overall higher accuracy.
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In contrast to related work, which uses fixed sensors and/or supervised learn-

ing, our work explores how unsupervised methods can be used to address challenging

problems in noisy environments. Although our implementation used stereo images,

our approach is generalizable to other RGB-D sensors, as well as in indoor and out-

door settings. RoboGEM is simple to implement and was developed for robot-vision

in real-world environments. Furthermore, our contributions include the following: an

unsupervised group detection algorithm, an evaluation of our approach on an ego-centric

real-world dataset, where both pedestrians and the robot were in motion at the same time,

and we showed that our method outperforms two top-performing algorithms.

Our work has several implications for the HRI community. It shows that unsuper-

vised group detection methods have the potential to outperform supervised methods using

noisy, real-world data. This work can help encourage others to investigate human-robot

teaming in real-world environments rather than exploring problems in well-controlled

spaces. For instance, our method can be used in healthcare settings where robots are

responsible for working with clinicians to care for patients [282, 330]. This can help the

robot understand how it can appropriately enter and exit team interactions.

In addition, our method can be used when a robot needs to help a group complete

a collaborative task. This task might consist of coordinating with a team in which our

method is used to detect where the robot’s team members move over time. It can be

used in conjunction with group activity recognition methods [307, 19, 84, 66, 7, 68].

Also, RoboGEM can be incorporated into existing pipelines, like the Spencer project

[343], to improve group detection performance. Furthermore, our method can be used in

autonomous driving systems to give them a high-level understanding of group motion on

the road.

Recently, researchers have used deep learning to address vision problems such

as pedestrian detection [269]. Such approaches are beneficial because they can learn on
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large datasets. However, training for long periods of time to achieve improved accuracy

remains a challenge. As a result, there is a tradeoff between our approach, which uses

hand-engineered features to detect groups without training, and those that are more data-

driven and require training on large datasets. As such, there are exciting opportunities to

apply deep learning to the group detection problem, which may result in improved group

detection.

As robots become more integrated into our daily lives, they are expected to work

alongside groups of people to achieve a common goal i.e., human-robot teams. However,

when robots cannot effectively detect its groups, it can potentially cause confusion in

terms of localize its teammates. As a result, this situation can negatively impact a robot’s

performance as is works with groups of people. As a result, robot group detection

algorithms that perform poorly can cause people to lose trust in the robot which is an

important area of research [219, 128].

In the future, we look forward to improving RoboGEM in order to investigate

collective group motion. To approach this direction of exploration, we plan to use

probabilistic reasoning to detect and track people over time. Furthermore, we will

incorporate odometry data to be used in a motion model to reason about a pedestrian’s

movement relative to the robot’s movement.

We are also considering using more accurate sensors, such as LIDAR, for more

precise motion estimation as our observation aligns with [207] that the depth measure-

ments are often imprecise. For example, this alternative sensor may be better to cover

farther ranges. Finally, we plan to use this extension to investigate how robots can use

this knowledge to interact and work in teams with groups. Additionally, prior work

has shown great potential in group activity recognition; therefore, combining group

detection with group activity recognition is another exciting area of future exploration

[68, 7, 66, 84, 19, 307].
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Figure 3.5: Examples of unsuccessful group detections. The green and blue boxes
show the ground truth and predicted labels respectively. Images (a) and (b) show false
negatives, where groups existed but went undetected by RoboGEM. Image (c) depicts a
false positive, where there is not a group but RoboGEM detected one.

Group detection is an important problem in robotics and requires further attention

in order to improve group tracking performance. Also, by designing more accurate

group perception methods, robots can better predict pedestrians’ motion intentions.

This can enable robots to employ safer and more socially aware navigation in crowded

environments. By incorporating ego-centric vision and unsupervised learning in our

algorithmic design, we hope that our method can be easily used in other robotics problems

such as navigation, human-robot teaming, and coordination.

3.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented a group detection system to enable robots to perceive and

localize groups around them as a first step to enable robots to work alongside groups of

people in real-world environments. This was an exciting direction because it allowed us

to start to think about how to engineer systems to solve group teaming challenges across

a range of settings, particularly from the perspective of a mobile robot. The next chapter

introduces a new method to detect and track groups over time which is important for

robots that work with human teams long-term.
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Chapter 4

Group Detection & Tracking

4.1 Motivation

As robots become integrated into our daily lives, we expect them to accomplish

their goals while working alongside people. These tasks can range from assisting clinical

teams [280, 282, 333], assisting families in public places (e.g., airport, hotel, etc.)

[343], to transporting people to their destination via autonomous vehicles [20]. In these

real-world settings, robots need robust perception methods to operate around people

in uncertain environments and accomplish their tasks effectively and safely. In these

real-world environments, people often interact in groups. This can be useful to robots,

enabling them to interact more fluently with people in teams [266, 44, 353].

Group perception methods can be used to address critical problems that robots

encounter in everyday settings, for example, when robots can potentially harm people

around them as a result of delays, misclassifications, or inefficiencies in their percep-

tion systems. The public is now aware of these hazards following recent cases where

autonomous vehicles have killed pedestrians [125, 217]. Several incidents were caused

by errors in computer vision systems such as mis-classifying objects and people; demon-
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Figure 4.1: RoboGEM 2.0 detects and tracks groups in an outdoor environment. Groups
are shown with the same color bounding box and group ID number.

strating how ill-prepared these systems are for higher levels of autonomy [217]. Related

concerns also arise for mobile robots that work with people in everyday settings, such as

service robots [174]. Our work addresses this gap by providing robots with knowledge

of groups so that robots can effectively predict the intentions of a pedestrian’s motion,

thereby enabling it to accomplish its goal in a safe manner. Thus, our work will enable

robots to support multiple people at any given time which can improve teamwork in

uncertain, human-centered environments.

There is a large body of literature that focuses on group perception [337, 351, 147].

Computer vision researchers have been interested in understanding crowd behavior for

surveillance applications [377, 109, 301]. More recently, the field of human-robot

interaction (HRI) has shown increased interest in studying robots and groups [376, 145,

213]. Some studies include investigations into group dynamics between humans and

robots, such as group spatial behaviors [179, 376, 351], modeling synchrony [145, 147,

148, 146], and group perception [328, 338, 48, 213, 343].
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Despite recent progress, there are three major limitations in prior group detection

methods which requires further investigation. First, most prior work relies on stationary,

third-person (exocentric) sensor setups that are positioned overhead and cannot be

deployed on mobile robots. Also, most prior work cannot handle perception from a

moving platform while people are in motion, rendering them impractical for mobile

robots [133, 27, 377]. Second, many existing techniques require a priori knowledge

of groups, and need to be trained from large datasets that must be manually annotated,

which is tedious and time-consuming [184, 185, 206]. Third, real-world environments,

especially in public spaces, are often crowded, which causes error propagation over

time in modern tracking systems (for pedestrians and groups) and leads to degrading

performance in group tracking systems.

Recently, deep learning techniques have shown great potential in computer vision

to address the data association problem, particularly for multi-object tracking. The goal

of the data association problem is to match objects from one timestep to the next. Many

methods employ Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) appearance descriptors for data

association between pedestrians [32, 373, 390, 293, 325]. Person re-identification CNNs

are commonly used to generate such appearance descriptors as they are invariant to

changes in scale, rotation, and lighting conditions [32, 189, 93, 293, 325]. However,

there is a lack of work that explores this approach for tracking groups.

To address these gaps, we introduce the Robot Group Estimation Model 2.0

(RoboGEM 2.0), an ego-centric group detection and tracking system. In our prior work,

we designed RoboGEM 1.0, a system that enables robots to detect groups. Here, we aim

to improve upon this system by designing a new group detection system and developing

a new group tracking system. RoboGEM 2.0 uses a tracking-by-detection approach to

track groups of people using person re-identification CNNs for group data association.

We employ motion and appearance distance metrics to track group states over time.
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Additionally, we propose a straightforward, effective technique that detects when the

environment is crowded, to enable RoboGEM 2.0 to handle high levels of occlusion in

real-world environments. Furthermore, RoboGEM 2.0 runs at 45.3 frames-per-second on

a real-world dataset where the robot is moving and pedestrians are moving.

Our contributions are as follows:

1. We introduce a new ego-centric group detection and tracking system using a

crowd-aware, tracking-by-detection technique. Our system leverages person re-

identification deep learning feature activation maps to address the group data

association problem. We show that RoboGEM 2.0 is robust to real-world vision

challenges such as occlusion, camera egomotion, shadow, and varying lighting

illuminations.

2. We also show that RoboGEM 2.0 runs in real-time on real-world data.

3. We show that RoboGEM 2.0 achieves superior group detection and tracking

performance to three state-of-the-art methods [206, 38, 37].

4. We plan to publicly release our system to enable robotics researchers to design

intelligent systems to support teams.

This work addresses group detection and tracking, which is essential for robots

to effectively team with multiple people in the same environment. Furthermore, our

work promotes further exploration in the robotics community broadly for human-robot

teamwork, multi-human multi-robot systems, and autonomous vehicles.

In the next section of this chapter, I will discuss the tracking problem, which

outlines the theoretical underpinning of popular object tracking methods.
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4.2 Object Tracking

Object tracking is an active field of research and is an important problem in

robotics and computer vision, where an object can refer to a pedestrian or a group of

pedestrians. Many methods in the literature use filtering methods to track pedestrians

and groups. These filtering methods formulate tracking as a Bayesian inference problem.

xi
t denotes the state of an object i at time t. xt denotes the states of Nt objects at time

t. At each time step t, an observation oi
t is made for object i. Tracking is performed

in two iterative steps: (1) prediction, and (2) update. The prediction is made using the

conditional probability of xt given all observations up to t−1 as shown in Eq. 4.1.

p(xt |o1:t−1) =
∫

f (xt |xt−1)p(xt−1|o1:t−1)dxt−1 (4.1)

The update stage is the posterior of the conditional probability of xt given all

previous observations as shown in Eq. 4.2.

p(xt |o1:t) =
p(ot |xt ,o1:t−1)p(xt |o1:t−1)

p(ot |o1:t−1)
(4.2)

p(ot |xt ,o1:t−1) = p(ot |xt) (4.3)

This is known as the Bayes filter [342]. The Bayes filter uses the Markovian

assumption which states that the current state is independent of prior and future states

given that the current state xt is known.

Kalman Filtering (KF) is a state estimation technique that estimates an unknown

variable using a series of measurements to predict the joint distribution of variables over

time. It is often used in robot perception to address the tracking problem. KF is a

linear gaussian system which implements the Bayes filter on continuous state spaces
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[321, 158]. The probability of xt is modeled by a Gaussian distribution with mean µt and

covariance Σt . Following the notation of [342], the Kalman filter aims to predict the state

xt with these three properties shown below: the transition probability is the probability of

transitioning from one state to another, the measurement probability is the probability of

an observation given a state, and the initial belief is the state at time zero.

1. The transition probability must be linear with Gaussian noise.

2. The measurement probability p(ot |xt) (see Eq. 4.3) is linear with multivariate

Gaussian noise δ that has zero mean and covariance Qt .

3. The initial belief of xt , (i.e. x0) must be a gaussian with mean µ0 and covariance

Σ0.

Given that these properties hold along with the Markovian assumption of the

Bayes filter, the posterior is Gaussian.

The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) relaxes the linear assumption that KF uses

to model gaussians in order to predict the state of xt to model non-linear distributions.

EKF is modeled using the non-linear functions g and h. Because EFK is non-linear and

aims to mimic the behavior of KF, it performs a Gaussian approximation of the true

belief.

xt = g(xt−1)+ηt

ot = h(xt)+δt

(4.4)

EFK is useful for modeling non-linear random variables. However, EFK propa-

gates a Gaussian random variable through a non-linear system, which can lead to large

errors in the posterior mean and covariance of the Gaussian random variable [359].
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Therefore, the Unscented Kalman Filter was proposed by Wan and Merwe [359] which

alternatively uses a deterministic sampling approach.

Similarly to the EKF, the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) uses weighted statis-

tical linear regression to approximate the stochastic linearization of gaussians. The UKF

extracts sigma points χ that represent the true mean and covariance of a Gaussian random

variable which is used to represent a pedestrian. χi represents the ith sigma point. These

sparse sigma points are carefully chosen to be symmetrically near the true mean and along

the main axes of the covariance. Each sigma point is associated with two weights wi
m

and wi
c which are used to compute the mean and covariance of the Gaussian respectively.

Using the sigma points χi and the corresponding weights wi
m and wi

c, the shape of the

Gaussian is determined by function g (see Eq. 4.4) which takes the aforementioned data

as input and maps the sigma points to a Gaussian mean and covariance.

UKF is beneficial in several ways. It has the same computational complexity

as EKF and can handle non-linear non-Gaussian distributions, unlike EKF. Also, UKF

is more accurate than EKF as it captures higher order nonlinearities while EFK only

captures them to the first order. This can be useful in cases where objects exhibit sporadic

motion trajectories in which linear Gaussians have trouble modeling.

A Particle Filter (PF) is a non-linear non-Gaussian nonparametric method that

uses particles xt = [x1
t ,x

2
t , . . . ,x

M
t ] to represent a posterior distribution where M is the

number of particles in xt . Particles are represented by weights wm
t that model the

likelihood of belonging to a particular probability density function where wm
t is the

weight for the mth particle at time t.

At each time step, the PF makes an observation and updates the state xt and

weights wt using importance sampling. The PF performs three main steps:

1. Compute transition probability p(xt |x1:t−1)
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2. Compute observation probability p(ot |xt) and update weights based on p(ot |xt)

3. Resample particles based on new weights to generate new distribution. Preserve

large weights and discard small weights.

One challenge that occurs in particle filters is known as weight collapse – that is,

when the weights become uneven and do not sufficiently represent the probability density

function. However, resampling can mitigate this problem to avoid weight disparity.

Unlike the tracking methods that have been previously discussed, the Multi-

Hypothesis Tracker (MHT) was specifically designed for visual tracking which incor-

porates Bayesian inference and data association (which is discussed in the next section)

[272]. MHT is a brute force method that considers all possible assignments of hypothesis

Θi
t to currently tracked objects xi

t where i = {1,2, . . . ,N} [272]. Hypotheses are possible

combinations of matching current tracks to new detections and are represented by tracks

and their corresponding statistics (e.g. position, velocity, etc). One of the key benefits

of MHT is that it defers track data association decisions until enough observations have

been made. Also, it incorporates track initiation, merge, and splitting into the tracking

process.

In order to generate hypotheses, a track tree is formed to represent all possible

hypothesis assignments where the leaves are hypotheses and new observations are as-

sociated to these hypotheses at each time step. Hypotheses are generated by finding

the observations within the gating region for track xt . A gating region is similar to a

covariance matrix in that it defines an area where observations for tracks can potentially

be positioned in the next frame [41]. This region is generated based on the predicted

future location x̂t of the track in the next frame.

MHT uses a filter (e.g. Kalman or particle filter) to predict the random variable

x̂t with mean µ̂t and covariance Σ̂t . Then, tracks are updated based on the Mahalanobis
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distance between the observed location of the track in the gated region and the predicted

location x̂t .

The tree generation procedure that is used in MHT leads to a data explosion as a

result of the exponential increase in the number of track hypotheses over time. Therefore,

several techniques have been introduced to mitigate this challenge which help with

pruning the hypothesis tree, such as splitting observations into clusters and analyzing

these clusters independently [41]. Another strategy merges tracks with the following

characteristics: they have similar trajectories, common observation history, and similar

state estimations [41]. A ranking method has also been proposed which discards low

probability hypotheses using Murty’s k-best algorithm to keep the k best hypotheses

at each time step [212]. Murty’s k-best algorithm works in the following manner: run

the Hungarian Algorithm on the hypothesis at time t−1 to find the best assignment to

observations at time t [176]. Then, rank the observations by hypothesis likelihood and

put them in a priority queue.

4.2.1 Data Association

Data association is the key component in multi-object tracking algorithms as it is

used to associate objects between image frames. Probabilistic Data Association Filters

(PDAF) are commonly used for updating a single track based on new observations [21].

Given a set of observations within a track’s gating region, PDAF matches a track to the

most likely observation. To generate the likelihood, a Kalman filter is used to find the

difference in the observed location and the predicted location.

Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filters (JPDAF) were designed to handle

data association between multiple tracks when there are conflicts within these track

gating regions (i.e. observation within a shared area of a gating region) [203]. All non-

conflicting observation-track matches have an associated probability (likelihood) which
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generates hypotheses. This likelihood probability is generated by taking the product

of the probability of track i being assigned to observation j, the probability that track i

has no match, and the probability that track i has an unassigned observation. However,

JPDAF suffers from the coalescence problem when tracks are in close proximity to each

other and as a result, these tracks merge instead of preserving their true track identity.

Markov Chain Monte Carlo Data Association (MCMCDA) explores a large

combinatorial space of hypotheses [243]. MCMCDA uses a batch of sequential images

to extract tracklets (track positions over time) from pedestrians. Using these tracklets,

MCMCDA finds a partition of overlapping tracklets such that these tracklets belong

to the same object and can be grouped together. Furthermore, Markov Chain Monte

Carlo JPDAF (MC-JPDAF) [354] combines JPDAF, MCMC, and particle filter for a

non-Gaussian non-linear data association approach.

4.2.2 The Assignment Problem

The Assignment Problem is a combinatorial optimization problem which aims to

assign M observations O to N tracks X by finding the maximum-weight matchings in a

weighted bipartite graph. The weights represent how “close” observation i ∈O is to track

j ∈ X . The bipartite graph G is represented with an NxM matrix. Given permutation

matrix P, the assignment problem solves the following optimization problem.

maximize ∑
i∈O

∑
j∈X

Pi jXi j

subject to ∑
j∈O

Pi j = 1 for i ∈ O

subject to ∑
i∈X

Pi j = 1 for j ∈ X

Pi j ≥ 0 for i, j, ∈ O, X
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The Nearest Neighbor (NN) method considers all observations for all tracks

even if those observations are used for other tracks and does not take the gating region

into consideration [41]. Global Nearest Neighbor (GNN) considers all observations

within a track’s gated region to determine the best track assignment given the constraint

that the track must be assigned to at least one observation [41]. Although GNN performs

better than NN, GNN only works well when tracks are widely spaced apart, have accurate

measurements of observations, and have few false positives. As a result, some work has

been proposed to mitigate this shortcoming. For example, the higher level of uncertainty

in the gating region has been accounted for by increasing the Kalman filter covariance

matrix [308, 235] and another method reduced the gain of the Kalman filter for uncertain

data association scenarios [40].

Another method, the greedy strategy, iteratively finds the highest element p′i j of

the permutation matrix P. Then, it removes the elements in the row and column of p′i j

until all tracks have been assigned to an observation. Although simple to implement, this

method does not yield the optimal solution.

Min-cost network flow converts the linear cost assignment problem into a min-

cost flow problem. The vertices are constructed using the observations of one side of

a bipartite graph and the tracks are on the other side. The edges are directed from the

observations to the tracks with weights ci j = α−wi j on the edges where α is a constant

and wi j is the weight from Pi j. A source is connected to the observations with zero

weights and a sink is connected to the track vertices with zeros weights. The directed

edges have a capacity of 1 and the objective is to flow N units from the source to sink

under the constraints that the flow going into a node Vi must equal to the flow going out

of a node Vi and find the paths with minimum costs from source to sink.

Hungarian Algorithm also known as “Kuhn-Munkres” [176] is an optimization

technique for solving the assignment problem by finding the maximum-weight matchings
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in a bipartite graph. Unlike minimum-cost network flow, the Hungarian algorithm does

not require a source and sink. Given a set of observations and a set of tracks, the

Hungarian algorithm performs in the following steps: start with an unmatched vertex,

find an alternating path between observations and tracks. If the path exists, change

matching edges to non matching edges and if the path does not exist, choose another

unmatched vertex. If the number of edges equal |V |/2 then stop; otherwise, continue

with the first step and repeat until all vertices have been evaluated without finding any

alternating paths.

4.3 Notation

We represent pedestrian tracks k ∈ K with an eight-dimensional state space

〈pk
x, pk

y, pk
γ, pk

h, pk
ẋ, pk

ẏ, pk
γ̇
, pk

ḣ
〉 which is the x, y, aspect ratio, height, and their respective

velocities. We compute a set of pedestrian detections l ∈ L at each timestep and merge

the bounding boxes of pedestrians in groups using Eq. 4.5 to generate group detections

u ∈U .

bu←
⋃
l∈u

bl (4.5)

We represent group tracks v ∈V with an eight-dimensional state space 〈gv
x,g

v
y,g

v
γ,

gv
h,g

v
ẋ,g

v
ẏ,g

v
γ̇
,gv

ḣ
〉 which is the x, y, aspect ratio, height, and their respective velocities.

Pedestrian and group tracks are initiated when they are observed for three consecutive

image frames. We introduce a new technique which stores a pedestrian’s group track ID

history in phist = {ht |t =−1,−2, . . . ,−T} to be used for crowd handling where T is the

window size (see 4.4.3). When tracks are not observed for Amax frames they are removed

from track history. We use Amax = 100 which achieved good performance in empirical

experiments. Tracks that are successfully associated for the first three frames continue to
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be tracked until they exit the frame.

4.4 Methodology

RoboGEM 2.0 is an ego-centric group detection and tracking system that runs

on RGB data, in real-time. We leverage the intuition that people within groups are

spatially close to each other with a common motion goal [207]. We capture this intuition

in our group detection algorithm using three distance metrics designed particularly for

ego-centric perception to cluster people intoofion feature (CIF) which enables robots

to handle high levels of occlusion in crowded environments in a tracking-by-detection

framework.

Figure 4.2 shows an overview of RoboGEM 2.0. Starting with a RGB video

sequence, RoboGEM 2.0 detects pedestrians, extracts their pedestrian patches, and

passes those patches to a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The CNN generates an

appearance descriptor which is used for data association of pedestrians and groups. Then,

RoboGEM 2.0 uses these appearance descriptors to track pedestrians. Next, it detects

groups using our distance metrics (see Fig. 4.3). Finally, it performs our new group data

association technique using fused group appearance descriptors, and tracks groups using

Kalman filtering. In this section, we discuss each of these steps in detail.

4.4.1 Egocentric Group Detection

We introduce a new ego-centric group detection algorithm that has three main

steps: pedestrian detection (c.f. [94]), pedestrian tracking (c.f. [370]), and group

detection. Algorithm 2 shows our ego-centric group detection method. Consider a

scenario in which pedestrian i, pi and pedestrian j, p j, have bounding boxes bi and b j

(i 6= j), respectively. The bounding boxes (BB) are parameterized by 〈x,y,w,h〉 which
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Figure 4.2: RoboGEM 2.0 is an ego-centric group detection and tracking system. Given
a sequence of RGB images, we extract pedestrian patches, extract appearance descriptors
from those patches using a CNN, and then use those vectors to track pedestrians. Next,
we detect groups using the pedestrian bounding boxes, and we track groups using our
crowd indication feature (CIF) which enables RoboGEM 2.0 to handle high levels of
occlusion.

are the center column, center row, width, and height respectively.

We generate three Nt×Nt adjacency matrices (AM) for the width Dw between bi

and b j, height ratio Dh between bi and b j, and ground plane distance Dgp between bi and

b j, where Nt is the number of pedestrians at time t (see Fig. 4.3). The adjacency matrix

captures different distance metrics between pedestrians in the scene. These metrics are

designed for ego-centric group detection. We define Dw as the space between bi and

b j which groups pedestrians with a small space between them. Dh measures how close

the height of bi matches b j which groups pedestrians that are close to the robot together

and it groups those that are far away from the robot together. Finally, Dgp measures the

ground plane distance between bi and b j which groups pedestrians based on how close

they are walking near each other.

The adjacency matrices capture whether pi and p j are in the same group. To

encode this characteristic, we apply operations β, α, and κ to Dw, Dh, and Dgp respectively

such that we exclude group candidates that clusters pedestrians that are not physically

close to each other. β is the mean of bi
w and b j

w. α ∈ [0,1] is the height ratio between bi
h

and b j
h. κ ∈ [1, Ih] is the ground plane distance (in pixels) between bi and b j where Ih

is the image height. We determined α and κ through experimentation, as discussed in
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Figure 4.3: This figure shows the group detection distance metrics used in RoboGEM 2.0.
The bounding boxes show the locations of pedestrians, where the blue box represents bi

and the green box represents b j. RoboGEM 2.0 computes the width Dw, height ratio Dh,
and ground plane distance Dgp metrics are computed between bi and b j (see Algorithm
1).

Section 4.6.1.

Next, we normalize Dw, Dh, and Dgp; therefore, a value of 1 would indicate a

group candidate and a value of 0 means that bi and b j are not in a group. RoboGEM 2.0

combines all the metrics into a single matrix D which is a tensor (element-wise product)

which generates an adjacency matrix with group candidates. By detecting cycles in the

adjacency matrix, we can find connections between people i.e., groups. Building on

prior group detection work [206], we employ Depth First Search (DFS), a commonly

used technique, to detect cycles in an adjacency matrix . Thus, RoboGEM 2.0 runs DFS

on D to generate all potential groups detections G ∈ R1xNt where groups are defined as
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Algorithm 2: 1 Ego-centric Group Detection
Input :Pedestrian Detection BB = {bn|n = 1, . . . ,Nt}

Height and Ground Plane Thresholds α and κ

Output :Group detection IDs G = {1, . . . ,Nt}
D = Dw = Dh = Dgp = {} // adjacency matrices of width, height ratio, and
ground plane distance between pedestrians.

for i ∈ {1, . . . ,Nt} do
for j ∈ {1, . . . ,Nt} do

if i 6= j then

Di, j
w =

|bi
x−b j

x|− |b
i
w+b j

w|
2 , if Di, j

w ≤ µ(bi
w,b

j
w)

0, otherwise

Di, j
h =


min(bi

h,b
j
h)

max(bi
h,b

j
h)
, if Di, j

h ≤ α

0, otherwise

Di, j
gp =

|(bi
y−bi

h)− (b j
y−b j

h)|, if Di, j
gp ≤ κ

0, otherwise

D = Dw⊗Dh⊗Dgp

G← DFS(D)
Return G

pedestrians within a cycle and assigned a cluster ID (Recall: i 6= j).

4.4.2 State Estimation

We consider the group tracking problem for a mobile robot that works in real-

world environments to support teams which requires robots to track their teammates

from both a stationary and mobile platform. We adopt the track handling and Kalman

filtering (KF) mechanism from [370] for pedestrians and build on it to track groups. We

assume that no camera calibration or egomotion information is available and the robot

must detect and track groups solely from its onboard sensor (i.e., RGB).

KF is widely used in modern tracking systems when being embedded within deep

learning frameworks [126, 389]. It models dynamics and uncertainty in learned latent

space and performs long-term forecasting. Thus, we employ standard KF with constant

velocity motion and a linear observation model. States are updated using a linear velocity
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model when no detection is assigned to a track. When associations are made between a

detection and track, the track state is updated using the bounding box detection.

We employ the Hungarian algorithm (HA) to solve the assignment problem for

groups, as commonly done in multiple object tracking (MOT) [370, 207, 214]. We define

c as a metric which incorporates two distance metrics into the HA to represent motion

and appearance (see Eq. 4.6 from [370]). The motion metric, m, which is standard in KF,

tracks the state of a group’s position on the image plane over time and generally performs

well when egomotion uncertainty is low (i.e., a stationary sensor). The appearance metric

a computes the cosine distance between appearance descriptors of group detections u and

group tracks v that are generated from a person re-identification Convolutional Neural

Network (CNN) (see 4.4.4 for details on the CNN). We use parameter ∈ [0,1] which is

the fraction of detections that have been matched to group tracks using the appearence

metric a. Next, we employ an indicator function cind which finds tracks admissible when

they are within the gating region of both the appearance metric aind and motion metric

mind (see Eqs. 4.7 and 4.8). In practice, RoboGEM 2.0 associates tracks using a and

matches the remaining tracks using m.

c(u,v)← (1−λ)m(u,v)+λa(u,v) (4.6)

cind(u,v)← mind(u,v)×aind(u,v) (4.7)

mind,aind ←


1, if detection u and track v in the same gating region

0, otherwise
(4.8)

We define the bounding box coordinates of group detection u as bu = 〈x,y,γ,h〉
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which are the (x,y) coordinates representing the center of the bounding box, aspect ratio,

and height respectively. Also, we define yv as the track distribution which is a vector

of the mean values of the bounding box coordinates for group track v. To compute the

motion metric m, we use the squared Mahalanobis distance between new group detections

bu and yv with inverse covariance S−1
v . The benefit of using Mahalanobis distance is

that it computes the z− score statistic, which standardizes the distribution to a mean of

0 and a standard deviation of 1 (see Eq. 4.9 from [370]). Thus, this property makes it

easy to compare the distance from one distribution to another and it captures motion

characteristics of groups. m follows the χ2 distribution with four degrees of freedom

(Recall: observation model uses bounding boxes coordinates 〈x,y,γ,h〉) with a critical

value of 0.05. Thus, we apply an indicator function mind to m which assigns detections to

tracks by thresholding the Mahalanobis distance at 95% confidence interval computed

from inverse χ2 distribution which results in τ(1) = 9.4877 (see Eq. 4.10 from [370]).

m(u,v)← (bu− yv)
T S−1

v (bu− yv) (4.9)

mind(u,v)← 1[m(u,v)≤ τ
(1)] (4.10)

We define the appearance descriptor of pedestrian detection l as apl where

||apl|| = 1 which is the Euclidean norm of the feature vector generated by the CNN

defined in Section 4.4.4. We collect a gallery of appearance descriptors for pedestrians

which we defined as APk = {api
k|i = 1, . . . ,Ak} where Ak is the number of appearance

descriptors for the pedestrian track k. Also, we introduce a new appearance descriptor

agu as the descriptor for group detection u where ||agu|| = 1 which is the Euclidean

norm generated by combining the appearance descriptors of pedestrians apl in u (see Eq.

4.11). We collect a gallery of appearance descriptors for groups which we defined as
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AGv = {agi
v|i = 1, . . . ,Av} where Av is the number of appearance descriptors for group

track v.

agu←
Nt

∑
l=1

f orl∈u

apl (4.11)

To account for camera motion, we use an appearance distance metric a which

performs well when egomotion uncertainty is high, such as in mobile robotics applications.

First, RoboGEM 2.0 matches pedestrian detection l to pedestrian track k using the cosine

distance between their respective appearance descriptors, denoted a∗ (see Eq. 4.12).

This metric keeps track of how a pedestrian’s appearance changes over time, even after

long moments of occlusion, which is useful for recovering tracks when camera motion

is dynamic. Then, the system performs a new technique for group data association. It

combines the appearance descriptors on pedestrian tracks within group tracks to generate

the appearance descriptor of group tracks agv (see Eq. 4.13).

a∗← argmin
i
{1−apT

l ap(i)k |ap(i)k ∈ APk} (4.12)

agv←
Nt

∑
k=1
∀k∈v

apa∗
k (4.13)

Next, RoboGEM 2.0 computes the cosine distance between group detections u

and group tracks v using a similar mechanism for the pedestrian appearance metric. Then,

we employ an indicator function aind which assigns group detections to group tracks

within the gating region (see Eq. 4.15). In practice, we make this selection using the

group detection that produces the minimum cosine similarity from Eq. 4.14 [370].

a(u,v)← min{1−agT
u ag(i)v |ag(i)v ∈ AGv} (4.14)
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aind(u,v)← 1[a(u,v)≤ τ
(2)] (4.15)

4.4.3 Crowd Indication Feature (CIF)

In many real-world environments, particularly when large groups of people gather

together, groups are often passing by each other. This typically results in group track

mismatches because the egocentric distance metrics (i.e., Dw, Dh, and Dgp) converge for

short periods of time. If we can detect this situation, then we can leverage past track states

to preserve group tracks over time. To address this challenge, we introduce a Crowd

Indication Feature (CIF) ∈ {0,1} which detects when the scene is crowded (see Eq. 3).

We use Dw from Section 4.4.1 to detect when multiple groups are in close proximity

to each other. Then, we apply β to Dw which generates an adjacency matrix. Next, we

run depth first search (DFS) on Dw to find cycles, and we select the largest cycle/group,

which has a cardinality denoted Gw.

When Gw < η, this indicates that a crowd is not detected; otherwise, a crowd

is detected (see Eq. 3). We use parameter η to indicate the number of people which

constitute a crowd. When conducting experiments with our egocentric dataset (see

Section 4.6.4), we found that η = 4 generates the best performance. This is likely the

result of possible combinations of the number of people passing in groups e.g., (1 person

and 3 people), (2 people and 2 people), (1 person, 1 person, and 2 people), etc.

When the scene is crowded, we use the past group track history phist to update

group states. We use a window size T in phist and use the most frequently seen group

track IDs. We found that a window size of T = 10 timesteps generates good tracking

performance.
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Algorithm 3: Crowd Indication Feature
Input :Pedestrian Detection BB = {bn|n = 1, . . . ,Nt}

Number of people in a crowd η

Output :Crowd Indication Feature CIF ∈ {0,1}
Dw = {} // adjacency matrix of width between pedestrians.
Gw = 0 // longest cycle in adjacency matrix.
C = {} // group clusters
Nt // number of pedestrians at time t
µ // mean of two values

for i ∈ {1, . . . ,Nt} do
for j ∈ {1, . . . ,Nt} do

if i 6= j then

Di, j
w =

|bi
x−b j

x|− |b
i
w+b j

w|
2 , if Di, j

w ≤ µ(bi
w,b

j
w)

0, otherwise

C← DFS(Dw)
for ci ∈C do

Gw = max(|ci|,Gw)

CIF =

0, if Gw < η

1, otherwise
Return CIF

4.4.4 Deep Appearance Descriptors for Group Data Association

There has been recent work that aims to re-identify groups of people over time.

For instance, Xiao et al. [372] uses a multi-grain object representations to characterize the

appearance and spatial attributes of individuals and subgroups of two people. Multi-grain

objects are individual person and subgroups of two and three people inside a group image.

Lisanti et. al. [209] uses sparse dictionary learning to transfer knowledge from person

re-identification to group re-identification. However, most recent techniques assume that

group detections are provided a priori, and do not address the problem of data association.

Data association is important for group tracking systems because they enable systems to

model how group composition changes over time.

RobGEM 2.0 addresses both of these gaps. First, it learns group detections using

our ego-centric group detection system (discussed in Section 4.4.1). Then, RoboGEM
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Figure 4.4: Example instances of RoboGEM 2.0 (η = 4) when the scene is not crowded
(CIF=0, shown in the left) and it is crowded (CIF=1, shown in the right).

2.0 uses a tracking-by-detection technique to track groups of people over time.

A novel strength of RoboGEM 2.0 is that it introduces a new way to do group

re-identification to address the group data association problem. The intuition is that a

person’s appearance does not change much from one timestep to the next. Therefore, by

leveraging appearance descriptors, we can design our system to handle high uncertainty

due to camera egomotion. Here, we use a person re-identification Convolutional Neural

Network (CNN) which is well-suited to re-identify people for data association.

We used a CNN that learns appearance descriptors that discriminate well between

people. The CNN architecture consists of two 3x3 convolution layers, a 3x3 max pooling

layer, six 3x3 residual layers, a dense layer, followed by a batch and `2 normalization

layer which projects features onto a unit hypersphere [137, 369]. This network takes

the RGB pixels within a pedestrian detection as input and outputs a 1x128 appearance

descriptor which we use for data association. The CNN model was pre-trained on a

large-scale person re-identification dataset [369].

RoboGEM 2.0 generates an appearance descriptor for groups using the appearance

descriptor of pedestrians. As mentioned in Section 4.4.2, we keep a gallery of pedestrians’

appearance descriptors for K timesteps. RoboGEM 2.0 searchers for the best appearance

descriptor for each pedestrian in a group (See Eq. 4.12). Then, it merges the CNNs
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Algorithm 4: 2 Matching Cascades from [370]
Input :Track indices T = {1, . . . ,V}, Detection indices D = {1, . . . ,Nt},

Maximum age Amax

Output :Matched Detections M, Unmatched Detections U
Compute cost matrix C = [ci, j] using Eq. 4.6
Compute gate matrix B = [bi, j] using Eq. 4.7
Initialize set of matches M← /0

Initialize set of unmatched detections U ← D
for n ∈ {1, . . . ,Amax} do

Select tracks by age Tn←{i ∈ T |ai = n}
[xi, j]←MinCostMatching(C,Tn,U)

M←M∪{(i, j)|bi, j× xi, j > 0}
U ←U { j|∑i bi, j× xi, j > 0}

Return M,U

activation maps of people within groups and uses this as an appearance metric to track

groups of people over time (See Eq. 4.13).

Finally, RoboGEM 2.0 employs a matching cascades (MC) technique [370] to

solve the measurement-to-track associations for pedestrians (See Algorithm 4). MC is

used to solve the measurement-to-track associations for groups by giving priority to more

frequently seen groups when it matches tracks to detections. It starts by computing an

association matrix and admissible associations between tracks and detections as defined

in Eq. 4.6 and 4.7. Then, it solves the linear assignment problem by iterating over the

most recent tracks to least recent tracks followed by solving the assignment problem

between tracks and unmatched detections. Finally, it updates the matched and unmatched

tracks.

4.5 Data Collection

To evaluate RoboGEM 2.0, we required an ego-centric video dataset captured

from a mobile robot in a real-world environment. There are many publically available

group tracking datasets, including BIWI Walking Pedestrian [314], Caviar [99], ETH
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Figure 4.5: Example RoboGEM 2.0 results on our dataset.

and Hotel [230], Museum Groups [23], Town Center [30], Friends Meet [26]. Also, there

are also group re-identification datasets, such i-LIDS Groups [387], Re-Indentification

Across Indoor-Oudoor (RAiD) [80], DukeMTMC Group [372], and Road Group [372].

However, these datasets do not provide spatio-temporal group track annotations, and

many are taken from stationary cameras. Also, many of these prior datasets are recorded

from exocentric (third-person) perspective sensors, which are less helpful for mobile

robotics applications.

We sought to evaluate RoboGEM 2.0 on a dataset that represented realistic

scenes where pedestrians have uncontrolled, chaotic motion trajectories in crowded,

unstructured environments. Therefore, we built upon a dataset that we acquired in our

prior work [328, 338] to include additional challenging observations of groups including

different levels of elevation and dynamic pedestrian motion. We mounted a ZED Stereo

vision sensor onto a Double Robot, which we widely teleoperated in a public place,

which contained both individuals and crowds, as well as shaded and open areas. 1 The

collection site contains several key computer vision challenges including indoor and

outdoor observations, varying lighting conditions, different degrees of crowdedness, and

1The ZED has a maximum range of 20 meters, running at 20 frames per second (fps), with a resolution
of 640x360.
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dynamic group motion.

We recorded data in two sessions total resulting in 28,094 RGB-D images which

we split into training (12,000), validation (6,000), and testing (6,000) datasets. The

complete dataset contains 8118 unique pedestrians and 52 unique group tracks.

To use this dataset to evaluate RoboGEM 2.0, we required bounding box annota-

tions of groups as well as their group track ID. In order to generate group track IDs, we

adopted the definition of groups from [206] which defines groups as two or more people

in close proximity to each other with a common motion goal. Three members from our

team labeled our data using Image Labeler, a built-in MATLAB 2017b application. We

validated our labels in a manner consistent with other popular benchmarks in computer

vision (e.g. COCO dataset [205, 33]). Thus, two of our team members labeled 3,000

randomly sampled batches of images with bounding boxes and IDs which are used for

label validation. Our validation procedure resulted in precision of 78.2 and recall of 71.5

with an IoU of 0.5 which is comparable to COCO’s expert annotators.

4.6 Evaluation & Results

4.6.1 Experiment Metrics

We evaluate RoboGEM 2.0 using standard classification of events, activities, and

relationships (CLEAR) multiple object tracking (MOT) metrics as commonly done in

the literature [33, 316].

• multiple object tracking accuracy (MOTA ↑): combines false positives, false

negatives, and ID switches.

• multiple object tracking precision (MOTP ↑): misalignment in BBs between ground

truth and predicted tracks.
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• mostly tracked targets (MT ↑): number of ground truth BB trajectories covered by

a track hypothesis for at least 80% of their respective life span.

• mostly lost targets (ML ↓): number of ground truth BB trajectories covered by

track hypothesis for at most 20% of their life span.

• false positives (FP ↓): number of false positives in BBs.

• false negatives (FN ↓): number of false negatives in BBs.

• total number of ID switches in BBs (IDsw ↓).

• Runtime (t(s) ↓): total time to run a system on the test dataset.

4.6.2 Comparison to State-of-the-art

Fig. 4.1 shows the group detection and tracking methods used in our experiments.

We seek to compare RoboGEM 2.0 to state-of-the-art methods and investigate how well

our system performs in terms of group detection and group tracking. To facilitate this, we

follow evaluation procedures from [338] which employs similar metrics such as precision

and recall in terms of group detection performance. Additionally, we follow the tracking

evaluation procedures from [169, 208, 207] which employs metrics to demonstrate our

systems ability to track groups long-term. While group detection metrics indicate the

performance on a frame-by-frame basis, the group tracking metrics indicate how well the

group tracking methods perform long-term.

We conducted all of our experiments on a Dell Inspiron Intel Core i7 laptop,

with 16GB RAM, 1TB HDD, and NVIDIA GeForce GTX960M GRU. The machine ran

Ubuntu 16.04. We implemented our framework in Python using Tensorflow.

We tested the group detection and tracking methods independently to evaluate

their performance on our challenging dataset. Furthermore, we conducted ablation studies
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across all methods to evaluate the effectiveness of these methods when different group

detection and tracking methods are combined.

Group Detection

We compared RoboGEM 2.0’s group detection method against three state-of-the

art group detection methods:

1. Normalized Cuts (NCuts) [303] groups pedestrians based on proximity until it

reaches K partitions (denoted NCuts+K). We used an off-the-shelf implementation

from Shi and Malik [303]. Given the pedestrian bounding boxes (BB) and the

number of groups at time t, NCuts+K first constructs a similarity matrix D where

row i and column j is the distance between pedestrian i and j respectively. Second,

it solves for the eigenvectors with the smallest eigenvalues using D. Third, it uses

the eigenvector with the second smallest eigenvalue to biparition the graph and

it recursively partitions the graph until it is divided into K parts where each part

is a group cluster at time t. We conducted empirical experiments and found that

NCuts+K perform best with K=2, so we report those results.

2. Self-Tuning Spectral Clustering (Self-Tuning-SC) [382] builds on NCuts+K by

predicting the number of groups at time t. It predicts K by solving for the eigenvec-

tors and using the eigenvalues to generate K. We created our own implementation

following the method presented in [382].

3. Spencer Group Detector [206] detects groups using social relation features of

pedestrians including position, speed, and direction of motion. Then, it trains a

Support Vector Machine (SVM) to perform binary classification to detect if two

pedestrians are in a group. Next, it constructs a social network graph where nodes

are pedestrians and edges are the probability of those pedestrians being in groups.
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Any pair of pedestrians with an edge probability >= 0.5 between them are in a

group; otherwise, they are not in a group. We created our own implementation

following the method presented in [206].

To ensure a fair comparison between RoboGEM 2.0 and comparative methods,

we did not include RoboGEM 1.0 [328, 338] in our experiments. RoboGEM 1.0 relies

on depth data, which was not employed in RoboGEM 2.0. Therefore, we focused on

methods that rely on RGB data alone.

Group Tracking

We compared RoboGEM 2.0’s group tracking method against two state-of-the art

group tracking methods:

1. Group-LSTM [38] segments pedestrians by clustering trajectories of individuals

that have similar motion trends. It tracks groups using an Long-Short Term Memory

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN-LSTM) network, which exploits group dynamics

to predict the motion of the pedestrians. We used an off-the-shelf implementation

by Bisagno et. al. [38].

2. Group-LSTM-Obst [37] builds on Group-LSTM by predicting the future motion

trajectory of pedestrians after n timesteps (n >= 1) by leveraging grouping be-

haviors and obstacles in the environment. More specifically, Group-LSTM-Obst

leverages the layout of the environment to predict the trajectory of groups over

time. We used an off-the-shelf implementation by Bisagno et. al. [37].

3. Spencer Group Tracker [206] uses a Multi-Hypothesis Tracker (MHT) to track

groups over time from an ego-centric perspective. We used an off-the-shelf imple-

mentation by Linder et. al. [206] 2.
2https://github.com/spencer-project/spencer people tracking
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Table 4.1: Summary of group detection and group tracking methods used in our
experiments.

Method Group Detection Group Tracking
Spencer [206] X X
NCuts [303] X 7

Self-Tuning-SC [382] X 7

Group-LSTM [38] 7 X
Group-LSTM-Obst [37] 7 X

RoboGEM 2.0 (Ours) X X

Both the Group-LSTM [38] and Group-LSTM-Obst [37] papers describe their

methods as predicting the future location of groups. Yet, the publically available imple-

mentations 3 of these methods predict the future location of pedestrians. Thus, in order to

make them suitable comparators, we modified the inputs to both methods such that they

predicted the future motion trajectory of groups instead of the future motion trajectory of

pedestrians. For example, Group-LSTM originally received the frame ID, pedestrian ID,

x position, y position, and group ID as input to predict the location of pedestrians at the

next timestep. We modified the input such that Group-LSTM takes the frame ID, group

ID, x position, y position, and 0 (no groups) as input to predict the location of groups at

the next timestep.

We conducted ablation experiments to understand how different group detection

methods impact the performance of the group tracking methods. Here, we explored the

combination of the group tracking methods, including Group-LSTM [38], Group-LSTM-

Obst [37], and RoboGEM 2.0 with the group detection methods including NCuts+K

[303], Spencer [206], Self-Tuning-SC [382], and RoboGEM 2.0’s group detector.

3https://github.com/mmlab-cv/Group-Obstacle-LSTM
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Figure 4.6: Group detection performance. Precision (left) and recall (right) measured
over IoU threshold (higher is better).

4.6.3 Results

Group Detection

Fig. 4.6 shows the overall group detection results. Overall, RoboGEM 2.0

outperformed NCuts, Self-Tuning-SC, and Spencer in group detection by up to 40%

in terms of precision and up to 18% in terms of recall. Self-Tuning-SC outperformed

Spencer, and Spencer outperformed NCuts+K in terms of precision. Spencer outper-

formed NCuts+K and Self-Tuning-SC in terms of recall. For IoU < 0.5, NCuts+K

outperformed Self-Tuning-SC, but for IoU ≥ 0.6, Self-Tuning-SC performed better than

NCuts+K.

Group Tracking

4.5 show the group tracking results for the ablation experiments. Overall, Robo-

GEM 2.0 outperformed Spencer, Group-LSTM, and Group-LSTM-Obst in group tracking

by up to 66% in terms of tracking accuracy and up to 20% in terms of tracking precision.
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Table 4.2: Ablation Study Findings - Group-LSTM [38] group tracker with the group
detection methods (Discussed in Section 4.6.2): overall performance of Group-LSTM
improves using RoboGEM 2.0’s group detection method in terms of precision, recall, MT,
ML, FN, MOTA, and MOTP. Also, the performance declines using the Self-Tuning-SC
group detection method across all metrics except FN and IDsw. The performance declines
using the Spencer and NCuts+K group detection methods. Group-LSTM achieves better
recall, MT, ML, FN, and MOTP performance using Spencer compared to Self-Tuning-SC
and NCuts+K. Group-LSTM tracker achieves the shortest runtime using the RoboGEM
2.0 group detection method.

Table 4.3: Ablation Study Findings - Group-LSTM-Obst [37] group tracker with the
group detection methods (Discussed in Section 4.6.2): overall performance of Group-
LSTM-Obst improves using RoboGEM 2.0’s group detection method in terms of preci-
sion, recall, MT, ML, FN, MOTA, and MOTP. Also, the performance of Group-LSTM-
Obst declines using Self-Tuning-SC across all metrics except FP. Its performance declines
using Spencer and NCuts+K. Group-LSTM-Obst achieves better recall, MT, ML, FN,
and MOTP performance using Spencer compared to Self-Tuning-SC and NCuts+K.
Group-LSTM-Obst tracker achieves the shortest runtime using the RoboGEM 2.0 group
detection method.

Table 4.4: Ablation Study Findings - Spencer [206] group tracker with the group detec-
tion methods (Discussed in Section 4.6.2): overall performance of Spencer improves
using RoboGEM 2.0’s group detection method in terms of all metrics except FP. Also,
the performance declines using the Self-Tuning-SC and Spencer group detection methods
across all metrics except FP and IDsw. The performance declines using the NCuts+K
group detection method in terms of precision, FN, IDsw, MOTA, and MOTP. Spencer
achieves better recall with NCuts+K than with Self-Tuning-SC. The Spencer tracker
achieves the shortest runtime using the RoboGEM 2.0 group detection method.
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Table 4.5: Ablation Study Findings - RoboGEM 2.0 group tracker with the group
detection methods (Discussed in Section 4.6.2). RoboGEM 2.0’s group detector and
tracker results are shown as RoboGEM 2.0 (Full). Overall performance of RoboGEM
2.0 improves using RoboGEM 2.0’s group detection method and declines most using
Spencer’s group detection method. RoboGEM 2.0 achieves the shortest runtime using
the RoboGEM 2.0 group detection method.

1) Group-LSTM Tracking

Table 4.2 shows the Group-LSTM [38] ablation results using the NCuts+K [303],

Spencer [206], Self-Tuning-SC [382], and RoboGEM group detection methods. Overall

performance of Group-LSTM improves using RoboGEM 2.0’s group detection method in

terms of precision, recall, MT, ML, and FN, and MOTA. Also, the performance declines

using the Self-Tuning-SC group detection method in terms of across all metrics except FP

and IDsw. The performance declines further using the Spencer group detection method

in terms of precision, FP, IDsw, and MOTA; although it achieves better performance than

NCuts+K and Self-Tuning-SC in terms of recall, MT, ML, FN, and MOTP. Lastly, the

performance of Group-LSTM using NCuts+K achieves the poorest performance of all

group detection methods. In terms of runtime, the Group-LSTM tracker achieves the

shortest total runtime using RoboGEM 2.0’s group detector, and the longest runtime

using the Spencer group detector.

2) Group-LSTM-Obst Tracking

Table 4.3 shows the Group-LSTM-Obst [37] ablation results using the NCuts+K

[303], Spencer [206], Self-Tuning-SC [382], and RoboGEM 2.0’s group detection meth-

ods. Overall performance of Group-LSTM-Obst improves using RoboGEM 2.0’s group

detection method in terms of precision, recall, MT, ML, FN, MOTA, and MOTP. The
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performance of Group-LSTM-Obst declines using Self-Tuning-SC in terms of all metrics

except FP. Also, the performance declines using Spencer group detection method in

terms of precision, FP, IDsw, and MOTA; although, the performance improves in terms

of recall, MT, FN, and MOTP compared to NCuts+K and Self-Tuning-SC methods. The

performance of Group-LSTM-Obst declines most using NCuts+K. In terms of runtime,

Group-LSTM-Obst achieves the shortest total runtime using RoboGEM 2.0’s group

detector.

3) Spencer Tracking

Table 4.3 shows the Spencer [206] ablation results using the NCuts+K [303],

Spencer [206], Self-Tuning-SC [382], and RoboGEM group detection methods. Overall

performance of Spencer improves using RoboGEM 2.0’s group detection method in

terms of precision, recall, MT, ML, FN, MOTA, and MOTP. The performance of Spencer

declines using Self-Tuning-SC and Spencer group detectors in terms of all metrics except

FP and IDsw. Also, the performance declines using NCuts+K group detection method

in terms of precision, recall, MT, ML, FP, IDsw, MOTA, and MOTP; although, the

performance improves in terms of recall, FN, and MOTP compared to the Self-Tuning-

SC method. In terms of runtime, Spencer achieves the shortest total runtime using

RoboGEM 2.0’s group detector.

4) RoboGEM 2.0 Tracking

Table 4.5 shows the RoboGEM 2.0 ablation results using the NCuts+K [303],

Spencer [206], Self-Tuning-SC [382], and RoboGEM 2.0 group detection methods.

RoboGEM 2.0’s group detector and tracking performance is shown as RoboGEM 2.0

(Full) in Table 4.5. Overall RoboGEM achieved the best tracking performance when

compared to Group-LSTM [38] and Group-LSTM-Obst [37] across all metrics except
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FP and IDsw. The performance of Spencer declines in terms of precision, MT, ML, and

MOTA performance which is likely due to its poor group detection performance (See Fig.

4.6). NCuts+K outperforms Spencer across all metrics. In terms of runtime, RoboGEM

2.0 achieves the shortest total runtime using RoboGEM 2.0’s group detector.

4.6.4 RoboGEM 2.0 Parameterization

We conducted empirical experiments on the test dataset to analyze how the

parameters of RoboGEM 2.0 impact its performance. These parameters include the

height ratio α and the ground plane distance κ. We varied α from 0 to 1 in increments

of 0.2 as these are the minimum and maximum values of α. Also, we varied κ from 1

to 40 in increments of 5 as the performance of RoboGEM 2.0 degrades at κ > 40. We

report the results of α from 0 to 0.8 as the performance degrades as α approaches 1.

Additionally, we report the results of κ from 1 to 30 as the performance degrades for

κ > 30.

Tables 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 show the results of RoboGEM 2.0 with varying η, α, and

κ parameters respectively. The goal of these experiments is to show how RoboGEM 2.0

performs with varying η, α, and κ parameters.

Effect of Crowd Indication Feature (CIF) on Performance

We conducted experiments on the test dataset to validate the effectiveness of

RoboGEM 2.0’s crowd indication feature (CIF) (See Table 4.6). We evaluated the

performance of RoboGEM 2.0’s CIF with an IoU = 0.5 as commonly done in the

computer vision literature. We investigated the effect of group detection and tracking

performance in terms of CIF by varying η from 1 to 7.

η = 4 achieved the best performance in terms of precision, recall, FP, FN, and

MOTA. η ranging from two to three achieves the second best performance in terms of
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Table 4.6: Effect of the crowd indication feature (CIF) on RoboGEM 2.0’s group detec-
tion and tracking performance. We varied η to understand how it impacts RoboGEM’s
performance. We report total computation time on the test dataset in seconds (t(s)). ↑
means higher is better and ↓ means lower is better. Findings: overall performance of
RoboGEM 2.0 performs best at η = 4.

precision, recall, MOTP, and IDsw. The third best performance is achieved at η = 5−7

in terms of precision, FP, IDsw, and MOTA. This shows that, on average, RoboGEM

2.0 performs better when it uses past group track history when four people in groups are

observed in the scene compared to when 5 or more people are observed in the scene.

The worst performance is achieved at η = 0 and η = 1. Also, RoboGEM achieves

similar performance with η = 0 and η = 1 which is expected because a crowd is not

present when there is one person in the scene at most. As a result, this is a mis-detection

of a crowd, and, as one might expect, RoboGEM 2.0 does not benefit from detecting

crowds when they are not present. Also, RoboGEM 2.0 achieves the shortest runtime

with η = 1 and the runtime increases as η increases. This is likely the result of additional

computations RoboGEM 2.0 performs to search for the most frequently generated group

track ID.

Effect of Height Ratio in Performance

We conducted experiments on the test dataset to validate the effectiveness of

RoboGEM 2.0’s height ratio metric for group detection. We investigated the effect of

group detection and tracking performance by varying α from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.2

as these are the minimum and maximum parameter settings.
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Table 4.7: Effect of height ratio (α). Findings: overall performance of RoboGEM 2.0
improves as α increases.

Table 4.8: Effect of ground plane distance (κ). Findings: overall performance of
RoboGEM 2.0 improves as κ increases up to 20 and then degrades for κ > 20.

Table 4.7 shows the effects of height ratio on performance. As α increases, the

precision of RoboGEM 2.0’s group detector increases with a maximum value at α = 0.8.

The recall is at its maximum for α from 0 to 4 and degrades at α ≥ 0.6. In terms of

MOTA, MOTP, MT, FN, and IDsw, RoboGEM 2.0 achieves its best performance from

α = 0 to 0.4. Overall, RoboGEM 2.0 achieves its best performance at α = 0.8 in terms

of precision, recall, FP, FN, and MOTA.

Performance Due to Ground Plane Distance

We conducted experiments on the test dataset to validate the effectiveness of

RoboGEM 2.0’s ground plane distance metric for group detection. We investigated

the effect of group detection and tracking performance by varying κ from 1 to 40 in

increments of 5 as these are the minimum and maximum parameter settings.

RoboGEM 2.0 achieves its best performance in terms of precision, recall, MT,

FN, and MOTA at κ = 20. The performance of RoboGEM 2.0 degrades at κ = 1 in terms

of Precision, Recall, MT, ML, FN, MOTA, MOTP.
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Table 4.9: Total computation time (in seconds) of group detection methods on the
test dataset including preprocessing, feature extraction, and group detection. Overall,
RoboGEM 2.0 achieved the shortest runtime.

Group Detector (Standalone) t(s) ↓
Spencer [206] 2233.1
NCuts+K [303] 89.8
Self-Tuning-SC [382] 317.7
RoboGEM 2.0 71.1

Effect of Group Detector and Tracker on Runtime Performance

Table 4.9 shows the standalone runtime performance of the Spencer [206],

NCuts+K [303], Self-Tuning-SC [382], and RoboGEM 2.0 group detection methods.

Overall, RoboGEM 2.0 achieved the shortest runtime. NCuts+K achieves the second

shortest runtime, followed by Self-Tuning-SC which achieves the third shortest runtime.

Spencer was the slowest.

Spencer Components: Table 4.10 shows the runtime of Spencer’s system com-

ponents on our test dataset (Discussed in Section 4.5). These components include the

computations of social relations, group detection, and the runtime of Spencer’s group

tracker using Spencer [206], NCuts+K [303], Self-Tuning-SC [382], and RoboGEM

2.0’s group detection methods. The largest bottleneck in Spencer’s system is the com-

putation of social relations features which runs in 2195.6 seconds. Spencer’s group

detector achieves a significantly lower runtime than computing social relations at 37.5

seconds. Given group detections, Spencer achieves the shortest tracking runtime us-

ing Self-Tuning-SC and it achieves the longest runtime using RoboGEM 2.0 group

detections.

Group-LSTM and Group-LSTM-Obst Components: Tables 4.11 and 4.12

show the runtime on our test dataset of Group-LSTM [38] and Group-LSTM-Obst [37]

methods system components respectively. These components include data preprocessing

and running the Group-LSTM and Group-LSTM-Obst trackers with Spencer [206],
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Table 4.10: Total computation time (in seconds) of Spencer [206] components on the
test dataset. Overall, the social relations component achieves the longest runtime. The
performance of Spencer’s tracker using Self-Tuning-SC group detections achieved the
shortest runtime.

Spencer Components t(s) ↓
Social Relations 2195.6
Group Detection 37.5
Group Tracking+Spencer [206] 76.7
Group Tracking+NCuts+K [303] 41.7
Group Tracking+Self-Tuning-SC [382] 22.7
Group Tracking+RoboGEM 2.0 42.9

Table 4.11: Total computation time (in seconds) of Group-LSTM [38] components
on the test dataset. Overall, the data preprocessing component achieves the shortest
runtime. Group-LSTM tracker achieves the shortest runtime using Self-Tuning-SC group
detections and it achieves the longest runtime using RoboGEM 2.0’s group detections.

Group-LSTM Components t(s) ↓
Data Preprocessing 3.7
Group Tracking+Spencer [206] 17.6
Group Tracking+NCuts+K [303] 15.2
Group Tracking+Self-Tuning-SC [382] 14.7
Group Tracking+RoboGEM 2.0 17.7

NCuts+K [303], Self-Tuning-SC [382], and RoboGEM 2.0’s group detection methods.

Data preprocessing achieves the shortest runtime of 3.7 seconds and is employed by both

methods as they use the same data for training, validation, and testing.

Overall, Group-LSTM achieves shorter runtime then Group-LSTM-Obst. Group-

LSTM achieves the shortest runtime using Self-Tuning-SC group detection method and

the longest runtime using RoboGEM 2.0 group detection method. Also, Group-LSTM

achieves similar performance using Spencer and RoboGEM 2.0 group detection methods.

Group-LSTM-Obst achieves the shortest runtime performance using RoboGEM’s group

detection method and the longest runtime using the Self-Tuning-SC group detection

method.

RoboGEM Components: Table 4.13 shows the runtime of RoboGEM 2.0’s

system components on our test dataset. These components include the group detector
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Table 4.12: Total computation time (in seconds) of Group-LSTM-Obst [37] components
on the test dataset. Overall, the data preprocessing component achieves the shortest
runtime. Group-LSTM-Obst tracker achieves the shortest runtime using RoboGEM
2.0’s group detections and it achieves the longest runtime using Self-Tuning-SC group
detections.

Group-LSTM-Obst Components t(s) ↓
Data Preprocessing 3.7
Group Tracking+Spencer [206] 30.2
Group Tracking+NCuts+K [303] 20.6
Group Tracking+Self-Tuning-SC [382] 35.1
Group Tracking+RoboGEM 2.0 19.9

Table 4.13: Total computation time (in seconds) of RoboGEM 2.0 components on the
test dataset.

RoboGEM 2.0 Components t(s) ↓
Group Detector 71.1
RoboGEM 2.0 Tracker+Spencer [206] 144.3
RoboGEM 2.0 Tracker+NCuts+K [303] 179.2
RoboGEM 2.0 Tracker+Self-Tuning-SC [382] 176.6
RoboGEM 2.0 Tracker+RoboGEM 2.0 Detector 132.3

and RoboGEM 2.0’s tracker using Spencer [206], NCuts+K [303], Self-Tuning-SC [382],

and RoboGEM 2.0’s group detection methods. Overall, RoboGEM 2.0’s group detector

achieves the shortest runtime. Also, RoboGEM 2.0’s tracker achieves the shortest runtime

using RoboGEM 2.0’s group detection method and it achieves the longest runtime using

NCuts+K.

4.7 Discussion

In this work, we introduced RoboGEM 2.0, a group detection and tracking

system for mobile robots working in real-world environments (See Fig. 4.10). Through

our experiments, we demonstrated that deep learning appearance descriptors have the

potential to address the group detection and tracking problem. Even with no a priori

knowledge (i.e., for training group detectors), RoboGEM 2.0 outperforms Spencer [206],
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Figure 4.7: Spencer+RoboGEM 2.0 Tracking. This figure shows examples when Spencer
fails to track groups when groups in passing (see center images). Groups are shown with
the same color bounding box. The numbers shown in the top-left hand corner of each
bounding box are the pedestrian track IDs.

Figure 4.8: Self-Tuning-SC+RoboGEM 2.0 Tracking. Groups are shown with the same
color bounding box. The numbers shown in the top-left hand corner of each bounding
box are the pedestrian track IDs. This figure shows examples when Self-Tuning-SC fails
to track groups when they pass each other.

Figure 4.9: NCuts+RoboGEM 2.0 Tracking. This figure shows examples when NCuts+K
fails to track groups when groups pass each other. Groups are shown with the same color
bounding box. The numbers shown in the top-left hand corner of each bounding box are
the pedestrian track IDs.

Figure 4.10: RoboGEM 2.0 (group detection and tracking). RoboGEM 2.0 achieves the
best performance because it leverages the crowd indication feature (CIF), which is not
modeled in comparative methods. Groups are shown with the same color bounding box.
The numbers shown in the top-left hand corner of each bounding box are the pedestrian
track IDs.
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Self-Tuning-SC [382], NCuts+K [303], Group-LSTM [38], and Group-LSTM-Obst [37]

methods in terms of group detection and tracking.

Our ablation studies showed how well both the group detector and tracker of

RoboGEM 2.0 performed in comparison to the other methods. For instance, Fig. 4.6

shows that RoboGEM 2.0 achieves the best group detection performance in terms of

precision and recall across all methods. RoboGEM 2.0’s detector also improves the

performance of all other tracking methods in terms of precision, recall, MT, ML, FN,

MOTA, and MOTA, including Spencer, Group-LSTM, Group-LSTM-Obst and Robo-

GEM 2.0 (See Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.5). Also, Self-Tuning-SC achieves the second best

performance in terms of precision (See Figs. 4.4, 4.2, and 4.3), which also reflects the

results of this method when combined with Group-LSTM and Group-LSTM-Obst group

tracking methods. Spencer achieves the second best performance in terms of recall, MT,

ML, FN, and MOTP.

A potential cause of declined performance of the Group-LSTM and Group-LSTM-

Obst methods are the group detection methods employed with them. This is likely due to

the fact that Group-LSTM and Group-LSTM-Obst model groups as points on the image

plane and they employ a LSTM to learn the spatial relations between groups in the scene.

This approach works well for data captured from an exo-centric perspective as done in

[38, 37]; however, the results show that this approach has declining performance when

compared to methods that model groups using object localization (such as RoboGEM

2.0).

As shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, Group-LSTM and Group-LSTM-Obst perfor-

mance declines with MT=0 using NCuts+K and Self-Tuning-SC group detection methods.

This indicates that Group-LSTM and Group-LSTM-Obst methods do not track any groups

for at least 80% of the time they are observed in the scene. This is likely caused by

inconsistent group detections where groups are detected in one frame and not the next
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frame which results in generating a new group track ID even when groups are detected in

the future. As a consequence, Group-LSTM methods often did not propagate group track

IDs and swapped IDs between groups.

Another key result shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 is that NCuts+K achieved the

worst performance of all group detection methods. This was interesting, as it is commonly

used in the literature as a baseline method for clustering problems and often achieves

competitive results, particularly when used on high dimensional data. However, our data

is not high dimensional, which may have been a factor in its poor performance.

Tables 4.3, 4.2, 4.4 show that all tracking methods achieve the shortest runtime

using RoboGEM 2.0’s group detector. As aforementioned, RoboGEM 2.0 achieves

the best performance of all group tracking methods. This shows that RoboGEM 2.0 is

beneficial because it achieves a shorter runtime without sacrificing precision, recall, or

tracking accuracy.

As expected, Group-LSTM-Obst outperformed Group-LSTM as it is an extension

of the prior version of the method. The key difference between these methods is that

Group-LSTM-Obst incorporates the neighbors of groups as well as obstacles in the

environment in the hidden layer of an LSTM to predict the location of groups in the

future. Furthermore, Group-LSTM-Obst considers the layout of the environment while

Group-LSTM does not. This shows that methods that incorporate the layout of the

environment can improve the performance of group tracking methods.

We found that RoboGEM 2.0 performs best at η = 4 which shows that RoboGEM

2.0 achieves the best performance using the CIF. This is likely due to the various config-

urations of number of people in groups that pass each other frequently e.g., (1 person,

2 people), (2 person, 2 people), (1 person, 3 people), (1 person, 1 people, 1 people, 1

people), etc. This demonstrates the importance of detecting crowds for group perception

systems.
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The results presented in Section 4.6.3 reveal that crowd perception from an ego-

centric perspective is much different than crowd sensing from exo-centric perspective.

For instance, crowds that are observed from an exo-centric perspective typically consist of

hundreds of people. These crowds typically represent people in crowds as a point on the

ground plane. On the other hand, ego-centric perspective sensing represents pedestrians

with a bounding box which takes up more space on the image plane. Thus, crowds are

not necessarily hundreds of people in the ego-centric perspective because it does not

take as many people to degrade a group tracker’s performance. For instance, observing

four people from an ego-centric perspective can potentially take up a large portion of

the image frame whereas observing four people from an exo-centric perspective would

take up four points on the image frame. This shows that group tracking techniques

that are designed for exo-centric perspective sensing are not necessarily well-suited for

ego-centric perspective sensing problems such as applications in mobile robotics.

Our group tracking approach is beneficial in several ways. First, RoboGEM 2.0

is able to track groups in real-world, human-centered environments where people are

moving and the robot is moving, a well-known problem in robotics. Second, it uses

a group data association metric that leverages deep learning feature activation maps,

which enable robots to leverage appearance features when ego-motion uncertainty is high

[189, 93, 293]. Third, RoboGEM 2.0 can be used in concert with navigation systems

operating in human-centered environments, in order to enable robots to better support

human teams.

Provided with a high-level understanding of social dynamics in an environment,

robot designers can develop artificial intelligence algorithms that learn about human-

robot group dynamics to integrate robots into human teams. There are many exciting

domains to deploy RoboGEM 2.0, such as in retail settings, work sites, and in hospitals,

to support teams.
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We are excited about opportunities to improve RoboGEM 2.0. For instance, we

employed a straightforward, yet effective, appearance descriptor fusion technique for

data association of groups. However, groups are non-rigid entities that change position

and pose over time. Thus, RoboGEM 2.0 might benefit by leveraging pose estimation

techniques [366] which may enable robots to detect and track free-standing groups, e.g.,

F-Formations [376, 351, 322]. Another way that RoboGEM 2.0 could be improved is by

leveraging group re-identification techniques. Recently, group re-identification methods

have been proposed to model groups of people over time such as how groups change in

terms of their pose and position [374]. Thus, RoboGEM 2.0 might benefit from group

re-identification methods to model the appearance of groups over time [374].

In the future, we plan to continue building on RoboGEM 2.0 to reach our goal

to design safe robots that support distributed teams. We are particularly interested in

deploying RoboGEM in conjunction with navigation systems to enable robots to support

team workflow [333]. Our work will prove useful for the robotics field as it contributes a

new system which we plan to build on to investigate how robots can work seamlessly

with human teams in real-world environments.

4.8 Chapter Summary

This chapter introduced a new system that enables robots to detect and track

groups of people. Now, we can start thinking about human-robot teaming in situations

where there are distributed teams in the same environment. We are particularly interested

in deploying RoboGEM in conjunction with navigation systems to enable robots to

support team workflow The hope is that HRI researchers can use RoboGEM 2.0 to

address human-robot team challenges to build intelligent systems that can locate and

perceive their teammates. In the next phase of my work, I focus on how intelligent
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decision-making systems can leverage the group perception system i.e., RoboGEM 2.0.
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Chapter 5

Contextualizing Robots for Hospitals

5.1 Motivation

Patient safety is a critical issue in the healthcare system as a preventable patient

harm which leads to 400,000 preventable patient deaths per year in hospitals alone [150,

73]. 70% of these harms are the result of communication and collaboration breakdowns

that occur in safety-critical team settings. Nurses are uniquely positioned to identify

and prevent such harms as they are frontline healthcare workers and primary advocates

for patients [245, 346]. However, strict hierarchical structures and asymmetrical power

dynamics between physicians and nurses often result in penalties for nurses who speak

up to “stop the line” of behavior that causes medical harms [245] (See Fig. 5.1). Thus,

providing nurses with a mechanism to promote open and honest communication within

clinical teams can empower them to prevent behavior that causes patient harm.

Studies show that empowering nurses is one way to enable them to “stop the

line” when they observe patient safety risks [276, 245]. For example, empowering

nurses leads to increased job commitment, which results in positive work behavior and

improved patient outcomes [182, 88, 178]. Furthermore, nurse empowerment promotes
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Figure 5.1: In clinical settings, nurses are at the bottom of the hierarchy. Physicians
often penalize them for speaking up when they see mistakes that can cause patient harm.
This takes place across many teaming settings in hospitals, including in the operating
room, during resuscitation procedures, and in general at the bedside. Nurses are at the
bottom of the power structure for all settings.

improved communication with higher ranking team members, thereby redistributing

power dynamics in clinical teams [249].

Prior research in Computer Supported Cooperative Work demonstrates the po-

tential for robots to shift power dynamics among clinical team members. For example,

introducing surgical robots into the operating room changes team communication, as the

surgeon becomes physically separated from the team, which leads to increased autonomy

of the remaining team members [265]. In particular, robots can help redistribute power

from higher-ranked team members to lower-ranked ones in the clinical hierarchy. It also

changes how teams make decisions [264] and their spatial arrangements [249]. In this

chapter, we build upon this concept to explore how embodied, mobile robots, which are
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able to learn, sense, and interact within groups, may be able to empower nurses.

For the past few years, our group has been developing a series of intelligent

systems that work with interprofessional teams in safety critical settings [338, 175, 119,

105]. In this work, we explore the use of our Robot-Centric Team Support System

(Discussed in Chapters 3 and 4), comprised of a series of modules which have the ability

to engage in group detection, tracking, motion forecasting, and interaction (See Fig. 5.2).

The vision is that RoboTSS can be used to support teams in real world environments.

In this chapter, we explore how the group interaction module of RoboTSS can be

designed to empower nurses and support them in interprofessional teaming. We engaged

in a three month long, collaborative design process with nurses who work across five US-

based hospitals, and across six clinical disciplines, including: progressive care, pediatrics,

critical care, and anesthesia. We conducted a series of semi-structured interviews with

them, where we explored their experiences of teaming and the possibilities of using

RoboTSS to support their work.

The main contributions of our work are fivefold. First, our participants envisioned

using a robotic crash cart during resuscitation (code) scenarios that can autonomously

navigate to a patient’s bedside, walk a team of providers through a procedure, and

automatically open drawers of the crash cart. This relieves clinicians themselves of

manually moving the crash cart to the patient’s room; instead, they can immediately go

to the patient’s bedside and start working.

Second, we found that nurses envisioned using RoboTSS to generate choreog-

raphy for efficient spatial reconfigurations in co-located, unstructured clinical teams.

Co-located, unstructured teams (e.g., resuscitation teams) often work in safety-critical,

time-sensitive environments. Thus, it is challenging for clinical teams to spatially position

themselves in a cohesive way such that all team members work effectively throughout

the procedure.
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Third, we found that nurses want to use RoboTSS to challenge authority by

reconfiguring the power distribution in teams. For example, nurses identified ways they

could use the system to “stop the line,” and disrupt power dynamics by policing unsafe

physician behavior, such as avoiding safety protocols and checklists. Although checklists

were developed to empower nurses, asymmetric power dynamics between nurses and

physicians impede this critical process from being appropriately performed. Participants

suggest that introducing robots as a neutral third party can support nurses.

Fourth, our study reveals that nurses envisioned using RoboTSS to support real-

time error identification, such as breaking the sterile field, and giving robots the burden

of communicating those errors to physicians, which relieves nurses of that responsibility.

Finally, we propose new design implications that capture how nurses envision

how RoboTSS might support and empower them in clinical teams. We extrapolated

these design implications from our findings while considering two primary means of

empowering nurses: 1) by challenging authority, and 2) by improving team collaboration

to reduce nurse workload. Our proposed design implications capture design concepts

that can empower nurses, the team settings for which these concepts were designed, as

well as the level of hierarchy in the team setting.

We hope this work promotes further exploration in how to design technology

to improve interprofessional teamwork, particularly in healthcare, as strong teams save

lives.

5.2 Background

This section provides an overview of the areas involved in this paper in order to

provide context for the narratives that are discussed in later sections. These areas include

the impact of clinical teams on patient safety and nurse empowerment.
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Figure 5.2: The trajectory of our team support system, RoboTSS. From left to right, our
system includes group detection (RoboGEM), group tracking (RoboGEM 2.0), group
motion forecasting, and robot group interaction methods. The goal of this study is to
continue our work on robot group interaction by designing robots to support and empower
nurses.

5.2.1 How Clinical Teams Impact Patient Safety

Healthcare teams are critical across many care settings, including hospitals,

nursing homes, surgical centers, home care, etc. [70]. In this work, we focus our work

on care delivery within hospital settings. Even within hospitals, there are many types

of teams across many units. We focus specifically on clinical teams working on either

resuscitation (e.g., within emergency departments (ED) or intensive care units (ICU)),

and performing surgical procedures (e.g., within ORs). These teams are interprofessional

(e.g., physician, nurses, respiratory therapists, technicians), and vary in their structure

and organization, e.g., ORs and ICUs are highly structured, EDs are more dynamic.

PPHs are the third leading cause of death in the United States, 70% of which

occur as a result of team failures [150, 54, 73]. These harms are a direct result of poor

communication, poor collaboration, and mistakes made during patient care, which causes

patient harm, and in some cases, patient death [150, 229]. Such harms are exacerbated

by the hierarchical nature of clinical teams.

Hierarchical culture is inherent in many clinical teams as many are composed of

providers with various levels of expertise and experience (e.g., physician, nurse, certified

nursing assistant (CNA)). In general, clinicians with more education are higher in the
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clinical hierarchy and have more power when working in teams. Such hierarchical

culture leads to communication challenges for team members that rank lower in the

clinical hierarchy. For instance, nurses are the primary advocate for patients while they

are being treated at the hospital, so they are uniquely positioned to speak up for them

when they observe safety risks. Yet when nurses advocate for patients to higher ranked

team members, they are often penalized and confronted, which discourages them from

speaking up the next time they observe a safety lapse [245].

Many interventions exist to mitigate these challenges, including checklists [113,

13] and interprofessional team training programs (e.g., TeamSTEPPS [170]). While

these interventions have made major improvements in patient safety, they suffer from

low adoption rates, receiving particular criticism from those at the top of traditional

hierarchical structures [81]. In this work, we explore how our team-focused technology

(RoboTSS) might help to scaffold these existing interventions, by providing a potential

means to level hierarchies (as has been shown possible in VR [284]) with the added

benefit of the “cool factor” of robots to support adoption.

5.2.2 Nurse Empowerment and Patient Safety

A series of studies in the nursing literature found that due to the unique proximity

of nurses to patients, nurse empowerment enhances patient safety and outcomes, reduces

death rates, and shortens length of stay within hospitals [123, 245, 276, 271, 178]. These

studies consider nurse empowerment as an organizational issue [245, 276]; therefore,

they employ frameworks from organizational studies, such as Kanter’s organizational

empowerment theory [159]. Okuyama et al. [245] focused on nurses’ speaking up

behavior for patient safety and examined ways to embolden them to report behavior that

jeopardizes patient safety. These studies consider nurse empowerment as an issue of

team communication effectiveness, particularly due to asymmetrical power dynamics
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between physicians and nurses.

Another group of studies found that nurse empowerment issues originated from

US healthcare reforms that have continued since the 1990s [71, 51, 123]. As budgets

were cut, private organizations began managing healthcare systems in ways that adversely

affected nurses. As a part of downsizing labor forces in hospitals, nurse staffing levels

were reduced, workloads increased, and responsibilities expanded. Consequently, under

these adverse working conditions, nurses experienced more emotional exhaustion and

stress. This group of studies define empowerment as an issue of “the extent to which

nurses possess the power to influence the behavior around them” which is a more holistic

approach to empowerment [276]. This research considers the level of autonomy of nurses

as well as their communication issues, which ultimately leads to concerns of their overall

job satisfaction (e.g., workload, job security).

Several educational interventions have been designed to encourage nurses to

speak up, including technology-based interventions (c.f., [74, 285]). For example, Robb

et al. [284, 285] used virtual teammates in clinical settings to support clinicians lower in

the clinical hierarchy (e.g., nurses). Studies such as these motivate our study on using

technology to support nurse empowerment through a collaborative design process with

nurses. Additionally, to increase the voices of nurses within the research process, our

study enables nurses to define their challenges in team settings rather than to focus on

speaking up as a main topic of this study.

5.3 Methodology

5.3.1 Collaborative Research Methodology

This chapter employs a collaborative research methodology [193] inspired by

collaborative ethnography [183] and participatory action research [92]. These approaches
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allow researchers to be more reflexive about their own biases and enable participants

to be collaborators rather than informants. This also helps researchers and participants

negotiate research processes and goals. Our collaborative research approach is also

inspired by a co-creation method [358] and a more recent participatory design method

[39], in which participants actively advocate for themselves throughout the design process

rather than physically designing artifacts. Based on those studies, participants shaped our

research questions which evolved throughout our research process.

Due to the lack of existing research in collaboratively designing robot algorithms,

we developed our collaborative research methodologies through a negotiation process

with participants. A growing number of robot design research investigates how to

adopt participatory design methodologies to co-design the appearance of robots and their

interaction behaviors [53, 63, 196, 197, 227]. However, robot algorithms are black-boxed,

and novice research participants have limited knowledge about algorithm development

processes [371]. Even outside of robotics, researchers found that algorithms, in general,

are not easy to co-design with laypersons due to the technical complexity behind them

[24]. In particular, robot algorithms are difficult to illustrate and they are not physically

tangible; therefore, we explore our own study methodology rather than simply adopting

existing co-design techniques such as sketching [164].

One important issue in a robot co-design process is incorporating perspectives of

participants who do not have much experience with technically complex robotic technolo-

gies. Due to the wide technical knowledge gap between roboticists and laypeople, prior

research has not addressed incorporating users’ input into decision-making processes of

robotics research compared to other technologies [194, 191, 195]. As a result, participant

perspectives are less often reflected in robot research processes [192]. Roboticists, having

more influence than users in the development process, could reflect the stereotyped

representation of participants in their research due to their unconscious biases [191]. Our
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collaborative methodologies consider power issues between researchers and participants.

For example, our collaborative research methodologies enabled participants to shape our

study design and research goals (e.g., addressing their main issues through our research)

rather than asking them to contribute physical designs (e.g., sketches, rapid prototyping).

For example, participants had the power to shape our research agenda, recruitment

plans, and research procedure. Our original research question was how RoboTSS can

support teams in healthcare settings; however, in our early interviews with an anesthesi-

ologist and a nurse, the question evolved to how RoboTSS can empower nurses. When

changing our research agenda, we also dove into existing nurse empowerment literature

both in the healthcare field [178, 123, 271] and in robotics [284, 285]. As our research

agenda evolved, our recruitment plan also changed. We originally planned to recruit

various healthcare professionals including physicians, nurses, and anesthesiologists, but

our first three interviews with an anesthesiologist and two nurses led us to exclusively

focusing on nurses. This is why we interviewed one anesthesiologist participant and six

nurse participants in our study. The altered research question also changed our research

procedure.

In the first version of our interviews, we did not have a specific question list for

participants, but instead, we employed collaborative map-making consistent with [193].

We provided three research keywords that we are interested in (team, robot, workplace).

Then, we asked participants to share any 10-13 words that are relevant to those three

keywords and explain the meaning of each word. The initial procedure aimed to enable

participants to frame those three keywords from their perspectives. That procedure

helped us find the importance of nurse empowerment in our initial interviews. However,

based on the feedback from the interviews, we found that this open-ended approach

broadened our research scope unnecessarily, especially after we decided to focus on

nurse empowerment issues. As a result, we altered our methodology so that we can focus
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on nurse empowerment without ambiguity in our interview questions.

Although we focused on nurse empowerment as the main theme in our final

study, our goal was to analyze nurses’ issues from their perspectives rather than testing a

hypothesis. Our efforts enabled us to find that issues surrounding nurse empowerment

are not only about speaking up, but also about increasing team efficiency and reducing

workload. We describe the finalized research procedure below.

5.3.2 Procedure

Through a collaborative research process, we conducted an in-depth, semi-

structured series of interviews with seven healthcare professionals from across the United

States over a three-month period (See Fig. 5.1). To make our research process as collab-

orative as possible, we invited participants to discuss any team-related challenges that

they wanted to share. Enabling participants to have as much control as possible over our

research process was imperative to understand how our system can support and empower

them. Thus, to help participants feel comfortable expressing their ideas, we explained to

participants that we sought to learn from their experiences in healthcare.

We described the goal of our research, a high-level description of prior perception

work that can be used in healthcare, and how our group perception system works. We

conducted interviews both face-to-face and remotely (e.g., via Skype), depending on

the participant’s preference and their proximity to our team. We recorded audio of the

interviews with the participant’s permission. We told participants that our goal is to learn

about the challenges they encounter in team-related tasks. After that, we introduced

RoboTSS (Discussed in Chapters 3 and 4) to them as a system that enables robots to work

in teams with groups of people by using sensors to detect and track groups. Then, we

showed participants a video demonstration of RoboTSS running on a mobile robot that

roamed around a public park, observing and identifying groups of people with bounding
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Figure 5.3: The robots that we showed participants during the interviews. From left to
right: (a) Toyota Human Support Robot, (b) Double Telepresence Robot, (c) Fetch robot,
(d) Pepper, and (e) Jibo.

boxes drawn around them (See Fig. 5.2, left-most image).

Because many healthcare providers are not familiar with modern robotics tech-

nology, we showed participants pictures of several robots similar to ones currently used

for healthcare applications [282]. These robots demonstrate a range of feasible func-

tionalities and include the Toyota Human Support Robot, Double Telepresence robot,

Fetch robot, Pepper, and Jibo (See Fig. 5.3). We discussed each robot’s level of mobility,

manipulation capability, sensing capability, and potential settings in which they are used.

An example description of a robot that we discussed with participants is as follows,

“This is the Toyota Human Support Robot. This is a mobile robot, and it is
designed to be very safe because it is supposed to work in people’s homes. It
has a RGB-D sensor [color and depth camera] up here [in the robot’s head]. It
has a sensor in its gripper as well, and this manipulator can come out and reach
things, manipulate things, place things in different places. It can also raise up.
The head tilts and it can kind of explore a space. It can speak to you. It can also
understand verbal language as well.”

To enable participants to freely express their ideas about robots, we also briefly

described current computer vision, robotics, and machine learning challenges that have

been addressed in the literature, including methods for object and people tracking,

navigation, and object manipulation. This gave participants an idea of previous challenges
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that have been addressed using robots and other intelligent systems, and enabled them to

think about how to apply these same methods to challenges that they face in teams.

In the next part of the interviews, we asked participants open-ended questions,

to encourage them to freely discuss their challenges as healthcare providers. Some of

these questions included: What are some team-related challenges that you face on a

day-to-day basis? What are some examples of breakdowns in team performance? How

might RoboTSS be useful for improving team collaboration? Do you think it might be

useful for robots to help improve team dynamics? If so, how?

5.3.3 Analysis Process

Two researchers followed grounded theory to analyze the data [60]. One is a

computational HRI researcher, and the other is a human-centered design researcher. After

each interview, the two researchers reviewed the other’s analyses/notes and discussed

interesting themes from the interviews. As we explained in 5.3.1, throughout this initial

analysis process, we discussed what types of participants we need to saturate our data on

nurse empowerment. As a result, we had one anesthesiologist and six nurses. Initially,

we wanted to include various healthcare professionals. However, as we focused more on

nurse empowerment, we recruited more nurses and examined their perspectives within

our analysis process for deeper analysis.

After all interviews were complete, the audio recordings were transcribed. The

researchers coded the audio recordings to find emerging themes through an inductive

coding process using NVivo. They compared the codes, and identified overlapping

themes among participants. This process initially yielded 455 codes, which we organized

into a coding hierarchy following grounded theory. In developing our coding hierarchy,

we iteratively reviewed our transcripts until all relevant data was represented in the

hierarchy to comprehensively explain new emerging concepts. Thus, we updated the
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coding hierarchy iteratively. The resulting hierarchy had three overarching themes which

we report in Section 4.6.3. These include: 1) Robots as a Neutral Party to Challenge

Hierarchical Culture (Section 5.4.1), 2) Robotic Crash Carts for Coding Situations

(Section 5.4.2), and 3) Concerns about new robotic technologies (Section 5.4.3).

5.3.4 Participants

We recruited six nurses and one anesthesiologist. The anesthesiologist provided

an outside perspective of nurse empowerment and advocated for them which enriched our

understanding of nursing challenges in hospital settings. He also provided a perspective

of someone higher in the hospital hierarchy and how they perceive nurse empowerment

challenges. Participants were selected to give perspectives from a wide range of expertise

and specializations including: the ICU, critical care, progressive care, pediatrics, neona-

tology, and anesthesiology. Five participants were female and two were male. Their

ages ranged from 28-44 years old (mean age: 32.9 years old). All participants earned a

bachelor’s degree at a minimum, and their experience working in healthcare ranged from

6 months to 15 years (mean 7.4 years). Three participants are clinical educators, and

work within a university medical simulation center. We employ pseudonyms to represent

our participants to preserve their privacy and individuality.

5.4 Results

Participants discussed the two main challenges they face in hospital settings, as

well as how RoboTSS may be useful in addressing them. The first challenge is the hierar-

chical culture of hospital settings and the associated asymmetric power dynamics when

interacting with higher-ranking healthcare professionals (Section 5.4.1). Participants

envisioned how RoboTSS might alleviate this problem by serving as a neutral third party
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Table 5.1: Demographics of research participants which includes their pseudonym, age,
specialty, credentials, years of experience, and the types of hospitals that they have
worked in. The hospital types include: teaching (T), non-teaching (NT), for-profit (FP),
non-profit (NP), and urban (U).

to redistribute power to those lower in the hierarchy.

The second challenge they discussed was effective teaming during code situations,

one of the most common team activities for nurses (Section 5.4.2). To mitigate this

problem, participants envisioned integrating RoboTSS with their existing crash cart to

facilitate these situations through choreography generation for clinical teams, supply

management, decision support, and chart production.

Additionally, participants discussed some concerns they had regarding the integra-

tion of robots into hospitals (Section 5.4.3). These concerns include robot understanding

of situational context, robots acting as additional social actors, and robots impeding on

provider and patient privacy.

5.4.1 Robots as a Neutral Party to Challenge Hierarchical Culture

All participants envisioned their robots can challenge power issues both with 1)

physicians and 2) administrators in their institutions.
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Challenge asymmetric power dynamics with physicians

Six out of seven participants illustrated that the strong hierarchical culture of

hospitals impedes their efforts to ensure patient safety and provide the best care to

their patients. The nurse participants expressed the most frustration with physicians, in

particular.

Steve, a new nurse who has been working in a hospital for six months, explained

his frustration with his inability to help patients to the extent that he initially imagined,

as follows:

“There are a lot of times where doctors will try and maybe tell you to do
something that you are not able to do, legally. I had one that told me to do this
certain procedure. I’m like ‘I’m pretty sure I don’t do that.’ He said, ‘Oh, well,
just find out who can.’ I went through the whole system and I was like, ‘Well, you
are actually the only person that can do that procedure.’ It’s a lot of knowing your
boundaries where you are. Yeah, we have power but the doctors are ultimately
the one diagnosing and treating these patients. We’re just following through with
their orders.” (Steve, 29, ICU)

The participants discussed how hierarchy plays an important role in their team-

work. Particularly in the OR, the hierarchy was even stronger than in other contexts.

Jessica described the hierarchy among team members in the OR as follows:

“In the OR, it is pretty intense. Because in the OR, [...] we provide a service
to the surgeon. So everybody caters to the surgeon. The surgeon is like the
king, [nurse] anesthetists are like the peasants, and they blame everything on us.
Seriously, there is definitely a level of hierarchy in the OR – like the surgeon,
anesthesiologist, CRNA, OR nurse, surgical tech [technician], anesthesia tech.
There is definitely a level of hierarchy.” (Jessica, 28, Nurse Anesthetist)

Andrew also explained how the hierarchical power structures contribute to mis-

communication.
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“One of the things that seems to lead to miscommunication in hierarchical
[settings] is the more hierarchy there is, the more [indirect communication there
is] they call it speech mitigation. In a deferential way, [a nurse might] ask, ‘Is
everything ok?’ When really you mean, ‘It looks like there is a lot of bleeding
going on in the [patient]. Did you cut something that you weren’t supposed to?
What’s going on?’ But, you might ask it in an indirect way. The more hierarchy
there is, the more mitigated someone’s speech is going to be.” (Andrew, 44,
Anesthesiologist)

Despite the best efforts of healthcare institutions (including mandatory classes

for communication), hierarchical speech persists within hospitals [138, 368], which

participants discussed in great detail. For instance, they talked about how levels of

hierarchy impact their day-to-day activities. When people from different levels of the

hierarchy work together, individuals from lower levels of the hierarchy tend to avoid

speaking up when they see something being done incorrectly, or individuals with higher

levels of hierarchy do not take lower level people’s concerns seriously which is consistent

with studies from the literature [245]. For example, studies show that physicians perceive

teamwork differently than nurses, and they have a higher level of satisfaction with team

settings than nurses [216, 340].

Danielle gave an example of her own experience with hierarchical culture when

she informed a physician about a patient’s condition and the physician did not believe

her or take her concerns seriously.

“A nurse feels like something is important or something is wrong with a patient
and communicates that to the physician, but maybe the physician doesn’t feel
you [are correct] or they don’t want to accept the fact that the patient is getting
sicker.” (Danielle, 35, Critical Care)

All seven participants either discussed assigning robots tasks that may stress

power dynamics or expected robots could challenge the existing dynamics. In this way,

robots communicate between nurses and clinicians as a neutral third party, and remove
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the negative social aspects of hierarchical culture. For example, Lauren, Andrew, and

Steve spoke of the complicated social dynamics involved in the essential process of using

a checklist before a procedure in the OR. Often in these situations, nurses with lower rank

are responsible for ensuring that the team (including higher ranked clinicians) adheres to

protocol. However, this reversal of power dynamics increases tension when the lower

ranking clinician reveals errors in the higher ranking clinician’s process, which Lauren

discussed when describing her experience of pointing out errors to physicians.

“They [a hospital] expect nurses to watch them [physicians] do it [a procedure],
but it is just a really hard dynamic to be told by the nursing staff that, ‘Hey, you
just broke sterile procedure and you need to start over.’ ” (Lauren, 38, Critical
Care)

Allowing higher ranking teammates to skip checklist steps is not only an in-

terpersonal problem but also a patient safety risk that can be addressed by removing

social considerations from the interaction altogether. Robots assuming the job of check-

list supervisor would alleviate nurses of the obligation to confront and correct higher

ranking clinicians. As neutral agents, robots stipulating adherence to protocol implies

no insubordination, nor does it challenge the social power dynamics of the hospital

hierarchy.

“[The robot is] not going to move onto the next step until it’s done, whereas if
it’s a nurse, they’re like, ‘Come on, let’s just get on with it.’ And they skip steps
whereas this [the robot] isn’t going to skip steps. It won’t allow you to move
on to the next step until [the checklist is] done. So, yeah, something like that
would be an interesting assessment of [...] flattening the hierarchy.” (Andrew, 44,
Anesthesiologist)

The participants also mentioned that using robots would objectify this process.

For example, in some cases, when nurses point out the necessity of sanitation to a
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Figure 5.4: The robot crash cart that we collaboratively designed with participants for
resuscitation procedures. It includes equipment for airway support, venous access, and
respiration, as well as medications and surgical equipment. A sensor on top of the robotic
crash cart can be used to perceive team members, a speaker and microphone can be
used for the robot to communicate with the team, and the computer can be used to run
RoboTSS.

provider, that provider sometimes takes it personally and feels uncomfortable about being

called out. With robots, nurses do not need to worry about whether the provider would

take this rebuke personally. Also, the providers can focus on the sanitization procedure

without interference from nurses.

“There are a lot of times when the nurses are [...] at [the patient’s] bedside.
We are the ones who are presenting the information to the doctors [and] what
needs to be done. The doctors make a decision based on what we tell them. But
sometimes they don’t listen to what we have to say, [which] is the problem. Or
they cut us off or don’t give us [the] time we need to tell them. ‘Hey you need to
check this patient out, you need to check this lab work, you need to look at this
vital sign’. [...] If there were ways for them to get the information from a third
party that’s not the nurse [...] or just tell them ‘Hey check out this vital sign or
check out this lab result. It seems odd to me [or] the patient looks blue, or looks
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yellow’, to give them the information that they may not want to hear [...] from
the nurses, or that the nurses might be too afraid to tell them.” (Sarah, 28, ICU)

Challenging asymmetric power dynamics with administrators in a hospital

Over half of the nurse participants (4/6) also expressed their frustration with how

hospitals, as an institution, disregard their concerns. Although nurses best understand

“bed-side” stories, the main interests of hospital administrators appear more concerned

with money. Lauren explained how her interests conflict with administrators’ interests as

follows:

“I know what they [hospital administrators] are looking at. They are looking at
their bottom dollar. I look at my challenges at the bedside. I am gonna do really
amazing patient care. Talk to me more about what I can do for my patients, but
increasing your numbers? Even though it helps patients, it’s not tangible to a
bedside nurse.” (Lauren, 38, Critical Care)

As administrators had different priorities from nurses, nurse participants feel their

efforts are devalued. Danielle, who holds both nursing and teaching faculty positions,

described how she tried to improve a charting process so that nurses can more efficiently

and accurately generate charts.

“I helped develop a charting system for this [process], hoping that it was going
to be a huge success, but it was not. And so now another group is revisiting how
to improve that and we have had multiple people say, ‘You know, it would be
better if I had something handheld.’ But, all of these things sound really great
but then it comes down to expense and practicality.” (Danielle, 35, Critical Care)

The charting system that Danielle helped develop was a success in educational

settings. However, when they attempted to deploy the system in a real hospital, institu-

tions decided that the time of nurses was better spent on their current jobs rather than
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learning how to use this new system, so Danielle’s efforts only wasted her time and

resources.

Occurrences such as Danielle’s cause participants to feel insignificant to the

institution. In addition to leveling the clinical hierarchy as discussed in Section 5.4.1,

participants also envisioned that a neutral, third-party robot could generate objective data

that they can present to their institutions’ administrators to substantiate their concerns.

For instance, Andrew discussed how such a robot could administer checklists to prove

that nurses completed their tasks even if physicians do not follow the checklist protocol.

“Having the ability to sort of override aspects of the protocol would be important
for the physician to say, ‘That’s not relevant in this situation for this reason, so
we’re not doing that.’ And then, be able to move on. But, [...] at least now
there is a reason that has been documented of why that step wasn’t done. So
that might be an interesting way [to maintain accountability].” (Andrew, 44,
Anesthesiologist)

Such data would show which aspects of standard protocols were skipped and why.

This information reflects the perspectives of nurses and provides crucial evidence for

administrators to consider when making institution-wide changes.

5.4.2 Robotic Crash Carts for Coding Situations

All seven participants indicated that they mostly work individually but work as

a team in safety critical situations. This finding aligns with previous studies [29, 386].

One of the most predominant team activities in hospital settings takes place during

coding situations, where an interprofessional team of clinicians work to resuscitate a

patient. Resuscitation, also known as codes, “are emergency situations that involve the

treatment of a patient who is experiencing a cessation of breathing or heart activity”

[238, 171]. During resuscitation, clinical teams follow standardized algorithms from
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Figure 5.5: (a) Jessica’s (Nurse Anesthetist with 5 years of experience) drawing of a
team’s configuration around a patient during resuscitation. Some of the roles that team
members must assume include the following: Airways stabilize the patient’s breathing
and ventilation; Compressors perform chest compressions (CPR); IV-Drugs administer IV
and medication; Doppler utilizes ultrasound to monitor blood flow; Recorder documents
all tasks performed during the code; Leader dictates tasks to the team. (b) shows a clearer
version of (a), image used with permission from [118].

the American Heart Association, such as the Adult Cardiac Life Support algorithms

[238] and the Pediatric Advanced Life Support [171] algorithms [118]. ACLS and PALS

are commonly used in “code blue” situations which are safety-critical, time-sensitive

situations. A code requires team members to assume numerous roles, including Team

Leader, recorder, IV provider, and Head Nurse (See Fig. 5.5(b)). These roles determine

the actions each provider should perform, and may change throughout the code depending

on the providers’ prior experience. While PALS and ACLS algorithms provide reference

guides for code situations, referring to and ensuring that the team follows the algorithm

is primarily the responsibility of the team leader. Therefore, successful execution of this

highly stressful and dynamic teaming scenario requires fluent team coordination. As

Sarah explained:

“One person is doing compressions, one person is doing meds, one person is
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looking at the clock, one person is documenting everything. And so it’s just
really making sure everyone knows their roles, and can do them effectively.”
(Sarah, 28, ICU)

In code situations, a crash cart is essential as it contains medicine and equipment

for resuscitation. According to all participants, a crash cart is always located in a

designated location in a hallway, and nurses bring them to a patient’s room as soon as a

code occurs. While discussing the potential use of RoboTSS, participants explained how a

standard crash cart can become a robotic cart with RoboTSS 1) to generate choreography,

2) to manage supplies in the cart, 3) to support decision-making processes, and 4) to

generate patient charts. Participants envision the robotic crash cart as a central system

that can orient the human team throughout code situations.

Choreography Generation

In prior CSCW work, Pine [256] explained how nurses in labor and delivery units

choreograph multiple streams of work as they move from one task to another [43]. In

our study, participants envisioned employing choreography for interprofessional team

coordination within a code (or an the operating room (OR)), which aligns with findings

in healthcare literature [152]. Four out of seven participants implicitly and explicitly

envision employing RoboTSS as a choreography generation system.

During a code, spatial positioning (choreography) of team members is an ex-

tremely important and an often overlooked factor in team coordination (See Fig. 5.5 for

an illustration drawn by Jessica). Choreography (also known as spatial reconfiguration

[249]) in healthcare is the process of coordinating among a team through space, time,

energy, and rhythm [297]. Lauren explained the concept of choreography as below:

“So one of the important things in simulation that is helpful is to – we call
it choreography – so if certain people are standing in a certain place, it goes
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smoother if people know where they need to be in order for the flow to be
happening best. And of course it is different for every place or environment, but
in general [it is] around the patient’s bed – where different people stand can help
facilitate easier movement and fluidity and communication. So I think that is
also a helpful component – when you’re looking at a group – identifying where
somebody that is managing should stand versus where somebody that is doing
this should stand and where equipment should come in, [and] who places it.”
(Lauren, 38, Critical Care)

Jessica described how she envisions the robot would interact with the team, as

follows:

“The robot could say, ‘Ok, we need this many people in the room, you stay in
here, you stay in there, you stay in there.’ You know? There’s some type of
way to figure out what’s the most efficient configuration. The robot could direct
people in that way.” (Jessica, 28, Nurse Anesthetist)

In addition to physically moving people as Jessica envisioned, we also inferred

that the robotic crash cart could choreograph and manage team members during resusci-

tation.

Steve explained that choreography would also influence other nurses to better

allocate their efforts even when in other patient’s rooms. He described how a number

of problems regarding teamwork originated from nursing shortages, as nurses become

susceptible to being overworked, working long hours, and ultimately burning out. He

stated that he would prefer to continue taking care of his primary patients if he is not

needed for the code.

“We don’t have that many [...] Like I said, we have ten nurses, three techs, that’s
it. There’s three rooms. So there’s an endless possibility of, are we maximizing
the amount of people that we have in a room? Or minimizing the minimal
amount? That’s basically what we would need of people in a room to take care
of this patient so that everything else on the unit can get done. If there only
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needs to be ten people in a room, why are there 14, why are there 15 people? It
[the robot] can maybe delegate, say, ‘We don’t need you at this time,’ and it will
allow them to leave.” (Steve, 29, ICU)

In this way, a robotic crash cart could also enhance the workflow of other nurses

outside the room. In addition to improving workflow, Lauren discussed how choreography

can improve sterility in the OR. She envisioned using choreography generation as a way

to reduce infection rates during invasive procedures and to improve coordination among

providers to ensure that they stay within the sterile field.

“I think in terms of identifying where these breakdowns [in sterile field] are
happening, [a robot] would be great. [...] [In current training practices,] a patient
would have two people here, two people there, watching each other to make sure
there was no break – to allow the pathogen to spread. But, in that situation that
would be great for somebody – a robot to be watching the person and go through
these steps and saying what it is that they need to do. ” (Lauren, 38, Critical
Care)

Supply Management

Four out of seven participants expected their robotic crash carts to manage

medication and equipment. Sarah explained the types of supplies typically stocked

in a crash cart:

“And in that cart there is all of the, what we call rescue medication. So it
has drawers full of medications, drawers pulled up, like saline, supplies too,
intravenous tubes if we need to start IVs. And a bunch of other things that we
would need in that scenario to try and bring that person back to life, in essence.”
(Sarah, 28, ICU)

A crash cart is an important supply management system which should be ready

for a code at any time. However, as a code can sometimes take more than an hour, nurses
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often forget to restock medication and equipment in the carts after these hectic situations.

Although healthcare professionals are fully proficient to run codes, missing supplies

cause serious delay for these time sensitive code situations. As Rebecca said:

“Even as an older nurse, sometimes you go in there [the crash cart], and some-
thing’s missing. That’s bad. It should never be missing, but it is.” (Rebecca, 28,
Pediatrics)

Thus, a participant expected a robotic crash cart to notify them whenever there are

missing supplies so they will be ready for emergency situations at any time. Since code

situations can occur periodically in hospitals, a robotic crash cart’s ability to self-maintain

supplies is helpful for nurses. Even during code situations, when missing supplies are

detected, a robotic crash cart can ask other nearby staff to bring supplies to them. Steve

explained such a potential scenario:

“If we need something from the back room for an emergency situation, the
computer would know that they [a particular staff member] are the closest person
to that back room. It would ring to their phone, or ring to them like, ‘Emergency,
bring this to such and such room.’ That would actually be really nice because
a lot of times you end up running up and down the hallway for this. Then you
come back, ‘Oh, now we need this.’ I’ve got to run back down the hallway and
come back. So [...] in terms of your project, I think that would be cool.” (Steve,
29, ICU)

Also, participants envisioned a robotic cart would automatically move to a room

with a code situation to decrease preparation time for the resuscitation process. Addition-

ally, a robotic cart is expected to open a drawer through voice command and dispense

materials, as Rebecca described:
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“For a crash cart where you can be like, ‘This concentration of Epinephrine,’
and it just opens the drawer, and opens the latch or something, or being able to
utilize things like that would be easier.” (Rebecca, 28, Pediatrics)

Of the various team members in code situations, participants envision a robotic

crash cart would stay near the person administering medication or the one shocking the

patient, which is also related to choreography that we discussed above.

Decision Support

Five out of seven participants would like RoboTSS to support team decision

making processes in code situations. Participants discussed procedure verification as an

important role in facilitating situational awareness and transparency between the robot

and its team members. Participants discussed how important verification is to ensure

that the robot crash cart correctly instructs teams as they go through steps in PALS and

ACLS algorithms, as they can change based on a patient’s medical history as well as their

constantly evolving condition.

“Verification is [...] taking advantage of the robot’s ability not to miss a step
[...]. That’s kind of when you have decision support or something verifying that
all the steps get done and there’s a provider doing those steps.” (Andrew, 44,
Anesthesiologist)

This decision support can make teamwork “foolproof” (Rebecca, 28, Pediatrics)

in these stressful and safety critical situations. Participants expected a robotic crash cart

to be aware of a patient’s condition, suggest appropriate dosages of medication, and track

administered medication dosages. As a way to help a crash cart understand the patient’s

condition, participants’ indicated interest in incorporating sensors on the crash cart (See

Fig. 5.4). Sensors on the crash cart provide the patient’s vital signs so that the robot can

understand the progression of the code and provide status updates of where the team is in
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the code, how long they have until the next step of the resuscitation algorithm, and what

drugs are needed next. Jessica illustrated how a robotic crash cart can utilize sensors and

communicate with team members:

“If [the robot] senses where [you are] in the code [...] it could tell you, ‘One
minute and you can give EPI [Epinephrine],’ or ‘30 seconds and you can give
EPI’, or ‘It’s time to check your H [possible causes of the code in the ACLS
algorithm e.g., hypovolemia, hypoxia/hypoxemia, hydrogen ion excess, etc.]
and Ts [possible causes of the code in the ACLS algorithm: tamponade, toxins,
tension pneumothorax, etc.].’ If they know it’s a delay of some sort, it could
sense what the cardiac monitor is saying, like if the cardiac monitor is saying
the patient is in VFib [Ventricular fibrillation], the robot could sense what the
monitor is telling them. Or if the robot could be the one telling everyone what
the rhythm is saying – it could actually tell people what to do and be like, ‘Ok,
you have 30 seconds left on your chest compressions, the next compressor needs
to be ready,’ or ‘One minute until you give this’, ‘30 seconds until you give this’,
‘You gave this however long ago.’ ” (Jessica, 28, Nurse Anesthetist)

One of the most important decisions resuscitation teams make in code situations

is administering medication. Sarah explained that a decision support function could help

distribute work among team members and prevent situations such as the following:

“Sometimes if I’m supposed to be doing the medications, I’m drawing up the
medications or administering the medication. But if the person that I’m working
with doesn’t know that I’m doing it, they may have grabbed the same medication
and they’re drawing up the same medication. And so we’re doing the same thing
at the same time.” (Sarah, 28, ICU)

In pediatrics, dosing is more complex, and mistakes can cause more severe harms.

As Rebecca stated:

“In peds [pediatrics], everything is weight-based. In a code situation, for an adult,
[it is] easy. All the numbers are the same. In a code situation for a child, we
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have to do math. We have to make sure that we are providing the right amount
of dosage for this child because if we do not, we could kill them. They’re much
more fragile to certain medications than adults are. So we use a length-based
tape measure [to] measure how tall the kid is, and it gives us an estimate of if
this kid is this tall, how much they should weigh. Because in a code situation, we
don’t always get a chance to weigh the patient if they’re someone new coming
in. So we’ll use that length-based tape in order to say, ‘Okay. This is the weight
of the patient.’ ” (Rebecca, 28, Pediatrics)

For this reason, the pediatrics ICU where Rebecca works already utilizes sensors

to monitor the vital signs of their patients. This enables healthcare professionals to

be more aware of the patient’s condition during the code situation. In addition to this

existing technology, Rebecca envisioned a robotic crash cart to calculate proper dosages

for pediatric patients.

“If we could log that weight into a computerized system, and it pops up all of our
doses, when we should give what, those are just other additional elements that
could be added to something like a smart cart, at least in the peds [pediatrics]
world. We have all those things on our crash cart, but they’re in paper form and
sometimes hard to flip through. We have a binder that is based on weight. So we
do the tape measure, we find out how much their height is to match whatever
weight is the average weight for that height, which doesn’t always work if it’s an
overweight kid,.” (Rebecca, 28, Pediatrics)

One of the most salient team challenges in this context: variability in proficiency

levels across team members. When a code is announced in the hospital, providers rush

to the patient’s room. This results in an inconsistent team composition, including team

members who don’t often work together, which can be challenging because they have to

learn how to collaborate together on-the-fly. Furthermore, depending on the institution,

nurses may rotate between units in the hospital, so some may not have recent experience

with codes. As Jessica put it, “When I was on ortho (orthopedics), I never had a code,

and when I was in the ICU, I had maybe five or six codes in one week.” Furthermore, as
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each hospital has its own ways of dealing with code situations [119, 120], travel nurses

must quickly adapt to new procedures.

Because codes are safety-critical, high stress situations, human errors inevitably

occur. Thus, a majority of participants discussed the potential to use RoboTSS to help

improve team collaboration in coding situations and to support and empower providers

that are less experienced.

“Sometimes you have people, younger nurses who don’t know or haven’t experi-
enced a code very often, until they get in that situation, and they may freeze or
not remember anything. So that would be helpful in those situations, to have a
smart system that would walk you through step by step and knowing what needs
to be done next and how it should be done.” (Sarah, 28, ICU)

Rebecca compared a robotic crash cart to an Automated External Defibrillator

(AED), which enables people with no medical experience to manage sudden cardiac

arrest. The medical device analyzes the heart’s rhythm and delivers an electrical shock or

defibrillation.

“So I feel like as far as robotics goes, if there was some type of technological
device that could walk a group of people through a code situation, I think it’d be
helpful because a lot of things that we do is down to the minute. If it’s been two
minutes, then we need to switch out our compressions. If it’s been three minutes,
then we can give another dose of this drug. In that sense, as far as something
that guides the situation much like how an AED does for somebody who has
no medical experience, that [the robot] will guide when it’s time to do certain
things.” (Rebecca, 28, Pediatrics)

Charting

Participants cited communication breakdowns within the team as another problem

that occurs during codes. It is the responsibility of the Recorder to document the team’s
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activities during a coding situation. Therefore, it is their responsibility to actively listen

to their teammates to record an accurate manifest of what the team is doing, the time they

start a step, the dosage of medications being administered, what steps of a resuscitation

algorithm are skipped, and the time they finish a step. Not to mention, all of these

activities occur within minutes of each other. Studies have shown that recorders resort to

documentation on paper towels [120].

In order to mitigate the communication and documentation challenges associ-

ated with coding situations, participants envisioned ways to reduce their workload by

offloading these responsibilities to robots. All seven participants discussed charting and

documentation issues in our interviews and expected help from a robot.

Because robots are skilled at performing tedious, repetitive tasks, participants

indicated that they could be used to walk the team through a code in real-time, similar

to the work of Gonzales et al. [121]. Additionally, participants were further interested

in integrating robots into the hospital’s electronic healthcare record system so that the

robot could update a patient’s chart after a procedure. Participants stated that this can

prevent nurse burnout as well as enable all members of the clinical team to focus on the

technical aspects of the code instead of documenting it. Nurses’ difficulties working

on documentation along with other tasks were similarly addressed in ethnographic

observation of nurses in the labor and delivery unit [256].

“When you’re charting through a code situation, you’re manually writing it,
which means you could be missing a lot of things going on. There’s tons of
people in there. People are screaming out things. [...] So being able to essentially
have a printout of that mixed in with when meds were given, yeah, it’d be much
easier of the computer could compile all that information together.” (Rebecca,
28, Pediatrics)
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“I always thought that it would be better to chart visually or electronically than
actually transcribing what already happened, just like a charting robot [...] aware
of what took place and then the chart is generated sort of live, [in] real-time,
rather than by providers after the fact.” (Andrew, 44, Anesthesiologist)

Also, participants discussed how it would be useful for a robot to automatically

identify roles of team members as it walks them through an resuscitation algorithm in

order to improve chart reporting. This could provide fine grained documentation of what

actions team members performed along with their role and how their roles changed over

time.

“If the robot could detect everybody’s roles and what’s going on and run people
through the [coding] algorithm and then print out a sheet of when everything
was given what all happened when, that would be great.” (Jessica, 28, Nurse
Anesthetist)

According to our participants, roles are typically assigned in an ad-hoc manner

by the team leader and in some cases, the nurse that is assigned to the patient as they

have the most update-to-date information about the patient’s medical history.

“The head doctor should be the one that’s assigning these roles and delegating
the task. Sometimes it’s the charge nurse of the unit. And the charge nurse
typically doesn’t have patients. They are just the manager that circulates and
helps out with everything else. So sometimes the charge nurse will do it [assign
roles], or other times it [role assignment] will be the nurse that is assigned to the
patient. Because typically we like the nurse who was assigned to the patient not
to be involved in any of the hands on stuff. So because they typically know more
of the background, more of the patient’s story, it’s easier for them to relay that
information if they’re not working on other tasks.” (Sarah, 28, ICU)
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5.4.3 Concerns about new robotic technologies

Although participants were excited to envision robots as a way to empower

themselves, they also had some concerns about this new robotic technology. Nearly

all participants (6/7) voiced their concerns regarding 1) how a robot could incorporate

context dependency in teamwork; 2) emerging roles of robots as new social actors; and

3) privacy issues.

Importance of context dependency in teamwork

More than half of the participants (4/7) stated that in order for robots to work

effectively with human teams, they need to understand the situational context of team

activities (e.g., the patient’s medical history, current needs of the team).

For example, participants reported that their resuscitation algorithms are highly

situational, and they worried whether robots have the flexibility to adjust to the team’s

situational context. Although Sarah thought a crash cart robot that goes through each

step of a code would help nurses, due to technological limitations, RoboTSS will have

trouble adjusting to unpredictable situations to provide appropriate steps. She stated that

the main structure of algorithms for code situations follow the same structure, which is

called “ABC” : 1) open Airway, 2) check patients are Breathing and 3) check Circulation

of blood flow. However, she reported that each step of codes is unique almost every time.

“Every code is going to be different in some way depending on, ‘Why did the
patient code? What is their diagnosis? What caused the code?’ So I think that it
would just be hard to be able to design an algorithm [for a robot], or a system that
would be able to differentiate what situation and what steps, or what directions
to give in what situation.” (Sarah, 28, ICU)

She compared the variation in resuscitation algorithm execution among different

patients to how cold symptoms vary from person to person:
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“It’s just like with any disease or illness, it can manifest in different people in
very different ways. So even though we both may have a cold, I may be very
congested and have a temperature, whereas you might just have a runny nose
and a cough or something. Different illnesses manifest themselves differently in
different people. So it’s just, it’s hard to have one set [resuscitation] algorithm
that applies to every person.” (Sarah, 28, ICU)

Three other participants stated that the resuscitation process varies not only

depending on patients, but also depending on hospitals, departments/units, and even the

leader of each code. Danielle explained the contingency of code situations as follows:

“And the problem is it [the resuscitation process] varies from hospital to hospital,
it varies from unit to unit within your own hospital, it varies on who’s on that
day. It’s funny because we all are trained the same way. Ideally, we’re all doing
the same thing but every situation is a little bit different so it’s really hard to keep
replicating the same thing and get really good at it because sometimes you find
someone in the bathroom who needs to be coded. Sometimes they’re in bed.”
(Danielle, 35, Critical Care)

Participants also worried whether robots might become one more addition to

bureaucratic procedures, which are usually “protocolizations.” From the nurses’ per-

spectives, protocols are often developed from administrators’ perspectives often without

taking nurse workflow into account, thus adding more work and hindering how they

deliver care to patients.

Concerns regarding robots as new social actors

About half of participants (3/7) discussed how robots would bring new challenges

to teamwork as additional actors. For example, Lauren was excited about having a robot

as a neutral party to go through a checklist with physicians to support nurses; however,

she also stated that it would be “creepy” to be watched by robots or to be notified by

robots for their sterility-relevant mistakes. She reported to us that:
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“In that situation, that would be great for somebody [...] a robot to be watching
the person and go through these steps and saying what it is that they need to do.
But, it is still kind of creepy, honestly to me, I am trying to think [about] what
they would be like.” (Lauren, 38, Critical Care)

Also, Danielle assumed that a third party robot might only make their communi-

cation with physicians more complicated.

“For example, sometimes I feel like if something goes on with a patient, you’re
supposed to go tell your charge nurse and then the charge nurse is supposed to
tell the doctor. And I think that I just want to talk to the doctor. I want to be
transparent and have direct communication because the more people you add in,
it’s like the game of telephone. The message gets misconstrued so my only fear
for having more people communicating is confusion.” (Danielle, 35, Critical
Care)

In her previous experience communicating with other healthcare professionals,

she found a mediator between two people only decreases “transparency” and wanted to

make sure a robot would consider the transparency issue.

Privacy issues

Two participants (Rebecca and Lauren) explicitly discussed the privacy concerns

robots may introduce to hospitals. For example, Rebecca expressed apprehension about

who would have access to the data showing her performance in her pediatric ICU. During

the interview, she explained how the parents of pediatric patients sometimes lash out

against healthcare providers in grief.

“If you’ve ever met a parent that has their child in the hospital, they are looking
for reasons for things not to be their fault. We’re not saying that they are at fault,
but they are always going to be looking for reasons why the kid got sick or got
worse or, ‘You guys caused this.’ There’s a lot of blame that happens, and that
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just has to do with grieving and dealing with a high-stress situation. That’s the
only reason why I advocate for not having cameras in actual rooms in [coding or
OR] situations.” (Rebecca, 28, Pediatrics)

In Rebecca’s unit, parents are not allowed to record healthcare professionals

working. If they violate this policy, they cannot bring their cellphones to the unit

anymore. If something goes wrong within a code situation with a baby, “it may never be

enough for a parent or a family member who’s watching.” She also explained how the

medical community feels about cameras as follows:

“Nobody wants a bunch of cameras watching them while they’re doing their
job, especially in a job where people like to sue you and don’t understand how
much human error has to be, sometimes, well-received in the medical community
because we’re human. We do make mistakes. I don’t see hospitals agreeing to it.
It would be a huge liability. But also as staff, it doesn’t make you feel, I guess,
safe at work.” (Rebecca, 28, Pediatrics)

Lauren’s comments, described previously, echo this concept of “creepiness” of

being watched at work all the time. Thus, Rebecca and Lauren suggested that a robot

with recording functions might be more appropriate for educational settings, such as

simulation and training centers.

5.5 Discussion

5.5.1 Design Implications

Robot Crash Cart

Participants envisioned novel ways to use RoboTSS in time-sensitive and safety-

critical teaming situations, like codes, to reduce cognitive load and improve team col-

laboration. One of the most unique design ideas was the Robotic Crash Cart, which had
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Table 5.2: Design Implications to Empower Nurses. These implications demonstrate
the design concept, the method that is used to empower nurses (challenge authority,
improve team settings or both), the team settings in which the design component is used
for (operating room (OR) or resuscitation code), the user’s perspective of why the design
component is important, and an example which captures the desired robot behavior.

several features. First, it can autonomously navigate to a patient’s room to be available

for the clinicians when they arrive. This helps clinicians avoid engaging in non-value

added tasks, by taking time away from treating patients to locate a crash cart.

Second, when the team arrives, the robot goes through the resuscitation algorithm

(medical protocol) with the team in real-time. This is particularly helpful to give clinicians

immediate situational awareness when entering the room, as well as for helping less

experienced clinicians know which steps to follow. In contrast, experienced nurses wanted

to manually control how the robot provides this help, to support flexibility depending on

each patient’s health condition and medical history.

Third, it can automatically sense where team members are during a code, and

provide equipment at the right time. For example, it would automatically open the
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relevant drawer, and show which supplies they need to pick up. This enables clinicians to

quickly locate the supplies they need.

Finally, the robotic crash cart can support automatically resupplying itself. After

codes are completed, clinicians do not often have time (or remember) to restock crash cart

supplies, which adversely affects future codes. By supporting this practice automatically,

the crash cart can help to reduce clinical cognitive load, as well as improve patient safety.

Choreography

Participants generated a unique way of employing RoboTSS for choreography

generation, which helps team members spatially coordinate as they work together at a

patient’s bedside. Since physical movement is an important part of team collaboration,

a series of CSCW research investigates spatial coordination as a design theme for co-

operative work in clinical settings [22, 267, 256]. Pine defined choreography as “the

embodied work of balancing and maintaining multiple simultaneous streams of work

and bringing them together into a single coherent stream of actions” [256]. In clinical

literature, Johnson et al. [152] discussed how choreography increases team efficiency in

resuscitation situations as team members can be allocated to best perform their work.

In this work, participants envisioned choreography to address how robots can

physically allocate multiple people with different roles and distribute labor of the team

members considering patients’ medical history and specialities of team members. For

example, when a code is initiated, the robot can support efficient choreography of

clinicians by considering room size, specialties of clinicians on the floor, and their years

of experience. The robot can also consider how the clinicians in the room should move

around considering medical protocol and a patient’s medical history.

A potential approach to integrate automatic choreography generation with existing

technology in the healthcare space is for the robot to present the generated choreography
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on an existing shared display [119, 118, 56, 249]. Using color-coded position pads

on the ground which aligns with the shared mental model, team members can easily

interpret where they should be positioned at any given time. After the robot presents a

map showing the choreography, it can also physically move around to accurately allocate

team members. As the robot keeps only clinicians who are essential for their teamwork,

other clinicians can return to their patients and efficiently allocate their time. In the OR,

the robot can also help team members to to position themselves within sterile sections of

the room and enhance patient safety.

Checklist Verification and Error Identification

Participants envisioned using RoboTSS as an autonomous social intervention

mechanism to support administering standard protocols and real-time error identification

in teams. This novel design concept uses robots as a neutral third party for communicating

information that has caused problems stemming from team hierarchy (e.g., speaking

up). For example, instead of nurses administering checklists, robots can autonomously

navigate to the leader of the team (e.g, a physician) and administer the checklist as

a neutral actor. This prevents high ranking team members from bypassing standard

protocols, which can prevent patient safety risks. Additionally, the autonomous real-

time error identification design concept can support safety lapses in teams as they work

together. This gives teams the autonomy to focus on technical aspects of the code instead

of monitoring each other to ensure patient safety.

Role Management and Chart Generation

Participants identified role management as a mechanism to support and empower

nurses, because it is a challenge that arises when interprofessional teams come together.

Role management is a design concept that can be useful for educational training, re-
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suscitation, and surgery, as role assignment determines the actions of team members.

Particularly in dynamic, safety-critical settings such as resuscitation, team members’

roles change over time, which leads to challenges in situational awareness and common

ground [118]. Thus, participants envisioned RoboTSS to assist with decision support

through role management.

Robots are well-suited to this problem due to their embodiment, mobility, and

active perception capabilities. For instance, robots can automatically position themselves

around the patient’s bedside, working side-by-side with clinical teams to identify and

adapt to team members’ roles and notice how these roles change over time. Additionally,

robots can assist with assigning roles to team members as groups expand, which is

particularly useful for coding situations when providers of different hierarchical levels

rush to the patient’s room and need to begin working quickly.

A robot’s mobility and role management capabilities could also support docu-

mentation and accountability challenges in clinical teams. For example, using its role

assignment design mechanism, robots can provide fine-grained documentation of the

team’s actions, administered medications, and the timestamps for these events. Further-

more, this design concept can be integrated with the robotic crash cart to enable it to

walk the team through a code, manage team roles, and document the team’s progress in

real-time. This can also relieve a code’s Recorder from documentation so that they can

focus on other aspects of the code (such as treatment).

5.5.2 How The Robot Team Support System (RoboTSS) Can Em-

power Nurses

Through a collaborative design process, participants expressed how they would

design the Robot Group Interaction Module in RoboTSS. (Discussed in Chapters 3 and

4) to support and empower them in teams. In its current state, RoboTSS takes images as
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input and outputs group identifications within images (See Fig. 5.2). After conducting

interviews, we found that participants wanted to empower nurses by enabling robots

to collaboratively work with teams by providing decision support within the team’s

workflow. Thus, RoboTSS can preserve the output group identifications, and additionally

can support role management, error identification, and choreography generation.

Role management is a design concept that can generate a semantic role label

for team members. For example, the physician would have a label “physician”, a nurse

would have a label “nurse”, etc. This provides a high-level representation of the role

composition in teams for RoboTSS. Additionally, error identification can generate a

verbal alert to the team when it identifies a mistake. For example, if the robot observes a

team member breaking a sterile field, it can inform the team that by saying “The physician

broke sterile field. Please re-sterilize.” Finally, choreography generation can provide a

verbal indication to team members of their position assignment. Using a position map

around the patient, RoboTSS can verbally indicate where each team member should stand

as well as when they need to move to a new position. By addressing the aforementioned

problems, robots can gain a high-level understanding of team collaboration – that is, what

are the goals of the team? What are each individual team member’s responsibility? How

does the team work together? And, what are the roles and responsibilities of the robot?

5.5.3 Challenges with Placing Robots in Safety Critical Settings

Even the most well-designed technology can be disruptive to workflow when it

is introduced to a new setting. In safety-critical settings, particular care must be taken

to avoid distracting or interrupting healthcare providers, as doing so could cause a PPH

and cost somebody their life. Therefore, the robot must promote significant benefits to

healthcare providers, patients, family members, and other stakeholders [282]. However,

there exist a number of challenges with introducing robots to safety-critical settings that
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must be considered in order to maximize the safety, utility, and likelihood of adoption of

the robot [282, 156]. In this section, we discuss the technical and social challenges with

placing robots in hospital settings, as well as potential solutions to these challenges.

Technical Challenges

Safety-critical spaces are often fast-paced and dynamic, with people and equip-

ment constantly shifting. These conditions, coupled with physical constraints such as

narrow halls, crowded rooms, and chaotic environments, can impede a robot’s ability to

perform its tasks safely and efficiently. The design implications raise many technical

challenges such as sensor placement and mobility, computer vision challenges such as

occlusion, and enabling robots to accomplish their goal in noisy environments. While

the exact technical solutions to these problems are outside of the scope of this research,

there are a number of approaches that may be utilized in these spaces to enable a robot to

accomplish its goals safely.

One challenge is understanding the commands and intentions of human teammates

when the environment is loud and noisy. Typically, robots can use microphone arrays

to understand human speech through natural language processing techniques. However,

these methods often struggle to interpret speech in loud, noisy environments. One

potential design solution is to equip team members with wearable microphones to provide

the robot with clearer data that can be interpreted by existing natural language processing

techniques. However, further research is needed to explore how wearable microphones

will integrate into existing clinical workflows [300].

On the other hand, robots can infer the needs of team members based on their

actions rather than through explicit commands. However, perceiving and recognizing

the activities of healthcare professionals is a challenge in these hectic environments.

These tumultuous spaces can exacerbate common computer vision challenges such as
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occlusion, inconsistent lighting, and limited visibility. One approach to circumventing

these problems is by equipping team members with wearable sensors [175, 105]. This

approach enables robots to recognize the activities of the wearer without relying on visual

cameras or requiring them to be in the robot’s line of sight.

Additionally, co-located teams frequently communicate using nonverbal cues and

often bypass standard protocols based on a patient’s continuously changing health condi-

tion. This presents many design challenges as the robot will need an understanding of the

patient’s condition as well as the verbal and nonverbal means of human communication.

Enabling robots to understand verbal and nonverbal communication is an active field of

research and with numerous approaches that can be used within this space to address

such challenges [355].

Prior work on introducing robots to hospital settings have investigated training

professionals to control robots from a distance (e.g., teleoperated robots for surgery

[249]). However, this creates perception challenges with the robots sensors [50, 56], lack

of situational awareness [50], difficulty building shared mental models [50, 56, 249],

and maintaining common ground with the team [77, 153]. In studies that address these

problems, robots are already developed and placed on the market for a specific use-case.

Therefore, our work offers exciting research opportunities as we make no assumptions

about the robot’s capabilities or morphology, factors that have been shown to impact the

team’s collaborative workflow.

Social Challenges

Our work reveals some of the tasks that healthcare providers feel would be of

greatest benefit to teams, which in turn will improve the likelihood that they will accept

and utilize robots in these spaces. Furthermore, numerous robots have been successfully

integrated into various clinical settings [199, 233, 97, 3, 142, 187] which motivates the
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potential for robots to be designed for team settings as well. Our work raises many

opportunities to design robots that can work effectively in team settings while addressing

social challenges such as reluctance to adopt the robot in team workflow, disruption of

the existing workflow, and the possibility of unexpected consequences of robots in these

spaces.

During interviews, participants indicated hesitation in adopting new technology.

They were primarily concerned that the low technical literacy of healthcare providers

would lead to clinical ineffectiveness of the robot. One solution to this problem is to

leverage existing technology in these spaces that providers already use and are familiar

with. For instance, the robot can communicate with the team via the shared display (dis-

cussed in Section 5.5.1) for tasks such as choreography generation and role assignment.

Thus, providers can benefit from new robotic technology without excessive training or

inconvenience.

Potential resistance to robotic technology can also come from team members

higher in the clinical hierarchy that may be challenged by robots. This challenge can

be addressed with the proper design of robot feedback to higher ranked team members,

similar to the work of Jung et al. [155]. Another way of addressing this problem is to

design the robot to challenge the team as a whole in addition to higher ranking team

members.

Additionally, placing new technology in these environments can disrupt the

existing workflow of teams. This challenge becomes particularly problematic for decision-

making design aspects such as role identification and task assignment, as robots need to

execute these tasks accurately without distracting or disrupting team members during

critical situations. For instance, team member roles change throughout the time that they

treat patients, but robots need to automatically and autonomously adapt and understand

when this transition occurs. One solution is to use artificial intelligence and machine
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learning models to automatically infer roles and assign tasks. To exercise transparency

with the team, the robot can show that it understood knowledge on the shared display, so

the team can both employ this information and correct it if necessary.

Finally, extensive realistic tests will help unveil the unexpected consequences of

robots in these spaces. For instance, physicians may require more extensive training to

become accustomed to a robot conducting role assignment, particularly among those who

have more experience. Additionally, clinical teams are trained to monitor each other’s

behavior in order to minimize patient safety risks. Robot assignment could cause the roles

to become more rigid, with physicians focusing only on their given role without tacitly

monitoring each other or helping with other tasks. Researchers and stakeholders must

perform thorough tests in realistic environments (e.g., clinical simulations) to critically

explore how to integrate robots to existing workflows with minimal interference. Our

work opens the door to further examination of the impact of robots in these spaces.

5.5.4 Limitations and Future Work

While our study introduces design concepts to support and empower nurses, there

are some limitations to note before integrating robots into healthcare settings. First, while

our participants work throughout the US, they represent perspectives and cultures specific

to the US. Nurses and clinicians in other countries may have different ideas regarding

how a robot can help empower them, or to what degree they would need empowerment.

For instance, nurses in Japan may need more help bridging the hierarchical gap due to

cultural values associated with seniority, gender, and modesty [246].

Additionally, this chapter focuses on the perspectives of nurses, who constitute

only one group of healthcare providers. We chose to focus on empowering nurses as this

has the potential to significantly improve patient safety. However, we did not consider

how robots would impact other team members both higher and lower in the clinical
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hierarchy. In the future, it would be useful and interesting to consider the perspectives of

other healthcare providers in order to thoroughly understand how robots can best suit the

needs of everyone on the care team. This understanding is important as robots would

impact the workflow of each person on the team, each of whom also influence patient

outcomes.

Finally, while we present multiple approaches to empower nurses in this chapter,

all of our participants specialized in a specific area (e.g., anesthesiology, ICU). As a

result, these perspectives are not necessarily reflective of the experiences and needs of all

nurses. Thus, there are likely more approaches in addition to the ones we presented that

would also empower nurses.

In the future, we plan to continue our development of RoboTSS through iterative

design and testing of our system in real-world settings. We plan to build a prototype

of the robotic crash cart and test it with nurses and both educational and real-world

settings to determine its effectiveness in empowering nurses. One challenge that may

occur while testing our system is that clinical teams can potentially bypass our robot as it

administers standard protocols. This is a problem that we plan to investigate as well as

robot behaviors that promote user adoption in clinical settings.

As shown in the healthcare literature, nurse empowerment is an important issue

for patient care and safety [276, 123, 271]. In this chapter, we explored how nurses

envision designing technology to support and empower them, which we used to glean

design implications for robots in healthcare. We hope this study shed lights on investi-

gating teamwork from nurses’ perspectives and promotes further exploration for nurse

empowerment in the CSCW community.
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5.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter provided a brief introduction to the field of healthcare robotics,

designing robots to support clinical teams, and designing technology to support and

empower nurses by addressing asymmetric power dynamics in clinical settings. This

chapter also presents a critical review of how clinical power dynamics negatively impacts

patient outcomes. The hope is that this work influences healthcare providers to reflect on

how their behavior ultimately affects those in which they are responsible for serving –that

is, the patients that they treat everyday. I hope this work inspires researchers to consider

the social impacts of their technology, and instead of focusing on “cool problems” today,

focus on “important problems” for the next decade.

While this in itself would not solve systemic social hierarchy problems in health-

care, it could potentially serve as an interesting area for providing support. In the next

chapter, I consider this application within the context of the Emergency Department, or

ED.
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Chapter 6

Situating Robots in the Emergency

Department

6.1 Motivation

The emergency department is a fast-paced, safety-critical environment where

patients frequently have high levels of acuity [161, 107, 2]. ED clinicians are responsible

for many concurrent tasks such as administrative work, diagnosis, and management

of complex cases, as well as teaching and liaising with law enforcement, ambulances,

and patients’ relatives [2, 348]. Because they have so many responsibilities, clinicians

are constantly interrupted and have to switch between tasks as a result of unorganized,

unplanned, and unpredictable environmental conditions. These conditions often lead to

mistakes and clinician burnout which can negatively impact patient outcomes, causing

patient safety risks and potentially death [42].

Given the number of critical patient-care decisions that are made in EDs, there is

great interest in developing methods to assist providers and improve patient outcomes

[330]. Some approaches focus on procedural changes, like having nurses wear vests
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Figure 6.1: This photo shows the safety-critical, chaotic conditions that can occur in the
emergency department.

when performing certain tasks that indicate other people should not interrupt them [367],

or physical changes to the built environment. Other approaches, such as the ontology

proposed by Tao et al. [327], introduce new ways to represent tasks in the ED.

Robots are one technology that can potentially improve conditions in the ED.

Commercially available robots already work in hospitals to help clinicians deliver and

stock materials, clean and sanitize rooms after procedures, and lift patients [97, 199, 1,

295, 233]. Robots also serve as receptionists, assist with rehabilitation for people with

dementia and autism, support teams in surgery, and support remote care via telepresent

robots [3, 357, 52].

Despite these recent efforts in deploying robots in healthcare settings [282], it

will be difficult for robots to execute the simplest tasks in the ED, which is a more

challenging environment than in-patient units. The ED is more crowded, chaotic, and

has patients with higher levels of acuity. Furthermore, introducing robots into the ED
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could be disruptive and exacerbate its chaotic nature. As a result, researchers need to

carefully consider the existing dynamics of the ED to avoid creating additional layers of

complexity.

Despite these challenges, the ED is an exciting area in which robots could make

a significant impact. They can free up time of skilled workers so they can focus on

the tasks that they are skilled at (complex problem solving, dextrous manipulation,

customer service, etc), as opposed to what are referred to as “non-value added tasks,”

such as material delivery and retrieving samples. Patients’ experiences may also be

positively impacted by robots, for example, as serving as bedside assistants, educators,

or companions [151, 198, 362, 62].

In our work, we are interested in learning how to place robots in the ED, iden-

tifying the tasks they could perform, and describing the ED-specific considerations for

robotic-assisted ED tasks. We provide insights into the current state of the ED in terms

of care delivery from the perspectives of both patients and providers. Using this domain

knowledge, we highlight key concerns and contextual considerations for situating robots

in the ED. Then, we provide a case study to illustrate how we took these factors into

account in our recent work designing a delivery robot for the ED.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to design robots to work in the

ED while taking task priority into account. Ultimately, we hope the results of our work

will prove useful to robotics researchers working in healthcare as well as other safety

critical domains, including search and rescue, first response, and defense.
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Figure 6.2: A timeline of a typical patient visit to the ED [327]. The blue text shows the
patient’s trajectory, and the black text shows the tasks ED staff perform.

6.2 Characterizing Emergency Department Care Deliv-

ery

6.2.1 Patient Experience

Figure 6.2 shows a typical trajectory for a patient in most EDs [327]. When

patients arrive, they check-in and triage staff (often a nurse) conducts an assessment.

Triage staff will take the patient’s vital signs, such as heart rate and blood pressure,

take their medical history, and record the reason they are visiting the ED. Based on this

information, triage staff will determine the Emergency Severity Index category of the

patient. This is a number from 1 to 5, with 1 being the most acute and 5 being the least

acute. For example, an ESI of 1 indicates that a patient requires immediate, life-saving

intervention (e.g., a gunshot wound or heart attack), whereas an ESI of 5 might be a head

cold.

After admission to the ED, patients receive a more thorough assessment by a

nurse, followed by a physician. From this examination, the physician determines what
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diagnostic tests or treatments are needed. For instance, a patient may need an X-ray or

blood test to assist in diagnosis. Treatment may involve bedside procedures, medication,

and possibly admittance from the ED to another unit in the hospital that can provide a

more appropriate level of care for the patient’s condition.

If the patient does not need to be transferred, they will be discharged after

treatment. The physician will prescribe any necessary outpatient medications and sign to

discharge the patient. A nurse will provide the patient with instructions concerning any

medications or further care required. Then the patient will sign any necessary paperwork

and depart the ED.

6.2.2 Emergency Department Staff Workflow

Now that we have discussed the ED staff roles and their tasks, we provide a

discussion on ED workflow, particularly after the patient has been admitted. Before the

provider conducts their assessment, the physician reviews the patient’s record as well as

the information recorded in triage. Then, the physician goes to the patient’s room and

conducts a provider assessment where they interview the patient in an effort to collect

data for a diagnosis.

Next, the physician performs a physical exam followed by a more in-depth review

of the patient’s history as well as the relevant medical literature for the patient’s hypothe-

sized condition. Then, the physician orders diagnostic tests based on this information.

After gathering as much patient data as possible in the time-frame appropriate for the

patient’s level of acuity, the physician makes a diagnosis and decides on a treatment plan.

The ED is composed of clinical staff, technicians, and administrative staff [327].

The clinical staff are responsible for diagnosing and treating patients, and consists of nurse

practitioners, physician assistants, attending physicians, and resident physicians. ED

technicians assist clinical staff to provide patient care such as assessments, transportation,
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and basic procedures. The administrative staff collect and record data about patients,

manage billing, and oversee administrative processes in the ED.

Many researchers have conducted ethnographic studies to understand the ED

workflow [2, 64, 139, 215]. These studies identified many tasks that ED staff perform

which include direct and indirect patient care. Direct patient care tasks are conducted

at the patient’s bedside, and include checking a patient’s medical history, performing

procedures, and communicating with the patient and their family. ED staff can spend

from 25-40% of their time on direct patient care [2].

Indirect patient care tasks include charting (documentation), ordering diagnostic

tests and medication, communicating with other ED staff, procedural planning, and

teaching. Other activities performed in the ED include administrative tasks such as

meetings, writing reports and emails, and staffing. Other tasks include research activities,

and educational activities such as professional development and reading. ED staff can

spend from 45-65% of their time on indirect patient care [2].

6.3 Key Considerations for Robots in the ED

When considering developing robots for the ED, it is important to consider five

factors: the robot’s safety, its physical and behavioral attributes, its acceptability, and the

training required to situate it within the ED.

6.3.1 Safety

If robots are introduced to the ED, they must be built to be safe around people.

For instance, the robot must be able to avoid colliding with people. This could be difficult

given that ED hallways are often crowded, and people often move quickly from place

to place due to the demands of their work. Additionally, the robot’s joints should be
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compliant, so that even if someone collides with it or the robot makes an error, the person

is less likely to get hurt.

In addition to these constraints, which apply generally when people work in

close proximity with robots [218, 347], there are also safety concerns specific to the ED.

For instance, the robot should be easy to clean and disinfect, so that it does not spread

infection. Furthermore, patients are often attached to machines via wires and tubes, such

as IV drips, blood oxygen saturation monitors, and dialysis machines. It is critical that

robots do not run over these tubes or dislodge them from patients. If the robot dislodged

an oxygen monitor, this might merely be an inconvenience, but interfering in a process

like dialysis could be deadly. Furthermore, many procedures in the ED are critical to a

patient’s survival, and robots must be aware enough of their environment to not interrupt

these procedures.

6.3.2 Physical Attributes

A robot designed for the ED may have a variety of physical attributes. The robot

could be mobile or stationary, and could have no manipulators or several. These attributes

will inform the capabilities of the robot. For instance, a stationary robot would not be

able to deliver supplies, while it might be unnecessary for a patient bedside robot to be

mobile. Additionally, the robot could have a humanoid, zoomorphic, or mechanistic

morphology, which will affect people’s perception of it and their expectations around it

[281, 282]. This can contribute to the acceptability of the robot within the ED, which in

turn will affect its functionality and usefulness.
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6.3.3 Behavioral Attributes

In addition to physical attributes, behavioral attributes will also affect a robot’s

performance and acceptance. For instance, should the robot’s behavior be goal and

performance-driven, or should it try to behave socially? This likely will depend on the

role of the robot. For example, a bedside robot would likely need to engage in social

interaction, while it might be better for a delivery robot to be performance-driven, such

as ensuring that it takes the quickest path while delivering supplies. However, it may still

be beneficial for a performance-driven robot to take some social context into account.

A mobile robot, for instance, might cause less disturbance and better avoid people if it

conforms to social norms as it moves [223, 294, 356, 236].

Furthermore, it is important to consider how the robot will exchange information

with people. For instance, providers must be able to instruct the robot to do tasks, and the

robot must be able to inform people it is unavailable to carry out their request because

if it is already occupied with another task. The robot should support multiple modes

of communication both to support people with disabilities as well as to be adaptive to

a range of different hospital contexts, which can vary widely [119]. For example, it

could have a touch screen that people use to assign it tasks and that displays its state

visually, or it could communicate verbally. The robot could also use gestures and implicit

communication modalities to more clearly inform people of its state [323] and better

understand people giving it instructions.

6.3.4 Acceptability

Because mistakes in EDs can cause grave harm or death, it is important that the

introduction of the robot does not cause excessive disturbance or hinder clinicians. To

ensure that the robot fills a need for clinicians and does not disrupt the ED, researchers
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should closely collaborate with ED staff. Researchers can interview providers and

perform careful contextual analysis on the transcripts to identify themes across different

people. They can also directly involve providers in the design of the robot. Subsequently,

the robot must be thoroughly tested and possible outcomes fully considered before it is

placed in the ED. This should include not only testing the technical aspects of the robot,

but also consulting with providers in the ED to determine how the robot can best fill

providers’ needs.

Furthermore, research teams should conduct longitudinal assessments after a

robot has been deployed in the ED to ensure it remains useful and does not impede

clinicians in their work. Researchers should analyze how the robot affects workflow in

the ED, care delivery, and patient experience. This should also include an assessment of

ED staff members’ perceptions of the robot.

Longitudinal studies are also important because people will habituate to the robot.

People might use the robot initially because it is novel but then stop using it when it does

not make their tasks easier. On the other hand, people may initially be wary of using

the robot but could come to use it frequently if it significantly eases their workload. For

the robot to be useful long term, it will need to be designed well, so it is intuitive and

functional to facilitate clinicians’ work.

6.3.5 Training

In some situations, it may be essential to require all staff members to undergo

extensive training to use the robot. This will reduce mistakes and enable providers to

perform more complex tasks with the robot. Additionally, people working around the

robot may also need training to be safe, even if they do not directly interact with the

robot. Therefore, the type of training each person receives should be tailored to their role

with the robot.
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Additionally, for certain tasks, it might be preferable to require little to no training

to work with the robot. For instance, a provider should not need to train a patient to use

a bedside robot, as this would add to the workload of ED staff members. However, the

robot itself could train patients by walking them through a tutorial. Thus, the type of user

and task context affect the amount of required training to use the robot.

6.3.6 Task Representation

For the past three years, we have been engaged in close collaboration with ED

staff at our institution’s academic medical center to consider how robots may be beneficial

to their work practices and to the ED patient experience. Our colleagues identified several

problems, including: long wait times, slow triage check-in, collecting and sending

samples to the lab, interruptions in patient care, and delivering supplies in time-sensitive

situations. We found these problems intriguing, and have been exploring how intelligent

robotic systems might be potentially useful.

In order to develop robots for a new problem domain such as the ED, we need to

understand what tasks ED staff perform and how to represent them. We identified several

tasks that ED staff perform in Section 6.2.2. In order to develop a task representation

which might be suitable for robots to solve, we need a clear understanding of the

problems or bottlenecks that occur when ED staff perform these tasks. For example,

when clinicians work at a patient’s bedside, they are often interrupted, which leads to

inaccurate/incomplete documentation, and degraded patient care. A robot working in the

ED should understand this and be wary of interrupting a clinician working at a patient’s

bedside. However, if there is an emergency, it might need to interrupt the clinician.

Therefore, it needs a well-defined representation of the relative priorities of the tasks

involved. With concrete understanding of an ED task, we can represent its complexity

and begin to examine its nuances, and explore how a robot may be able (or may not be
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able to) support care delivery.

Another aspect of task representation to consider are the responsibilities or goals

of the robot when it works alongside clinical teams. In recent work, we worked with

nurses to co-design robots to support and empower them [330]. Through our collabora-

tions with several medical centers, we found that nurses are often penalized for speaking

up when identifying mistakes made by others in clinical teams. As the primary patient

advocate, nurses are uniquely positioned to stop behaviors that lead to safety risks. Thus,

we discovered the need to support and empower nurses.

A similar approach can be used to design robots for the ED. Researchers can

collaborate with hospital EDs to design robots that better address the needs of providers.

However, as our recent work suggests, collaboration with people in different roles in the

ED can result in different priorities being reflected in the robot design. For example, the

goals of nurses are different from the goals of physicians, so nurses will likely design

robots to fulfill their unique goals. Therefore, identifying the user group for robots is an

important part of this work.

Task temporality is critical in the ED due to the time-sensitive nature of acute

patients. One way to represent tasks temporally is using time-motion analysis [165].

This is a commonly used technique in ethnographic research conducted in healthcare

[381, 118], which can provide a roadmap for technology researchers interested in working

within a healthcare context. Through time-motion analysis, clinical breakdowns can be

broken down by the hour, day, or even months in order to identify its long-term causes

and effects.

Another important aspect of task representation is patient acuity. For high acuity

patients, it is essential that the robot act quickly and accurately. High acuity patients

have time-sensitive conditions and therefore have a high priority when they enter the ED.

At any moment in time, the ED can admit a high acuity patient that requires immediate
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attention from a physician working with low acuity patients. Yet EDs typically have

intra-day fluctuations in patient census, and it can be challenging to prioritize treatment

of newly admitted, high-acuity patients during high census periods. This must be taken

into account by ED staff and robots alike.

With an adequate understanding of the problem space, another important aspect

of designing robots for the ED is to understand what data a robot requires to accomplish

its goals.

6.3.7 Information Gathering

In the ED, there is the potential to collect data from sensors mounted on the robot,

sensors worn by a patient on ED staff members, external sensors in the environment,

and the patient’s electronic medical record. In our work we focus on the first two topics,

though see [16, 140, 5] for surveys on the others.

Robots typically use visual sensors such as RGB, RGB-D (color and depth), and

LiDAR. These sensors provide data that can be used in vision and learning algorithms

that enable robots to understand the current state of the environment. For example, a

large body of work addresses activity recognition using RGB data [286, 384], which

can be useful for developing robots to perceive the actions of clinical workers. Activity

recognition has been approached using machine learning such as supervised learning

algorithms based on human joint positions [247, 317]. More recently, researchers have

employed deep learning techniques such as recurrent neural networks to address this

problem [14].

For sensors that go on robots, another consideration is where to place the sensor(s).

For the purposes of this chapter, we consider sensors placed onboard the robot, which

is known as an ego-centric (or first-person) perspective. Typically, LiDAR is placed

at the robot’s base to be used for Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), a
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commonly used technique for navigation [15]. Visual sensors, like RGB-D, are typically

placed at human height on robots that interact with people [328, 239]. This positioning

provides an adequate field-of-view for robots to observe its teammates.

An alternative to visual sensors are non-visual sensors that can be placed on

the human body, in our case, ED staff or patients. Common non-visual, non-intrusive

sensors include internal measurement units (IMUs), which measure accelerations and

velocities; sensors that measure physiological information about the body, such as

electromyography (EMG), which detect the electrical activity of muscles; and Radio

Frequency Identification tags that provide positional information (such as where a staff

member, patient, or piece of equipment is located) These systems avoid many of the data

privacy concerns that occur with video data, which is a common concern in healthcare

settings [175, 181]. Non-intrusive sensors are also used to avoid occlusions and poor

image quality, issues relevant to visual sensors.

However, these sensors often communicate with each other and the robot via

WiFi or bluetooth. Reliable, fast WiFi may be limited in the ED, and thick walls can

block both WiFi and bluetooth signals. Additionally, non-visual, wearable sensors are

limited to the person or piece of equipment they are on, whereas visual sensors can

observe many different entities at once.

6.4 Framing Robots for the Emergency Department

6.4.1 Task Representation

For the past three years, we have been engaged in close collaboration with ED

staff at our institution’s academic medical center to consider how robots may be beneficial

to their work practices and to the ED patient experience. Our colleagues identified several

problems, including: long wait times, slow triage check-in, collecting and sending
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samples to the lab, interruptions in patient care, and delivering supplies in time-sensitive

situations. We found these problems intriguing, and have been exploring how intelligent

robotic systems might be potentially useful.

In order to develop robots for a new problem domain such as the ED, we need to

understand what tasks ED staff perform and how to represent them. We identified several

tasks that ED staff perform in Section 6.2.2. In order to develop a task representation

which might be suitable for robots to solve, we need a clear understanding of the

problems or bottlenecks that occur when ED staff perform these tasks. For example,

when clinicians work at a patient’s bedside, they are often interrupted, which leads to

inaccurate/incomplete documentation, and degraded patient care. A robot working in the

ED should understand this and be wary of interrupting a clinician working at a patient’s

bedside. However, if there is an emergency, it might need to interrupt the clinician.

Therefore, it needs a well-defined representation of the relative priorities of the tasks

involved. With concrete understanding of an ED task, we can represent its complexity

and begin to examine its nuances, and explore how a robot may be able (or may not be

able to) support care delivery.

Another aspect of task representation to consider are the responsibilities or goals

of the robot when it works alongside clinical teams. In recent work, we worked with

nurses to co-design robots to support and empower them [330]. Through our collabora-

tions with several medical centers, we found that nurses are often penalized for speaking

up when identifying mistakes made by others in clinical teams. As the primary patient

advocate, nurses are uniquely positioned to stop behaviors that lead to safety risks. Thus,

we discovered the need to support and empower nurses.

A similar approach can be used to design robots for the ED. Researchers can

collaborate with hospital EDs to design robots that better address the needs of providers.

However, as our recent work suggests, collaboration with people in different roles in the
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ED can result in different priorities being reflected in the robot design. For example, the

goals of nurses are different from the goals of physicians, so nurses will likely design

robots to fulfill their unique goals. Therefore, identifying the user group for robots is an

important part of this work.

Task temporality is critical in the ED due to the time-sensitive nature of acute

patients. One way to represent task temporally is using time-motion analysis [165].

This is a commonly used technique in ethnographic research conducted in healthcare

[381, 118], which can provide a roadmap for technology researchers interested in working

within a healthcare context. Through time-motion analysis, clinical breakdowns can be

broken down by the hour, day, or even months in order to identify its long-term causes

and effects.

Another important aspect of task representation is patient acuity. For high acuity

patients, it is essential that the robot act quickly and accurately. High acuity patients

have time-sensitive conditions and therefore have a high priority when they enter the ED.

At any moment in time, the ED can admit a high acuity patient that requires immediate

attention from a physician working with low acuity patients. Yet EDs typically have

intra-day fluctuations in patient census, and it can be challenging to prioritize treatment

of newly admitted, high-acuity patients during high census periods. This must be taken

into account by ED staff and robots alike.

With an adequate understanding of the problem space, another important aspect

of designing robots for the ED is to understand what data a robot requires to accomplish

its goals.

6.4.2 Information Gathering

In the ED, there is the potential to collect data from sensors mounted on the robot,

sensors worn by a patient on ED staff members, external sensors in the environment,
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and the patient’s electronic medical record. In our work we focus on the first two topics,

though see [16, 140, 5] for surveys on the others.

Robots typically use visual sensors such as RGB, RGB-D (color and depth), and

LiDAR. These sensors provide data that can be used in vision and learning algorithms

that enable robots to understand the current state of the environment. For example, a

large body of work addresses activity recognition using RGB data [286, 384], which

can be useful for developing robots to perceive the actions of clinical workers. Activity

recognition has been approached using machine learning such as supervised learning

algorithms based on human joint positions [247, 317]. More recently, researchers have

employed deep learning techniques such as recurrent neural networks to address this

problem [14].

For sensors that go on robots, another consideration is where to place the sensor(s).

For the purposes of this chapter, we consider sensors placed onboard the robot, which

is known as an ego-centric (or first-person) perspective. Typically, LiDAR is placed

at the robot’s base to be used for Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), a

commonly used technique for navigation [15]. Visual sensors, like RGB-D, are typically

placed at human height on robots that interact with people [328, 239]. This positioning

provides an adequate field-of-view for robots to observe its teammates.

An alternative to visual sensors are non-visual sensors that can be placed on the

human body, in our case, ED staff or patients. Common non-visual, non-intrusive sensors

include internal measurement units (IMUs), which measure accelerations and velocities;

sensors that measure physiological information about the body, such as electromyography,

which detect the electrical activity of muscles; and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)

tags that provide positional information (such as where a staff member, patient, or piece

of equipment is located) These systems avoid many of the data privacy concerns that

occur with video data, which is a common concern in healthcare settings [175, 181].
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Figure 6.3: These figures show the hallways of emergency departments. Patients are
often treated in hallways when the ED bedrooms are full. Placing patients in hallways is
a way to handle an overflow of patients. The hallways are often cluttered, over crowded,
and clinicians treating time-sensitive safety-critical patients.

Non-intrusive sensors are also used to avoid occlusions and poor image quality, issues

relevant to visual sensors.

However, these sensors often communicate with each other and the robot via

WiFi or bluetooth. Reliable, fast WiFi may be limited in the ED, and thick walls can

block both WiFi and bluetooth signals. Additionally, non-visual, wearable sensors are

limited to the person or piece of equipment they are on, whereas visual sensors can

observe many different entities at once.

6.5 Case Study: Delivery Robots

Based on our aforementioned work with ED staff, we have been collaboratively

designing a robot to deliver materials. One major topic of concern was the need to fetch

equipment quickly. When clinicians need equipment for a patient with high acuity, a

member of the team needs to find and fetch equipment, leaving the clinical team short

one person. If a robot could deliver equipment and materials, the aforementioned delivery

person could instead remain focused on direct patient care tasks.

However, this is a challenging problem for robots. For one thing, hallways in
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EDs can be very chaotic. Because there are a limited number of rooms, patients are often

treated in the hallways. If a robot interrupts providers performing a life-saving treatment

on a patient, it could result in the patient dying. On the other hand, it may be acceptable

for the robot to interrupt teams performing lower priority tasks. For instance, the robot

might move through a group of conversing clinicians if doing so allows it to more quickly

complete its delivery.

Thus, when delivering supplies, the robot must account for the priority of the task

clinicians are performing. In our work, we formulate this research as a socially-aware

path planning problem, which we describe below in a case study. We present a simple

algorithm and task representation, derived from our co-design activities with ED staff

and on our insights derived from the literature.

6.5.1 Task Representation

Reinforcement learning (RL) is a popular technique in robotics and is commonly

used for path planning [166, 172, 47, 46, 72, 252, 326, 157, 18, 200, 248]. It provides

a framework where an agent explores or exploits an environment through exploration.

Recently, researchers have combined deep learning methods with RL [157, 18]. However,

prior RL approaches do not address our problem as we need to account to various levels

of patient acuity, whether a hallway is too cluttered or chaotic for a robot to navigate

through, and how to handle situations when all hallways in the ED are cluttered and the

robot still needs to deliver materials to a patient with a life-threatening condition.

Nevertheless, RL is particularly well-suited for this problem because the environ-

ment can be represented as a Markov Decision Process, where we can easily represent

our scenario in terms of the environment, actions of the robot, and its goals. MDPs are

particularly useful for learning decision making policies in uncertain environments. The

robot learns to plan paths through exploration of the environment in an unsupervised
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manner through a penalty-reward system.

Figure 7.1 shows a simplified example of the scenario we envision. In this

scenario, a provider (green) needs supplies and asks the robot to deliver them. The robot

(blue) must plan a path from its current location to the provider. Two potential paths

are approximately equal in length. However, along one of these paths, clinicians are

treating a high-priority patient (orange). Along the other, clinicians are engaged in a

lower priority task, such as conversing (brown). There are no clinicians along a third

path, but it is much longer than the other two.

In this scenario, the robot should not choose the path with the high-priority team.

However, it might be acceptable for it to choose the path with the low-priority team, even

though it will interrupt clinicians.

The goal of our robot is to plan a path from a starting position to a goal position

while avoiding hallways where high acuity patients are being treated (to the best of its

ability). The robot’s behavior is generated by a policy π which maps states to actions that

maximize its overall reward Rt where γ is the discounted factor and rt is the reward at

time t (See Equ. 6.1).

Rt =
∞

∑
t=0

γ
trt (6.1)

The agent’s behavior is formalized by a policy π that maps states S to a set of

actions A where,

• States S = {s1,s2, . . . ,N} are locations on the map.

• Actions A = {a1,a2, . . . ,M} are a move from one node of the graph node to another

node.

• Rewards R encodes the level of priority of a clinical team.
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We use an action-value function Q∗(st ,at) to determine the value of a given state.

By maximizing that action-value function, we maximize the expected rewards over all a

series of actions following a policy π.

Q∗(st ,at) = max
π

E[Rt |st ,at ,π] (6.2)

Li(θi)← E[(rt + γmax
a

t+1Q(st+1,at+1;θ
−
i )−Q(st ,at ;θi))

2] (6.3)

To maximize the rewards over all actions, the optimal action-value function obeys

the Bellman Equation shown below. As done commonly in the literature [248, 124, 49, 9],

we use Q-Learning [365], a model-free algorithm to teach that robot a policy of what

actions to take under certain penalties and rewards.

Q∗(st ,at) = Est∼S[rt + γmax
at

Q∗(st ,at)|s,a] (6.4)

The inputs to our RL algorithm are a map of the environment and the location

of the robot, clinical teams and their priority, and the user (See Fig. 7.1). To represent

the environment of the ED, we use a topological graph overlaid on our map of the

environment. The graph nodes represent waypoints throughout the ED such as the

location of the robot (blue), groups of clinicians talking in the hallway (yellow), groups

of clinicians working on life-critical patients (orange), and the user that made a request

for delivery (green), as well as intersections in the hallways (black). The robot’s position

(blue) is the starting position and the user’s position (green) is the goal location.
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Figure 6.4: This is a simple example of an ED environment. We model the environment
with a graph. The robot (blue) needs to deliver supplies to waypoints in the graph (black
nodes). It must navigate around both low priority groups (brown) and high priority
groups (orange). The ED staff member who made the original request appears in green.
The goal of the delivery robot is to generate a path from its current position to the ED
staff requester without interrupting the safety-critical team (Figure inspired by [106]).

6.5.2 Scenarios in the Emergency Department

We present three scenarios in the ED for our agent to learn how to plan paths (See

Figure 6.5). The level of difficulty of the scenarios range from easy, medium, and hard in

terms of the number of clinical teams that the agent needs to consider for its paths.

We trained a Q-Learning algorithm [365] over 700 episodes. Our agent takes an

action using a ε-greedy strategy as commonly done in the literature [261]. This strategy

explores a policy by choosing a random action with probability ∈ [0,1] We incorporate the

patient priority in our reward function as shown below. We use the following parameters

to train a Q-Learning algorithm: rh =−1, rh =−5, rh = 100 and d is the length of the

path represented between two states being considered. A negative reward means to avoid

a hallway in the ED and a positive reward represents the location of the goal. We use a
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Figure 6.5: These are the scenarios for our case study which range from easy (one high
priority group), medium (one high and low priority group), and hard (two high and one
low priority group) in terms of planning difficulty (from left to right). The dotted blue
line with an arrow indicates the planned path of the robot. The algorithm finds a path in
the easy and medium scenarios, but fails to find a path in the difficult scenario as it tries
not to interrupt any groups.

discount coefficient γ = 0.8

r =


d + rh, if high priority group

d + rl, if low priority group

rg, if found goal

The resulting paths for our scenarios are shown in Figure 6.5. Our agent generated

easy and medium as expected. In the hard scenario, the agent generates behavior that

depicts the key challenge in our current work – that is, how can an agent generate paths

when the ED is when all paths have patients with various levels of acuity? When all

paths contain groups, both low priority and high priority, the agent never finds a solution

because the desired behavior must be captured by a more complex policy. This forms the

basis of our existing work as we design delivery robots for the ED under conditions where

all hallways can be cluttered and occupied by clinical teams that perform procedures on

highly acute patients.
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6.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we provided domain knowledge about the ED to help researchers

design robots for emergence medicine. Using the insights we provided in this chapter,

we discussed how important it is for AI researchers to consider the severity of a patient’s

condition. We presented a case study of a robot that delivers materials in the ED, which

uses reinforcement learning to plan paths while taking patient priority into account.

In this new, exciting domain of research, there are many opportunities to build

robots to improve patient outcomes in the ED. In the future, we plan to continue our

research on designing robots for the ED by developing new techniques to plan within this

complex environment. For instance, we provide a simple example of a possible approach

in this chapter, but EDs are much larger and complex, have hundreds of patients, ED

staff, and family members, and are dynamic. Recent approaches, like deep RL, might

be well-suited to handle such high-dimensional state spaces, and we look forward to

exploring them further.

Moving forward, we plan to conduct realistic experiments in a medical simulation

and training center, which will enable us to physically simulate actual ED complexity

while providing a rich testbed for our robots. For instance, we could simulate a patient in

cardiac arrest, and the robot could deliver the necessary supplies to the clinicians while

they begin CPR.

6.7 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented an investigation into how robots can support clinical

teams in safety-critical settings, particularly in the Emergency Department (ED). Thus, I

explored how robots can relieve providers of non-value added tasks (e.g., submitting labs,

restocking supplies) and enable them to spend more time on patient care. I conducted
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research to characterize ED staff workflow and patient experience, and identified key

considerations for situating robots in the ED, including safety and physical constraints. I

also explored task representation, and data needed for robots to work within ED contexts,

based on domain knowledge from key stakeholders [332].

A key challenge I identified occurs when patient rooms fill up, and patients are

stationed and treated in hallways. Thus, ED hallways are often cluttered, over crowded,

and clinicians are treating highly acute patients, working under severe time constraints.

To place robots in these complex spaces, robots need to understand many features of

the environment in order to operate safely and effectively, including patient acuity. This

knowledge might enable them to navigate more intelligently and safely.

We hope that our work inspires robotics researchers to get involved in this domain

as there is a great need to address problems in emergency medicine and explore novel

technologies that can potentially save lives.
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Chapter 7

Social Navigation in the Emergency

Department

7.1 Motivation

For robots to support a healthcare worker, they must understand the context

of complex hospital environments and the people working around them. Furthermore,

robots must make intelligent, acuity-aware navigation decisions that take this context

into account. For example, a robot will encounter different groups of HCWs, some of

whom may be performing safety-critical work on a high-acuity patient (e.g., severely ill,

such as having a heart attack or stroke), while others may be conversing [330, 328, 337].

If a robot interrupts a clinical team treating a high-acuity patient, it could lead to adverse

patient harm. As such, the goal of our work is to design robots that can navigate through

these safety-critical environments, incorporating key clinical contextual information.

While there has been prior work in robotics in safety-critical navigation [309],

social navigation [258] and deployment of robots in general hospital wards [362, 341], to

our knowledge very few autonomous mobile robots have been deployed in the ED. This
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represents a major gap, as the ED is a unique type of safety-critical setting which presents

novel navigation challenges for robots [282]. For example, patients are often placed in

the hallways of the ED, making it a more challenging setting to navigate. Hallways are

also often cluttered with carts and equipment, and HCWs often need to quickly move

patients on gurneys through the ED. Also, patients often have high acuity conditions

which require immediate medical attention.

In this chapter, we address this gap by introducing the Safety-Critical Deep

Q-Network system, which enables a robot to navigate in the ED while taking patient

acuity level into account. We employ a reinforcement learning (RL) agent with the

objective to deliver supplies to HCWs. As the agent generates a path, its objective is to

avoid high-acuity patient areas as much as possible to maximize its cumulative rewards.

SafeDQN uses a neural network (NN) to model state-action transitions as the agent

explores the activities in the ED.

We estimate the acuity of patients in video data using two intuitions: 1) high-

acuity patients tend to require fast, precise treatment which ultimately results in very

dynamic motion by the HCWs and 2) high-acuity patients tend to require treatment from

more HCWs than low acuity patients. When the robot visually observes a team in the

ED, it detects the number of HCWs observed and tracks their average body movement to

model the acuity level of a patient. By avoiding areas of high-acuity patients, we ensure

that SafeDQN does not interrupt patient treatment.

The main contribution of our work is that we introduce a new computational

model of patient acuity to enable robots to socially navigate without introducing additional

causes of patient harm. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that presents

an acuity-aware navigation method for robots in safety-critical settings. We hope this

work inspires robotics researchers to enable robots to work safely in safety-critical,

human-centered environments, and ultimately help improve patient outcomes, alleviate
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Figure 7.1: We consider the scenario when a healthcare worker is a user that requests
supplies to be delivered by a robot. The robot responds to the request and delivers
supplies to the user as quickly and safely as possible.

clinician workload, and support people in numerous other applications like supporting

first responders.

7.2 Methodology

We designed SafeDQN drawing on inspiration both from the Emergency Medicine

literature as well as by engaging in several years of co-design work with ED staff (See

Fig. 7.1), to help us understand the ED’s operational context [330, 328]. For instance,

ED HCWs explained that high-acuity patients typically require more HCWs to attend to

them, and that they sometimes treat patients in the hallways when rooms are full. Fig.

7.2 and Algorithm 1 present an overview of SafeDQN.

When designing SafeDQN, we made several assumptions. First, we model the ED

as a discrete 2D, grid-world environment, as commonly done in the literature [112, 18].

Second, typically in the ED, patients are being admitted, transferred, and discharged;

therefore, we assume a discrete number of patients are being treated in the ED at any

given time. Third, when the agent moves from one position to the next, it observes a

video of patient treatment at the new position. Finally, we assume that patients have
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Figure 7.2: SafeDQN System Architecture. SafeDQN performs acuity detection using
Eq. 7.1. Then, it assigns an acuity score to each observed patient in the ED and uses
the AS to assign a reward to the agent. The state-action value transitions for the agent
exploration are modeled by a neural network, which predicts optimal Q-values.

stationary positions on the map as they are not frequently moved in a typical ED.

SafeDQN models patient acuity using two intuitions: 1) high-acuity patients tend

to require fast, precise treatment which ultimately results in very dynamic motion by

the ED workers and 2) high-acuity patients tend to require treatment from more ED

workers than low acuity patients. We use videos to represent high and low-acuity patients.

SafeDQN measures the maximum number of people P, which reflects the amount of

resources needed to treat a patient. This is calculated by employing the object detector

proposed by Redmond et al. [94] which determines the number of people in an image.

Second, it calculates relative motion in a video v, which reflects the chaotic motion

of healthcare workers as they treat patients. Typically, high-acuity patients have time-

sensitive conditions which require healthcare workers to move quickly and dynamically.

v is calculated using the average from one of two methods which include optical flow

[28] and keypoint detector [288] over the course of a video.

SafeDQN estimates patient acuity, denoted Acuity Score (AS ∈ [0,1]). The AS

is inspired by Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (tf-idf) from the Natural
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Language Processing community [263]. Tf-idf models the importance of words in

documents relative to a collection of documents and has been used to predict topics of

documents. We translate this equation to our problem domain but instead of placing

importance on words, we place importance on the amount of resources needed to treat

patients. Another key difference is that we model the number of patients being treated in

the ED instead of documents. We weight this equation by the relative motion magnitude

from a given video such that videos with more motion will generate a higher AS.

AS← v
|P|

1+ |T |
(7.1)

• v average velocity of all image frames from a motion estimation method in a given

video.

• |P| is the maximum number of people in a given video.

• |T | number of patients being treated in the ED.

SafeDQN employs a Neural Network where the input layer is the size of the

state-space (i.e., size of the 2D grid), followed by two hidden layers and a Rectified Linear

Unit layer where the final hidden layer uses ReLU as the activation function which is the

size of our action-space (i.e., number of actions) (See Fig. 7.2). We use a mean squared

error loss function and we conduct ablation studies to explore the use of one of three

optimizers which include Adam, RMSProp, and Stochastic Gradient Descent. SafeDQN

outputs the Q-values and selects the action with the maximum Q-value, where higher

Q-values correspond to the optimal actions. The SafeDQN agent employs a discrete set

of actions which include “move up”, “move down”, “move left”, “move right” (See Fig

7.2).

The reward function, r, captures the necessary behaviors for our agent to navigate

in an environment while taking into account the acuity of patients being treated. r
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Algorithm 5: Safety-Critical Deep Q-Learning
Initialize Replay Memory M

Initialize Training Q-Network Q(s,a;θ)

Initialize Target Q-Network Q(s,a;θ−) with weights θ− = θ

for episode = 1:M do
Data generation phase:
Initialize start state to st

for t=1:T do
at = maxa Q(st ,a;θ)

rn← random number between 0 and 1
if rn < ε then

at ← select random at

st+1, rt ← ExecuteAction(at)
Store transition (st , at , rt , st+1) in M

Training phase:
Randomize a memory M for experience replay
for k=1:n do

Sample random minibatch B from M

while B 6= {} do
rk = RewardFunction()

yk =

rk, if step k+1 terminal
rk + γyk - Q(sk,ak;θ−), otherwise

Perform gradient descent on loss

(yk - Q(sk,ak;θ))2 w.r.t the network parameters

After every C-episodes sync θ− with θ

prevents the agent from going outside the grid (r = .05 ∗R ∗C where R is number of

rows and C is number of columns) or re-visiting a cell (r = −.25); enables it to avoid

navigating in areas of patient rooms (r = −.75), low-acuity patients (r = −.15), and

high-acuity patients (r = −.30); and ensures it reaches its goal (r = +1). In all other

cases, (r =−.04).

For our experimental testbed, we deployed our agent in a simulation environment

that we designed in OpenAI Gym [45], a standard library used to test RL systems. Each

position on the map corresponds to an observation from our dataset (see Section 7.3). We

encode random locations of clinical teams treating low and high-acuity patients. Also,

we generate blank videos (zero-padded) for empty locations on the map.

We expected certain maps would be more difficult for the agent to navigate than

others (See Fig. 7.3). For instance, Map 3 has more space than the other maps, so it

should be easier for the agent to find a path to its goal. On the other hand, Map 2 has less
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space than Maps 3 and 4 and fewer hallways than Map 1, so it might be harder for an

agent to find a path that does not interfere with a clinical team.

Figure 7.3: Maps of the environment used to train SafeDQN. We used a single block
easy (Map 1) and hard map (Map 2), and a double block easy (Map 3) and hard map
(Map 4).

7.3 Data Collection

For a robot to function within the ED, it needs an accurate representation of

real-world observations. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no existing

video datasets with real-world data. Thus, we constructed our own dataset, composed

of videos that reflect realistic conditions in an ED. The videos show day-to-day tasks of

HCWs, and reflect how dynamic, chaotic, and crowded it can be (See Fig. 7.4). We used

the following search terms on YouTube: “emergency medicine trauma,” “gunshot wound

trauma,” “heart attack trauma,” “traumatic injuries emergency department,” “Untold
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Figure 7.4: To train SafeDQN, we constructed a new dataset containing real world
video from acute care settings that reflect realistic ED conditions, showing how dynamic,
chaotic, and crowded it can be.

Stories of the E.R.,” “Trauma: Life in the E.R.,” “Emergency Room: Life + Death

at VGH,” “Boston Med,” “Hopkins,” “Save my life,” “NY Med,” “The Critical Hour,”

“Boston EMS,” “Big Medicine,” and “medical documentaries.”

After collecting videos, we reviewed them to ensure they contained clinical

activities. We then removed image sequences that did not show patient treatment. Next,

we split all videos to create fixed, uniform segments of 100 images each. Segments

consisting of less than 100 images were adjusted to the appropriate length by applying

circular padding. The final dataset contains 689 videos.

Each video was labeled with the maximum number of people along with two

velocity measures, optical flow [28] and a keypoint detector [288] as these are commonly

used methods in the literature. In order to generate a velocity measurement using the
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Figure 7.5: Comparison between SafeDQN and Random Walk, A* search [132], and
Dijkstra’s [86] shortest path methods over 100 iterations where ↑ means higher is better
and ↓ means lower is better. We compare the optical flow (OP) [28] and keypoint
detection (KD) [288] methods which we used to determine the number of low and high
acuity patients for each map. We ran all methods on four maps which have single and
double block hallways (See Fig. 7.3).

keypoint detector, we use the temporal difference of keypoints throughout the video.

We calculated the number of people in each video using the pedestrian detector from

[94], which we used to classify videos as low or high-acuity. 550 videos were labeled as

low-acuity and 139 videos were labeled as high-acuity.

7.4 Evaluation & Results

7.4.1 Training Procedure

We trained SafeDQN using a data generation procedure and training procedure,

similar to [261]. In the data generation procedure, the agent explores the ED environ-

ment with constant ε = 0.1 in which the agent takes a random action at probability ε

and a greedy strategy at probability ε-1. This process generates a sequence of tuples

(st ,rt ,at ,st+1) that are stored in replay memory M. In the training procedure, the agent

samples from the replay buffer without replacement and trains the Q-Network to mini-

mize the loss (See Section 7.2). We randomly sampled 5 high-acuity and 5 low-acuity

videos from our dataset and assigned them random locations on the map.

We trained SafeDQN on K80 GPUs using one of three optimizers, Stochastic
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Gradient Descent (SGD), Adam, and RMSProp, as done in [262, 177]. We conducted

experiments with each optimizer and we report the results for SGD as this achieved

the best performance. We trained SafeDQN for a maximum of 10k episodes or until

convergence where we iteratively trained the NN using SGD with a momentum=0 and

learning rate of 0.001 using a sample size of 32 with a mini-batch size of 1.

7.4.2 Comparison to State-of-the-art

We seek to test the SafeDQN’s ability to navigate among low- and high-acuity

patients in our simulated environment. To facilitate this, we follow evaluation procedures

from [391, 258] which employs similar methods such as random walk, greedy search,

among others (described below) [253, 108].

• Random Walk: baseline method that employs a simple heuristic for navigation.

The agent randomly selects an action until it reaches the goal.

• A* Search: a classic graph traversal method that uses a simple heuristic to generate

the shortest path [132]. This heuristic considers the path that it has already traveled

and an approximated distance to the goal in order to generate the shortest path.

• Dijkstra: a shortest path method that models the environment as an undirected

graph. It aims to find a series of nodes with shortest distance [86].

We employ several metrics that are consistent with prior work to evaluate

SafeDQN [391, 258]. To understand the overall performance of each method we report

descriptive statistics for average path length, average cumulative reward achieved in

each episode, and average high- and low-acuity penalties (See Fig. 7.5). To determine

which method performed the best, we focused our analysis on path length (PL), which

indicates path efficiency, and high-acuity penalties (HAP), which indicate the safest path.
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Figure 7.6: Interactions between navigation methods for each map and compare the path
length (PL) and high-acuity patients (HAP) for optical flow (OF) and keypoint detection
(KD) methods. The y-axis shows the mean high and low acuity penalties.

We performed a three-way Multivariate Analysis of Variance test on HAP and PL. The

independent variables we tested were navigation method (A*, Dijkstra, or SafeDQN),

motion estimation method (optical flow or keypoint detector), and map (1-4) (See Table

7.5).

7.4.3 Results

Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated for

all main effects except for HAPs for map (p > .05) χ2(2) = 10.3, PL for map (p > .05)

χ2(2) = 8.6, and PL for map*motion (p > .05) χ2(2) = 1.4. As a result, we correct the

degrees of freedom using Greenhouse–Geisser estimates of sphericity (ε = .96 for HAP

for the main effect of map, ε = .97 for PL for the main effect of map, ε = 1.0 for PL for

the main effect of map*motion) with Bonferroni adjustment. All effects are reported as

significant at p < .05. Table 7.5 and Fig. 7.6 summarizes the results of the experiments.

1) Navigation Method: There was a significant main effect of the navigation

method on HAP, F(1.15, 114.12) =605.17, p < 0.001, r = 0.859. Contrasts between

navigation methods revealed that for HAP, SafeDQN performed significantly better than
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Random Walk, F(1,99) = 688.475, p < 0.001, r = 0.874; A*, F(1,99) = 9.032, p < 0.005,

r = 0.084; and Dijkstra, F(1,99) = 15.954, p < 0.001, r = 0.139.

There was also a significant main effect of the navigation method on PL, F(1.0,

99.65) =2,697.030, p< 0.001, r = 0.965. Contrasts between navigation methods revealed

that SafeDQN performed significantly better than Random Walk, F(1,99) = 2,739.96,

p < 0.001, r = 0.965, A*, F(1,99) = 90.44, p < 0.001, r = 0.477, and Dijkstra, F(1,99)

= 104.67, p < 0.001, r = 0.514.

2) Motion Estimation Method: There was a significant main effect of the motion

estimation method on HAP, F(1, 99) = 42.15, p < 0.001, r = 0.299, but not for PL, F(1,

99) = 1.13, p > 0.05, r = 0.011. Contrasts revealed that for HAP, OF, F(1,99) = 42.15,

p < 0.001, r = 0.299, performed better than KD.

3) Map: There was a significant main effect of the map on HAP, F(3, 276) = 16.45,

p < 0.001, r = 0.142, but not for PL, F(3, 282) = 0.70, p > 0.05, r = 0.007. Contrasts

revealed that for HAP, Map 1, F(1,99) = 17.60, p < 0.001, r = 0.151; Map 2, F(1,99) =

6.74, p < 0.05, r = 0.064; and Map 3, F(1,99) = 44.93, p < 0.001, r = 0.312, performed

better than Map 4.

4) Navigation Method * Motion Estimation Method: There was a significant

interaction between the navigation method and map in HAP, F(1, 116) = 17.98, p < .001,

r = .154 and insignificant for PL, F(1, 100) = 2.3, p > .05, r = .022 (See Fig. 7.6).

Contrasts were performed to compare all navigation methods to SafeDQN and all motion

estimation methods which revealed SafeDQN performed significantly better than A* for

HAP (F(1, 99) = 6.5, r = .062, p < .05) and Dijkstra for HAP (F(1, 99) = 12.9, r = .115,

p < .05) for OF and KD. Contrasts also revealed that SafeDQN achieves a significantly

lower PL than A* (F(1, 99) = 23.3, r = .190, p < .001) and Dijkstra (F(1, 99) = 20.0,

r = .168, p < .001) for OF and KD.

5) Navigation Method * Map: There was a significant interaction between the
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navigation method and map for HAP, F(3, 320) = 7.7, r < .072, p < .001 and a insignif-

icant interaction for PL F(2, 285) = 1.1, p > .05 r < .011. Contrasts were performed

to compare all navigation methods to SafeDQN and all maps and showed a significant

difference in all interactions except HAP for Random Walk compared to SafeDQN for

Map 2 compared to Map 4 F(1, 99) = .35, r = .004, p > .05, PL for Random Walk

compared to SafeDQN for Map 1 compared to Map 4 F(1, 99) = 6.5, r = .062, p > .05,

and Map 2 compared to Map 4 F(1, 99) = .35, r = .004, p > .05, and Map 3 compared to

Map 4 F(1, 99) = .876, r = .009, p > .05 Additional insignificant interactions include PL

for A* compared to SafeDQN for Map 3 compared to Map 4 F(1, 99) = 1.2, r = .013,

p > .05, PL for Dijkstra compared to SafeDQN for Map 1 compared to Map 4 F(1, 99) =

.82, r = .008, p > .05, and PL for Dijkstra compared to SafeDQN for Map 3 compared

to Map 4 F(1, 99) = .61, r = .006, p > .05.

6) Navigation Method * Motion Estimation Method * Map: There was a signifi-

cant three-way interaction for HAP F(3,314) = 38.2, p< .001, r = .279 and a insignificant

interaction for PL, F(2, 290) = 38.2, p > .05, r = .011. This indicates navigation method

and motion estimation had different effects on HAP and PL depending on the map being

used. This is reflected in the interaction graphs in Fig. 7.6.

Overall, Random Walk had the worse performance of all methods p < .001. Table

7.5 shows that SafeDQN achieved the highest reward in all test cases.

7.5 Discussion

We presented SafeDQN, one of the first acuity-aware navigation methods for

mobile robots in the ED. Our results show that SafeDQN outperforms classic navigation

methods in terms of avoiding high-acuity patients and generating the most efficient, safest

path. Another key feature of our system is that it has an understanding of patient acuity
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inferred from live video, while others do not, making it well-suited for use by robots in

the ED and other clinical environments.

Our results indicate that the motion estimation method used in our experiments

had an impact on high-acuity and low-acuity penalties. This may be because the keypoint

detector generated more noisy motion estimates than OF. Another potential cause of this

is the threshold we applied to our dataset to generate the high and low-acuity videos. The

threshold needs to be tuned based on how frequently high-acuity patients visit the ED.

For instance, if an ED frequently has many high-acuity patients, the robot may need to

have a higher threshold for what it considers high-acuity, so it can still find a path while

avoiding the most critical patients.

SafeDQN has several benefits for mobile robots working in safety-critical envi-

ronments. It enables robots to visually infer patient acuity, so it will not disturb healthcare

providers during critical care procedures. This may also be useful in other safety-critical

settings, such as disaster response. Furthermore, other researchers can easily build on our

work to explore the benefits of other types of neural networks. For example, SafeDQN is

easily expandable to other Deep Q-Learning approaches such as Double Q-Learning and

Dueling Q-Networks.

In addition to the benefits of SafeDQN, it is also important to discuss its limita-

tions. The primary limitation is that we evaluated SafeDQN in a simulation environment;

real-world environments and mobile robot deployments will no doubt present many

challenges. For example, as we have discussed previously [332], real-world perception is

challenging for mobile robots in the ED due to occlusion, noise, and privacy concerns,

making the use of visual sensors difficult. As SafeDQN relies on vision to determine

patient acuity, this creates a question as to how well it will succeed in real-world settings.

However, many recent privacy-preserving methods have been explored recently within

the computer vision and ubiquitous sensing communities [130, 175, 181], suggesting a
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path forward for SafeDQN as well.

7.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented a brief introduction to social navigation in robotics, rein-

forcement learning, and a method to detect a patient’s level of acuity. Robots have the

potential to take on frustrations, time-consuming tasks that healthcare professionals deal

with everyday. The hope is that systems like SafeDQN can enable robots to support tasks

such as these, in particular, delivery tasks and do so in a safe manner that does not cause

patient harm.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

This chapter discusses the main contributions of my work to the fields of human-

robot interaction (HRI), robotics, and computer vision. Then, it introduces future research

directions and open questions. Finally, this chapter concludes with closing remarks for the

robotics field and my thoughts on how to proceed in the research domain of human-robot

teaming to build systems that support human groups in real-world settings.

8.1 Contributions

8.1.1 Developed RoboGEM, a new unsupervised, ego-centric group

detection system for mobile robots.

Until recently, the HRI field has focused on dyadic interaction (i.e., one human

and one robot) [337]. Recent work highlights the importance of designing robots to

interact with groups of people, in order to work alongside them, as this reflects what

they will encounter in real-world settings [328, 337]. My research addresses this gap by

exploring intelligent systems that support and empower people working in teams.

To enable robots to detect teams in highly complex, noisy, real-world environ-
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ments, I designed the Robot-Centric Group Estimation Model (RoboGEM) system

[328, 338]. Historically, group perception work tends to: (1) focus on stationary, exo-

centric perspective approaches, (2) use data captured in well-controlled environments

which cannot support real-world operating scenarios, and (3) use supervised learning

methods that may fail when robots encounter new situations. In contrast, RoboGEM

employs hierarchical clustering (unsupervised learning) and works well on ego-centric

(first-person), real-world data, where both pedestrians and the robot are in motion at

the same time. RoboGEM outperforms the current top-performing method by 10%

in terms of accuracy, and 50% in terms of recall, and can be used across a range of

real-world applications to enable robots to work in teams [328]. This work revealed how

we can engineer systems to solve group teaming challenges across a range of settings,

particularly from the perspective of a mobile robot.

8.1.2 Developed a new real-time group detection and tracking sys-

tem, RoboGEM 2.0.

In subsequent work, I expanded the scope of RoboGEM to enable a robot to work

alongside groups over time. Thus, I developed RoboGEM 2.0, which achieves human

group detection and tracking in crowded environments in real-time using a tracking-

by-detection approach. It is based on the intuition that pedestrians are most likely in

groups when they have similar trajectories, ground plane coordinates, and are in close

proximity to each other. RoboGEM 2.0leverages deep learning techniques, which employ

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) feature maps for group data association, and

Kalman filtering to track group states over time [335].

RoboGEM 2.0’s group detection outperformed three state-of-the-art methods in

terms of precision by 40% and recall by 17%. RoboGEM 2.0’s group tracking method

outperformed two state-of-the-art methods in terms of tracking accuracy by 9/
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By tracking multiple groups over time, RoboGEM 2.0 can enable robots to track

distributed human teams from a mobile platform. Robots might need to shift their support

to different teams, and a system like RoboGEM 2.0 will enable robots to track distributed

teams and readjust their support when necessary. This will be particularly useful for

safety-critical applications, such as in search and rescue or clinical domains, where robots

will need to support teams in time-sensitive situations.

8.1.3 Designed Robots to Support Clinical Teams

Nurses are the primary advocates for patients in hospitals. As such, they are

uniquely positioned to identify and prevent patient harm. However, strict hierarchical

structures and asymmetrical power dynamics between physicians and nurses often result

in penalties for nurses who speak up to “stop the line” of behavior that causes medical

errors. This inspired my work, which involved collaborating with nurses nationwide to

envision how robots might empower and support them in clinical teams.

This work provided exciting design concepts for future robot technology in acute

settings that support and empower nurses in teams. Nurses envisioned three main ways a

robot could help in this space:

1. First, participants envisioned a robot that could work as a neutral party to challenge

asymmetrical power dynamics with physicians such as when nurses are penalized

for identifying errors made by physicians and surgeons. Thus, they wanted a

robot to perform real-time error identification, and verbally alert the team when it

identifies errors.

2. Second, they wanted a robotic crash cart to help with decision support during

resuscitation as the team’s performance depends on the experience level of team

members and their ability to access necessary items.
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3. Third, participants envisioned a robot that could support teams through choreogra-

phy generation for team members and, using a shared display, show them where

they should position themselves around the patient’s bedside.

Thus, this work suggested that when designing robots to support teams in clinical

settings, robot practitioners need to take into account their hierarchical nature. To improve

team performance in healthcare, we need to design technology that helps flatten this

hierarchy, so that the team is more collaborative – because strong teams save lives.

8.1.4 Developed an acuity-aware social navigation system, SafeDQN,

for robots working in the Emergency Department.

To further investigate how robots can support clinical teams, I explored the use

of robots in the Emergency Department (ED). Commercially available robots already

work in hospital in-patient units to help clinicians deliver and stock materials, clean and

sanitize rooms after procedures, and lift patients. Robots also serve as receptionists, assist

with rehabilitation, support teams in surgery, and support remote care via telepresence

robots. Despite these recent efforts in deploying robots in hospitals, it will be difficult for

robots to execute the simplest tasks, particularly in the ED, which is a more challenging

environment than in-patient units (Discussed in Chapter 6). The ED is more crowded,

chaotic, and has patients with higher levels of acuity than in-patient units.

To address this challenge, I explored how robots could support teams in the

ED, by relieving providers of non-value-added tasks (e.g., submitting labs, restocking

supplies) and enabling them to spend more time on patient care. A key challenge I

identified occurs when patient rooms fill up, and patients are stationed and treated in

hallways. ED hallways are often cluttered, overcrowded, and clinicians are treating

highly acute patients, working under severe time constraints (Discussed in Chapter 6).
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To place robots in these complex spaces, robots need to understand many features of

the environment in order to operate safely and effectively, including patient acuity. This

knowledge will enable them to navigate more intelligently and safely.

To address this, I developed the Safety-Critical Deep Q-Network (SafeDQN), a

new reinforcement learning system that enables robots to socially navigate while taking

patient acuity levels into account [333] (Discussed in Chapter 7). SafeDQN visually

detects a patient’s acuity level from video and encodes this in a neural network, which

learns to avoid areas of high-acuity patients. I compared SafeDQN to three classic

navigation methods and found that SafeDQN generates the safest, quickest path in a

simulated ED environment [333].

Using SafeDQN, mobile robots can fetch and deliver supplies to ED staff in

a manner that does not interrupt patient care, thereby preventing additional causes of

patient harm. I hope this work encourages future exploration of social robots that work

in safety-critical, human-centered environments, and ultimately helps to improve patient

outcomes and save lives.

8.2 Future Work

8.2.1 Developing socially-aware robots that shift their support to

different teams over time

Chapter 4 introduced RoboGEM 2.0, a new system that enables robots to detect

and track groups of people over time. This is exciting because it opens up the possibilities

of robot capabilities to support human teams. For instance, using a system like RoboGEM

2.0, robots can shift their support to different teams over time. This work lays the

foundation for future work, where RoboGEM 2.0 can enable robots to shift their support
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to teams that need the most support, particularly in critical environments where many

situations are time-sensitive (e.g., search and rescue and emergency situations). For

instance, the computational model of patient acuity from Chapter 7 might be used to

enable robots to shift their support to clinical teams that are treating the most critical

patients.

8.2.2 Incorporating other data modalities to detect patient acuity

for clinical domains

Chapter 7 introduced a social navigation system that uses a computational model

of patient acuity to generate paths that avoid areas with critical patients. This work was

intriguing because it is a new way of designing systems with contextual information

about their environment to enable them to work in a safe manner. Yet, this work only

scratched the surface of the possibilities for building context into robotic systems. For

instance, Chapter 7 discussed how we built a computational model for visual data, but

there are other data modalities that provide cues about a patient’s health status. For

example, the signal generated from the electrocardiogram (EKG) machine measures the

electrical signal in a patient’s heart, indicating whether a patient has a regular or irregular

heartbeat as well as the strength of the heart.

As a future direction, researchers can explore how robots can use this data to

infer when a patient’s condition begins to deteriorate or improve. For example, one could

explore machine learning techniques, such as time-series methods (i.e., forecasting) to

predict when a patient’s condition will change in the future. In recent years, these methods

have been particularly successful at predicting future events (e.g., activity recognition

[375], finance [344]). Robots can use these techniques to alert healthcare workers when

a patient needs treatment in a timely manner.
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8.2.3 Build a motion planner to work in conjunction with SafeDQN

I introduced an acuity-aware social navigation system in Chapter 7 which gen-

erates a global path for a robot to avoid hallways with high-acuity patients. The hope

is that this system will enable robots to avoid areas of critical patients so they do not

interrupt patient treatment.

Consider a scenario where healthcare workers are treating critical patients in all

the hallways of an emergency department. In this situation, SafeDQN will have no choice

but to generate a path where critical patients are situated. As a result, the SafeDQN

system needs a motion planning system that enables it to perceive and act in a manner

that not only avoids critical patients but also can navigate the unique challenges of EDs.

For instance, ED hallways are often narrow, cluttered, and people are frequently walking

and running down the hallways. Existing motion planners can handle environments that

are cluttered or have moving pedestrians walking around, but there is a lack of work that

addresses both of these conditions. Thus, future work can build on SafeDQN to develop

a motion planner to work in conjunction with it to enable robots to safely navigate in

these challenging environments.

8.3 Open Research Problems

8.3.1 How to best build intelligent decision making systems for group

HRI?

For robots to support human teams in real-world environments, they need intel-

ligent decision-making systems that enable them to understand the actions of human

teams and how the robot can contribute to the team. Furthermore, robots need new

learning and vision methods to enable them to predict the intentions of their human
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teammates. One way to achieve this goal is by leveraging prior experience with a team.

This raises exciting new questions. For instance, what are effective ways to predict task

completion times to adaptively coordinate with teams in the future? How can robots

forecast teammate activities, and use that knowledge to predict what they will do next

or when they will need assistance? How can we design perception systems that enable

scheduling of robot assistance and enable robots to adapt to team workflow in order to

optimally assist people?

In this research context, robots will encounter many challenges, including how to

identify various tasks that their human teammates perform. To enable the deployment of

robots at scale, they need the ability to generalize to new tasks. One potential approach to

this problem is to use transfer learning, which is the process of using a model developed

for one task and reusing it to learn a new task. Researchers can leverage this to enable

robots to adaptively identify new tasks employed by their teammates thereby adapting

to new task scenarios. However, robots currently lack the ability to adapt to new tasks

and they do not understand the actions of their human teammates. Thus, much work

is needed to enable robots to coordinate among each other and with human teams to

improve team workflow.

8.3.2 How can we design group perception methods for multi-robot

systems?

Group perception is an important domain of research to enable intelligent systems

to support teams. As this research domain advances, it will become increasingly important

to scale up group perception systems to support multi-robot system deployment. Multi-

robot systems have the potential to enable robots to support multiple teams in the same

environment, and do so in an intelligent and coordinated manner. For instance, in Chapter

7, I introduced a computational model that enables robots to detect a patient’s acuity
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level. Multi-robot systems can leverage this model to support teams based on the severity

of a patient’s conditions. This will enable robots to allocate resources to teams that need

the most support or are conducting time-sensitive work.

However, we have a long way to go to scale group perception systems to multi-

robot systems that coordinate their perception systems in a synchronized way. For

instance, consider a multi-robot system with two robots that are assisting two different

teams, and a situation occurs that requires these robots to shift their support to different

teams. To do this, to perceive their co-robots’ human teammates, that is, they need

ways to share information and use that knowledge in real-time to support real-world

teaming situations. However, it is challenging for robots to track their own teams and the

teams around them. Furthermore, it becomes even more challenging to track teammates

when they exit and re-enter the environment as many data association techniques rely on

motion models, appearance models, or both to track people over time. These methods fail

when people change their clothes or when their team members change over time. This

reveals many interesting, yet challenging perception and coordination problems and has

the potential to positively contribute to human teams across a range of application areas.

8.3.3 How to longitudinally deploy intelligent systems to support

teams in safety-critical environments?

As we continue to design robots for SCEs, it is becoming increasingly important

to understand how to deploy these systems long-term and to consider the impact they

have on team performance. There is prior work that explores the long-term use of

robots in both private and public settings, such as people’s homes and airports. However,

significant work is needed to understand the long-term impacts of intelligent systems in

SCEs (e.g., weeks and months at a time), particularly with multi-robot systems. This

reveals many interesting questions such as: what tasks should multi-robot systems take
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on? What are the major failure cases of multi-robot systems in SCEs? What are effective

ways to address reliability challenges?

For robots to support teams longitudinally, roboticists must contextualize systems

for a particular SCE. My doctoral research explores this and provides a roadmap to

enable researchers to explore how to situate robots in new environments, particularly in

healthcare (Discussed in Chapters 5 and 6). Similar techniques would enable roboticists

to contextualize robots for other SCEs (i.e., search and rescue, military applications) to

ensure intelligent systems make a meaningful contribution and do not provide additional

sources of noise or disruption. Furthermore, this line of research will help us understand

how multi-robot systems impact team workflow long-term.

8.4 Closing Remarks

My work explores how to solve real-world robot perception and decision-making

challenges, particularly those encountered in noisy, complex settings (e.g., hospitals)

[328]. My research provides transformative advances to the field of robotics, contributing

new AI systems that address key technical challenges, as well as situating systems in

ways that address real-world problems. It connects approaches from various disciplines,

including computer vision, robotics, and machine learning to tackle complex problems to

enable robots to intelligently interact with people in real-world settings.

In my doctoral research, I designed new perception methods to enable robots to

detect and track their teammates in real-world environments [328, 337, 338, 58, 334].

Then, I explored the use of robots in healthcare, and investigated how they can support

clinical team workflow and empower stakeholders, by characterizing teaming in safety-

critical environments (SCE) [330, 332], where I developed a new navigation system for

robots in the emergency department (ED) [333].
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Moving forward, I encourage robotics researchers to not only focus on what is

“cool” today, but problems that are impactful for tomorrow. Sometimes, this will require

researchers to have hard conversations with users to understand the challenges they face

in order to design systems that will positively impact their daily lives. This approach to

research can be challenging, and requires one to step outside their comfort zone. Yet, I

believe that we have a duty to understand how our systems impact people that we hope

someday will adopt our technology. As a result, we are responsible for ensuring that our

systems are not harmful to people, particularly those from underrepresented groups or

those that do not have much power in their daily interactions with people.

I hope my work leads to conversations about how robots can support people in

their everyday lives and do so in a manner that is impactful and improves people’s quality

of life.
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Glossary

bounding box two dimensional box in an image that is used to annotate pedestrians and

groups of people. 16

choreography the process of spatially coordinating a team; in this dissertation, a clinical

team around a patient’s bedside. 106

collaborative research methodology investigate a phenomena by allowing the users to

shape the research agenda. 110

convolutional neural network a deep learning technique that takes images as input and

learns weights and biases to assign objects to a particular class or category. 17

crash cart commonly used term in healthcare to describe a self-contained, mobile unit

that contains virtually all of the materials, medicines, and devices necessary to

perform a resuscitation. 106

data association the process of matching objects from one image frame to the next

image frame. 20

deep Q-learning Q-learning using neural networks to predict Q-values. 31

ego-centric perspective sensing from a first-person perspective. 19
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episode in reinforcement learning, it represents a single time step in an MDP which

includes the robot’s state, next state, reward, and action. 183

f-formation a system arises when two or more humans sustain a spatial and orientation

relationship, which divides the spatial relationship between groups into a p-space

and o-space. 11

false negatives number of false negatives in bounding boxes. 84

false positives number of false positives in bounding boxes. 84

grounded theory a systematic way of analyzing data from the social sciences which

iteratively find themes in the data, review themes with the research team, and repeat

until a set of themes which best characterize the data in terms of concepts, ideas,

or constructs are discovered. 115

group detection identifies the location of groups of people in an image or video stream.

19

group tracking generates a unique identifier (group ID) for each group in an image or

video stream. 19

groups two or more people in close proximity to each other with a common motion goal.

11

hierarchical clustering A clustering technique that discriminates a group of objects

into sets of clusters of similar likeness. 38

Human-Robot Interaction field of study that aims to build intelligent systems that

interact with people. 13
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intersection-over-union used as an accuracy evaluation metric for object detectors. It

measures to what degree two bounding box detections overlap. 45

markov decision process mathematical framework that models discrete time stochastic

decision making from one state to another. This process results in a reward and

action using a state transition function. 31

mostly lost targets number of ground truth bounding boxes trajectories covered by track

hypothesis for at most 20% of their life span. 84

mostly tracked targets number of ground truth bounding boxes trajectories covered by

a track hypothesis for at least 80% of their respective life span. 84

multiple object tracking accuracy combines false positives, false negatives, and ID

switches in object tracks. 83

multiple object tracking precision misalignment in bounding boxes between ground

truth and predicted tracks. 83

non-value added task a low-level task that takes someone away from their primary job

duty, e.g., clinicians fetching supplies rather than treating patients. 139

object detection locate an object in an image in the form of a bounding box (e.g. x, y,

width, h). 38

object tracking associate an object from one image frame at time t to t+1. 63

operating room a room in the hospital where surgeries take place. 125, 139

optical flow the motion of objects which is represented by an x and y vector between

consecutive image frames, caused by the relative movement between objects and

camera. 35
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patient acuity the measurement of the intensity of nursing care that is required by a

patient. 32

pedestrian detection locate people in images or consecutive frames in video streams.

16

pedestrian patch two dimensional box that contains pixels within a bounding box of a

person a people in an image. 39

pre-trained model model trained on existing dataset. 38

Q-value the probability of selecting an action. 178

recorder a person that records the actions a clinical team performs, the medications they

administer, and the time in which these actions take place during resuscitation. 124

reinforcement learning a Markov Decision Process with a given objective formulated

to maximize an agents cumulative reward by following the Bellman’s equation. 31

replay buffer contains a series of episodes in memory. Records agent experiences =

state, next state, reward, done. state: agent location on the map at time t, action:

action to take at next iteration at time t+1, next state: next location on the map at

time t+1, reward: reward given to agent at time t. 182

resuscitation (code) refers to a process of correcting a psychological disorder such as a

lack of breathing or heartbeat. 106

team a group of people that work toward a common goal. 11

team leader a person in charge of a resuscitation team. They assign roles (e.g., recorder,

compressor, intubator, etc) to the team members and ensure everyone performs

their responsibilities during resuscitation. 124
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total number of ID switches total Number of ID Switches in bounding boxes. 84
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Acronyms

ACLS Adult Cardiac Life Support algorithms. 124

AS acuity score. 177

CNN Convolutional Neural Network. 32

CSCW Computer Supported Cooperative Work. 105

DQN Deep Q-Network. 32

ED emergency department. 150

EHR electronic healthcare record. 133

EMG electromyography. 165

ESI Emergency Severity Index. 153

FN False Negatives. 90

FPPI false positives per image. 50

HA Hungarian Algorithm. 67

HC Hierarchical Clustering. 35
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HCW healthcare worker. 174

HOG Histogram of Oriented Gradient. 16

IDsw ID Switches. 92

IoU Intersection-over-Union. 50

KD keypoint detector. 181

KF Kalman Filtering. 63

MANOVA Multivariate Analysis of Variance. 184

MDP Markov Decision Process. 167

MHT Multiple Hypothesis Tracking. 19

ML Mostly Lost Targets. 90

MOTP Multiple Object Tracking Precision. 90, 91

MT Mostly Tracked Targets. 90

NLP Natural Language Processing. 177

NN Neural Network. 178

OF optical flow. 181

OR operating room. 105

PALS Pediatric Advanced Life Support. 124

PPH preventable patient harm. 104
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ReLU Rectified Linear Unit layer. 178

RFID Radio Frequency Identification. 162

RGB-D Red, green, and blue color channels and depth data. 16

RL Reinforcement Learning. 31

RoboGEM 1.0 Robot Group Estimation Model 1.0. 35

RoboGEM 2.0 Robot Group Estimation Model 2.0. 61

RoboTSS Robot-Centric Team Support System. 106

SafeDQN Safety-Critical Deep Q-Network. 175

SCE safety-critical environment. 29

SGD Stochastic Gradient Descent. 178
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